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Introduction

While the year 2000 isn’t really the millennium, it does presage a new way of 
looking at our culture. In this issue we offer an array of perspectives on film, 
literature, comic books, television, music — and even wrestling — that reflect 
where we are now. Issues of gender disruption, racial prejudices and stereotyping, 
and class divisions appear in many of the articles, most particularly in Karen Lynch’s 
analyses of treatments of “Chinatowns” in film, television, and fiction; Jack 
Bushnell’s study of the evolution of the comic, Swamp Thing; and David J. 
Lambkin’s portrayal of the female character Storm in the X-men comics series. 
Barbara Fowles Mates interrogates the insertion of late 20,h century concerns -  
that is, the concerns of the “politically correct” movement — into the popular tele 
vision series, Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman while Robert Sickels uses Hunter S. 
Thompson’s Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas to re-visit the current status of the 
myth of the “American Dream.” Lawrence Saez critiques other aspects of con 
temporary American culture and politics through a study of the world of profes 
sional wrestling.

Wheeler Winston Dixon provides us a glimpse of the work of New Zealand 
filmmaker John O ’Shea and Sheri Chinen Biesen contributes a political and cul 
tural picture of the U.S. at the time of the release of Leonard Bernstein’s West Side 
Story. Jennifer Tuttle’s study of the historical novels of Anne Perry disrupts as 
sumptions about the roles of women in Victorian England while Nicola Dibben 
examines relationships between technology and masculinity through an analysis 
of today’s popular rap and hip hop music in her article, “The Sound of'Synthetic 
Fury’: Dance Music, Machines and Masculinity.”

In still other arenas, Robert L. Schichler traces the Middle English literary 
influences on the popular works of Theodore Seuss Geisel (Dr. Seuss) in “Under 
standing the Outsider: Grendel, Geisel, and the Grinch” and Dennis Russell com 
ments on the current trend of famous individuals’ attempts at public forgiveness 
through confessional autobiography in “The Autobiography of Expiation.” Fi 
nally, Gage Chapel and Roy Joseph investigate the meeting of Eastern and West 
ern religions and philosophies through a study of rhetorical synthesis in “Synthe 
sizing Eastern and Western Religious Traditions.” We believe that you will find 
these articles an interesting and rewarding way to begin the new century and we 
welcome your comments.

Felicia F. Campbell 
Juli Barry





John O’Shea and the Tradition of 
New Zealand Cinema

Although his work is universally revered in his home country, the films 
of John O’Shea are almost entirely unknown outside his native New Zealand. 
O’Shea was bom on June 20th, 1920 in New Plymouth, New Zealand, educated in 
Wanganui, and then to Canterbury Teacher’s College in 1941. He received his MA 
from Victoria University in 1947, and eventually a Ph.D. in literature from the 
same institution in 1978 (see Churchman 60). But in between these two dates, 
John O’Shea conducted a single-handed campaign to bring feature filmmaking to 
New Zealand, a country which astonishingly produced only five feature-length 
sound films between 1936 and 1970, while the rest of the world was engaged in a 
veritable avalanche of cinematic production. Along with fellow countryman Rudall 
Hayward (1901-1974), John O’Shea and his production company, Pacific Films, 
were nearly the sole creators of all filmmaking within New Zealand, and both 
created their films with only the most sporadic government support. Worse still, 
despite the numerous recent successes of New Zealand cinema, including Jane 
Campion’s An Angel at My Table (1990), and The Piano (1993), Alison Maclean’s 
Crush (1992), Lee Tamahori’s Once Were Warriors (1995), Peter Jackson’s Heav 
enly Creatures (1994) and numerous other films, John O’Shea’s work is unavail 
able for viewing outside the New Zealand Film Archive in Wellington, even though, 
as most contemporary New Zealand filmmakers will readily admit, his trailblazing 
work set an example for all of the younger generation to follow. Indeed, the actor 
Sam Neill got his first professional job working in one of O’Shea’s productions, as 
did Jane Campion, who even lived with the O’Shea family for a brief period early 
in her career. At long last, O’Shea’s autobiography, Don’t Let It Get You, has 
finally been published by Victoria University Press (in 1999), and while O’Shea is 
semi-retired from the business, he still takes an active interest in events in the 
world of cinema. But why is O’Shea’s work so marginalized? Why has there been 
so little feature filmmaking in New Zealand for the first three-quarters of the 20th 
century? To answer these questions, one must look at both the cinematic and the 
political history of New Zealand, and the resulting conclusions that one draws are 
both powerful and disturbing.

Cinema in New Zealand got off to a promising start with the work of A. H. 
Whitehouse, a barnstorming professional showman who purchased a camera abroad, 
and began filming Lumieresque actualities in December, 1898, when he 
photographed The Opening o f the Auckland Exhibition (Churchman 49). By late
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1899, Whitehouse had photographed ten short (one minute each in length) films, 
and presented them at the Paris Exhibition in 1900 (Churchman 49). Other 
pioneering filmmakers followed, including Joseph Perry, W. Franklyn Barrett (who 
specialized in short narrative films), and James M. McDonald, who created a series 
of travelogue “documentaries” between 1907 and 1923, photographing Maori 
dances, “a canoe race, and various newsworthy events” (Churchman 49). In the 
meantime, George Tarr produced Hinemoa (1914), the first feature film shot entirely 
in New Zealand, based on a famous Maori legend of two lovers whose match is 
opposed by their respective parents. Shot in eight days in Rotorua, New Zealand 
on a total budget of £50 (Churchman 49), Hinemoa is lost today (due to archival 
neglect, and nitrate deterioration), although some publicity stills survive in the 
New Zealand Film Archive. Photographed with an all-Maori cast, Hinemoa was 
well received at the box-office, and feature filmmaking in New Zealand seemed, 
finally, to be underway.

Other feature films followed in rapid succession, all the work of independent 
filmmakers creating their productions on the proverbial shoestring budget; Rawdon 
Blanchford’s The Test (1916), Raymond Longford’s A Maori Maid s Love and The 
Mutiny o f the Bounty (both 1916), Beaumont Smith’s The_Betrayer (1921), 
Harrington Reynolds’ The Birth o f New Zealand (1922), Rudall Hayward’s My 
Lady o f the Cave (1922), George Tarr’s “documentary” feature Ten Thousand Miles 
in the Southern Cross (1922), Henry J. Makepeace’s The Romance o f Sleepy Hollow 
(1923), James R. Sullivan’s Venus o f the South Seas (1924), starring champion 
swimmer Annette Kellerman, Rudall Hayward’s Rewi s Last Stand (1925), which 
Hayward would remake as a sound film in 1940, Beaumont Smith’s The Adventures 
ofAlgy (1925), Edwin Coubray’s CarbinesJHeritage (1927), Gustav Pauli’s The 
Romance o f Hine-Moa (1927), a beautiful color-tinted version of the Hinemoa 
legend, of which one 35mm reel survives in the New Zealand Film Archive, Rudall 
Hayward’s The Te Kooti Trail (1927) and The Bush Cinderella (1928), Edward T. 
Brown’s unreleased The Romance ofMaoriland (1930), which was to have been 
New Zealand’s first feature length sound film until various technical and production 
difficulties intervened, Romantic New Zealand (1934), a black and white and color 
staged sound “documentary” of New Zealand life and culture, Stewart Pitt’s Down 
On the_Farm (1935), a melodramatic romance of which only a few fragments 
survive, Alexander Markey’s Hei Tiki (1935), A. L. Lewis’s Phar Lap s Son (1936), 
a racing drama, and J. J. W. Pollard’s The Wagon and the Star (1936), of which 
only one reel of completed footage and some out takes still exist (see Martin and 
Edwards, 23-48, for more detailed information on these titles).

All of these films were made without government support or intervention, 
with the exception of the travelogues, which were specifically designed to showcase 
New Zealand’s undeniable scenic splendor; all were modestly budgeted independent
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productions with significant technical and/or artistic defects; and, sadly, only a 
few of these film survive today intact. For the rest, a few reels of footage, some 
promotional materials and still photographs are all that remain. What materials 
that do exist are housed in the New Zealand Film Archive; in the Summer of 1999, 
I was able to visit the Archive and view the remaining fragments of these films 
firsthand, and I was struck at once by their raw intensity, fierce determination, and 
their desire to succeed against all odds, and indeed commercial indifference, in the 
creation of a viable industry for the production of feature films in early 20th century 
New Zealand.

However, all of these films also had to deal with the difficulties imposed by 
censorship in New Zealand, which began as early as 1909 with the censorship of 
boxing films (Churchman 33), and soon D. W. Griffith’s Intolerance (1916), along 
with other films, were coming under attack from various church and civic groups. 
In January, 1921, a G. J. Anderson, the newly appointed Minister of Internal Affairs, 
tried to force through legislation that would outlaw any film that “featured theft, 
robbery, murder or suicide” (Churchman 35). Although this directive was not 
followed, by 1930,3.9 percent o f2,626 films submitted to the censor (or a total of 
102 films) were rejected outright as being unfit for exhibition in New Zealand in 
whole or in part, including Lewis Milestone’s All Quiet on the Western Front (1930), 
which the chief censor of that period, W. A. Tanner, dismissed as “anti-war 
propaganda” (Churchman 35). After several appeals, the film was passed with one 
alteration, but the stringent censorship imposed upon films imported into New 
Zealand surely hampered domestic production as well. Laslo Benedek’s The Wild 
One (1954) was rejected by the government censorship board, then chaired by 
former film critic Gordon Mirams, three times (1954, 1955 and 1959), and this 
ban remained intact until 1977, long after the international production of such 
films as Stanley Kubrick’s A Clockwork Orange (1971), a much more violently 
graphic film by any standard of judgment (Churchman 40). In fact, New Zealand 
censorship remained remarkably stringent and inflexible throughout the 1960s and 
70s, banning outright such films as Richard Lester’s The Knack, and How to Get It 
(1965), Lester’s Petulia (1968), and Lewis Gilbert’s Alfie (1966), all of which 
were shown to nearly universal critical acclaim throughout the rest of the world 
(Watson and Shuker 50).

The chief censor during this period, Doug McIntosh, was “a career civil servant 
whose previous connections with the cinema had been limited to the administration 
of film licenses for the Department of Internal Affairs” (Watson and Shuker 46). 
McIntosh’s regime, which lasted from 1960 until his death in 1976, was perhaps 
the most repressive creative atmosphere in which a filmmaker could possibly 
function. McIntosh was enamored of such films as Robert Stevenson’s Mary 
Poppins (1964), Robert Wise’s The Sound o f Music (1965), Blake Edwards’ The
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Great Race (1965), and Ken Annakin’s Those Magnificent Men in Their Flying 
Machines (1965), all of which passed without cuts and played to record business 
throughout New Zealand (Churchman 29). He was less impressed with Sam 
Peckinpah’s Straw Dogs (1971), Arthur Penn’s Bonnie and Clyde (1967), and even 
Norman Jewison’s In the Heat o f the Night (1967), all of which suffered heavy 
cuts before their eventual release (Watson and Shuker 46). In perhaps his most 
bizarre decision, McIntosh ruled that Joseph Strick’s version of James Joyce’s 
Ulysses (1967) could be passed for public exhibition to sexually segregated 
audiences only — men could see the film in one theatre, women in another. In 
smaller towns, and at university screenings, a rope was stretched from the back of 
the auditorium to the front of the house, to keep the sexes apart during the screening 
(Watson and Shuker 48). Even after McIntosh’s death, such films as Terry Gilliam’s 
Monty Python s The Life o f Brian (1979) and Denys Arcand’s Jesus o f Montreal 
(1989) still attracted considerable controversy, in large part due to the fact that a 
film could be judged (according to the then-current code) detrimental to the public 
welfare if it denigrated “any particular class of the general public by reference to 
the colour, race, or ethnic or national origins, the sex, or the religious beliefs of the 
members of that class” (as cited in Watson and Shuker 52), thus affording the 
censor exceedingly wide grounds for objection.

Although more relaxed in subsequent regimes, this attitude and reliance on 
government censorship to “protect” the citizens of New Zealand from potentially 
injurious material persists to the present day, and remains a stumbling block for 
younger New Zealand filmmakers. When John O’Shea began making feature films 
in the early 1950s, the atmosphere was about as rigid as one can imagine. During 
my trip to New Zealand, I interviewed O’Shea on the production of his three feature 
films during that era, Broken Barrier {1952), Runaway (1964) and Don \ Let It Get 
You (1966). Because of the twin exigencies of governmental neglect (a lack of 
commercial incentives for filmmakers) and interference (censorship), New Zealand 
produced between 1936 and 1973 only seven feature films, one of which, Rudall 
and Ramai Hayward’s final work, To Love A Maori (1972), was shot in 16mm. In 
addition, because of the paucity of native production, New Zealand’s cinemas were 
overwhelmed by a plethora of British and American films, which enjoyed a virtual 
monopoly at the box office. All during this time, the New Zealand Film Commission 
continued to produce newsreels and travelogues aimed at local viewers. Apart from 
these innocuous and highly manipulated short subjects (and the occasional feature- 
length travelogue, or staged “documentary”), what New Zealand filmgoers saw 
was not a reflection of their own culture, but rather a series of colonialist constructs 
created in England and Hollywood that bore little relation to the circumstances of 
their daily lives. Such homegrown short films as Black Magic (1928), a two-reel 
film about coal mining; Bottled Health (1926), a documentary concerning the
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manufacture and bottling of milk in Auckland; Rug Making (1929), whose contents 
are self-explanatory; The Magic Collar Box (1927), which demonstrates how 
celluloid shirt collars are made; Journey for Three (1949), which seeks to encourage 
British citizens to migrate to New Zealand; Cowie Family Holiday (1953), a “how 
to” film involving vacation preparation; Golden Shears (1961), a documentary 
covering the 1961 Golden Shears sheep-shearing competition in Masterton; along 
with innumerable issues of the carefully censored “newsreels” Pictorial Parade, 
Maoriland Monologues, New Zealand Soundscenes and New Zealand Mirror, add 
up to a rather bleak cinematic landscape of mind-numbing banality, punctuated 
solely by narratives from Hollywood and the UK designed to please the greatest 
number of viewers.

Issues of New Zealand national identity were discreetly swept under the rug, 
and New Zealand audiences existed in a land of escapist visual imagery on all 
fronts. Domestic production was purposefully bland; foreign films were simply 
imports without local cultural significance. It was in this rather stultifying 
atmosphere that John O’Shea began his work in the cinema, first (ironically) as 
assistant to the chief censor in 1950-51 (Churchman 60), and then, in what he 
terms a gesture of “colossal impudence and profound ignorance” (Churchman 60), 
as founder and head of Pacific Films, which was launched in 1952, and still exists 
to this day. During his formative years as a filmmaker, O’Shea wrote film criticism 
for the Wellington Film Society’s Monthly Film Bulletin, and he had some scathing 
comments, worthy of a young Francois Truffaut, concerning the quality of 
programming then being offered to New Zealanders, whether in public cinemas or 
in private, film society, screening. Of Paul Rotha’s A City Speaks, O’Shea wrote in 
part, in the Monthly Film Bulletin of April, 1950,

A City Speaks was, in our opinion, the dullest film that has ever been 
presented by the Film Society. Its deficiencies were accentuated by 
the poor print, bad recording, and the atrocious sound system of the 
Public Library’s projector... [Rotha’s] vices are those of most run-of- 
the-mill British (and New Zealand) documentary filmmakers. 
Concentrating on institutions, public affairs, and the working classes,
[he has] lost [his] sense of proportion and good cinema. [We] would 
do well to prune our programmes of the drab footage that comes from 
the dull wastes of documentary, (as cited in O’Shea 37)

It was in this cinematic atmosphere of Colonialist discourse and Hollywood narrative 
dominance that O’Shea produced his first feature film, Broken Barrier, working 
with co-director Roger Mirams (not to be confused with censor Gordon Mirams). 
As O’Shea described the genesis of the film to me during our interview of August
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5, 1999, Roger Mirams originally came to O’Shea and proposed yet another 
“documentary” on Maori life and customs. O’Shea instantly responded that the 
idea was “boring beyond belief,” and counter-proposed a feature narrative film 
about an interracial relationship between a Pakeha (white) man and a Maori woman, 
an extremely daring topic for the time. O ’ Shea was becoming fed up with “studying” 
films, and wanted to try something groundbreaking and ambitious. Broken Barrier 
seemed to fit the bill, and the two men began their collaboration on the project.

They had almost nothing to work with. O’Shea told me that they used two 
35mm silent Arriflex cameras with six 200’ (or 2-minute running time) magazines 
to shoot the film, which was produced entirely on location, without sets of any 
kind. Sync sound (lip-synchronized) shooting was out of the question, so O’Shea 
and Mirams had to rely on music, sound effects, and a series of character “voice 
overs” to tell their story. The plot was simple: “boy meets girl, boy loses girl, boy 
gets girl back,” as O’Shea described it to me. The script, such as it was, was made 
up as shooting progressed, but O’Shea told me that he felt “as long as we stuck to 
the basic narrative format, and kept the running time down, we couldn’t go far 
wrong” (Dixon interview). At 69 minutes in length, the film is a compact revelation, 
and apart from Rudall Hayward’s Rewi s Last Stand (1940), which documented a 
furious battle between Colonial settlers and Maori natives, it offered the first fairly 
honest view of a problem that underlies and informs the very fabric of New Zealand 
society, even to this day: the relationship between Maoris and the Colonists who 
appropriated their native land. As O’Shea recalls the production of Broken Barrier 
in his autobiography,

Having suffered the boredom of some recent British documentaries, I 
agreed to write the Maori film for Roger [Mirams] only if it was to be 
a feature drama and I could co-direct it with him. He agreed. I took 
long-term leave from my job and we started. We had little money 
between us, but we did have two mute 35mm 200-foot-load Arriflex 
cameras. One camera was on loan from Movietone News, for whom 
Roger was the New Zealand correspondent. The other was picked up, 
allegedly, from a dead German in the Western Desert and sold to us for 
£200. Roger had a rickety camera dolly and some lights cobbled 
together from scrap metal. We set off in Roger’s Vauxhall with as much 
film stock and gear as we could load into it. (O’Shea 39)

As post-production proceeded, new problems emerged. O’Shea remembers:

The laboratory facilities of the National Film Unit were closed to us 
—  we were, perish the thought, ‘private enterprise. ’ Though the Labour
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Government lost the elections at the end of 1949, the ‘private enterprise’ 
National Government under Sid Holland only had strength to question 
but not to command the instruments of the previous government — 
for which the National Film Unit was a leading but pallid propagandist.
Were we not making a film for ‘money’ — that despicable word — 
hoping to sell it to audiences ?! (O’Shea 40)

In the social and political climate of the time, such an endeavor was not only 
unthinkable, it was revolutionary. O’Shea and Mirams called upon their friends at 
Movietone News to assist them in the final completion of the film; they were not 
disappointed. O’Shea’s friends came to the rescue again:

Much later in the year of its making, we shot more for Broken Barrier 
on money friends lent us. In Sydney, mates at Movietone News rallied 
round, thanks to Roger. The newsreel’s editor did a fine-cut of our edit 
and matched the negative at night in his kitchen. We just had enough 
money to record a score in Sydney, then some sound effects and a 
number of voices when we returned to Wellington. With Ian C. A. 
Houston running track-laying, we had all optical prints in 1951. Ian 
was able to manufacture a soundtrack with only two sync and eight 
wild tracks hustled together on non-sync recorders. The mix was 
finished at 2.30 a.m. on 10 December 1951. [The] world premiere of 
Broken Barrier was held on 10 July 1952 with the Governor-General,
Sir Bernard Freyberg present, hordes of black ties and evening dresses, 
a brass band, floodlights, marching girls — and a packed house. 
(O’Shea 41)

Surprisingly, given the fact the topic was so inherently controversial (or perhaps 
because of it), the film was an enormous commercial success, and became a 
landmark in the nascent New Zealand cinema. Spyros Skouras of 20th Century 
Fox saw the film and offered O’Shea and Mirams a trip to Hollywood, with an eye 
towards a possible production deal, but O ’Shea, angered over the HU AC / Joseph 
McCarthy hearings then underway in the United States, declined the offer, just as 
he had also passed up a graduate assistantship position at Princeton University a 
number of years previously for much the same reasosns (O’Shea 42). O’Shea’s 
heart and mind were firmly rooted in the culture and soil of New Zealand, and he 
had no intention of leaving — rather, he wanted to press on with the production of 
more feature films. For the moment, however, both men went back into the service 
of Fox Movietone News, while O’Shea kept Pacific Films alive as a sideline. 
Working as a team, O’Shea and Mirams photographed Queen Elizabeth’s 1953
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Royal Tour in 1953 for Movietone, Pathe, Visnews and Telenews simultaneously 
by shooting with three 35mm movie cameras simultaneously mounted on the same 
tripod, to create three individual negatives for each newsreel concern — a sharp 
bit of ingenuity (O’Shea 43).

It was not until 1964 that O’Shea would have a chance to create another feature, 
Runaway (1964), which is arguably his best film, and one of the most telling New 
Zealand films concerning the relations between Pakeha and Maori culture. Runaway, 
shot for £28,000, again without synchronized dialogue (but this time, dubbed in 
after the fact so flawlessly that the absence of direct sound recording is hardly 
noticeable), tells the story of a young man, David Manning (Colin Broadley) who 
has been living above his means, and must now pay back a considerable debt. His 
mother and father are harsh and unsympathetic, and so Manning hits the road to 
escape his problems, and perhaps find a meaning for his increasingly difficult 
existence. He hitches a ride with Laura Kossovich (Nadja Regin) and the two 
engage in a brief but tempestuous love affair, which is interrupted when David 
shows a passing interest in Isobel Wharewera (Kiri Te Kanawa), a young Maori 
woman whose values seem more in keeping with his own. After a fight, David 
steals Laura’s car, and leaves Diana on a muddy strip of beach, angrily vowing 
revenge. Now on the run from the police for car theft, David abandons Laura’s car 
and hitches a ride with a particularly obnoxious businessman with a heart condition, 
who reveals himself as a virulent racist and viciously opportunistic capitalist during 
their increasingly tense conversation. To prove how little he cares for others, the 
businessman deliberately swerves to run over a hedgehog crossing the road. David 
is appalled, and grabs the steering wheel to wrest control of the car away from the 
businessman, but the strain proves too much, and the man dies of a heart attack, in 
a scene eerily reminiscent of Edgar G. Ulmer’s Detour (1945).

Taking the businessman’s papers, David continues on alone until he meets 
Diana (Deidre McCarron), who offers him both reassurance, and a renewed sense 
of hope. Their idyll is ended, however, when a passing trapper, Clarrie (Barry 
Crump), invades the small shack the couple are hiding in. Clarrie turns David into 
the police for the reward, and David is forced to flee again, this time into the snow- 
covered mountains, with Laura at his side. At length, David tells Diana to go back 
and surrender to the police; he will go on alone. The police abandon the search as 
being too dangerous, and David is last seen hiking further and further up the 
mountain, to certain death. The film is both concise and evocative; David Manning 
is the perfect existential 1960s antihero, and the film’s crisp, melancholy black 
and white cinematography (by Anthony Williams) and cool, detached musical score 
(by Robin MacOnie) effectively convey David M anning’s alienation and 
hopelessness through a Pinteresque landscape of despair and compromise. Indeed, 
O ’Shea told me during our interview that he screened the early work of
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Michaelangelo Antonioni nearly every night during shooting on a portable 16mm 
projector to “keep the crew in the right mood for what we were trying to do” 
(Dixon interview). But although O’Shea undeniably achieved his goal with the 
film, both the public, and government officials, found his vision of life in bourgeois 
New Zealand unsettling and depressing.

Although praised by the critics, Runaway was a hit only with a select few, and 
in its initial engagements the film was a resounding commercial failure. To add 
insult to injury, the film was exported to England, cut from 102 minutes to 80 
minutes, and released on the bottom-half of British double-bills as Runaway Killers, 
the version that most widely survives today. The complete, uncut version of 
Runaway is available only at the New Zealand Film Archive, where I screened the 
film shortly before interviewing John O’Shea. It is a remarkable film, recalling the 
best of Joseph Losey, Tony Richardson and/or Karel Reisz, and deserves a place in 
the international canon of film history alongside such films as Losey’s Accident 
(1967), The Servant (1963), Richardson’s The Loneliness o f theJLong Distance 
Runner (1962), or Karel Reisz’s Saturday Night and SundayJAorning (1960). 
Although the film has now attained the status of a cult classic, particularly among 
younger New Zealand filmmakers, the commercial failure of Runaway plunged 
O’Shea’s Pacific Films deep into debt, and O’Shea was forced to make industrial 
films and commercials for some 14 years to pay off the film’s still-modest production 
cost.

While Broken Barrier had made back its initial production cost with ease, 
perhaps because of its more compassionate and optimistic outlook, Runaway marked 
O’Shea as a troublemaker, and left general audiences both angry and confused. As 
O’Shea commented in his autobiography,

For a start, Broken Barrier was about a white male, Tom Sullivan, 
who according to the poster ‘was in love with a Maori girl’. The white 
women seen in the film are all middle-class and very bourgeois. Some, 
like his sister, with a budgie on her shoulder, are a little bizarre. They 
clearly indicate their distance from the Maori women of that time.
Tom’s father is rather more typical of the New Zealand male of that 
era: stem, forced to accept foolishness all around him — his daughter 
smoking, his son carrying on with a Maori girl, his wife fussing around 
and trying to be nice to everyone — clearly, in his eyes, a rather stupid 
woman.

The young man in Broken Barrier seems to me now to be more of 
a simpleminded idealist, not so much searching for identity as chancing 
across a rom antic entanglem ent that leads him to a greater 
understanding of the Maori people around him once he gets out into
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the countryside. No solution was found in the city, in journalism, or in 
studies — but in an unlikely rural and unexplored prospect.

However, through it all, the Maori knew who they were — which 
was more than you could say for the typical Pakeha of the time. Like 
Tom Sullivan, he barely knew where he was going or what he was 
buying into if he married a Maori girl. Actually — and ironically — 
the film was made as Maoridom was about to be plunged into wholesale 
urbanization which was to radically alter their whole way of life.

For the young man in Runaway, a dozen years later, there was more 
definition about identity. He did display that nascent spark of enquiry 
starting to mark Pakeha New Zealanders, the conscious search for 
identity that had run through the literature of the previous two decades, 
notably with the poets — Cumow, Mason, Glover, Fairbum — and 
the novelists Frank Sarageson and John Mulgan.

In Runaway, young David Manning was very consciously trying to 
find out what it was all about — and this time he knew neither an 
ordinary Kiwi city girl nor a Maori girl were for him. Lured by the 
seductive if superficial enticements of a European woman, he got singed 
by the flame of her deception in much the same way the country was 
finding Britain’s links with Europe were going to damage the country’s 
trade and prosperity.

We’d made a film about New Zealand and the EEC before the 
screenplay — though not the concept — for Runaway was written and 
the allegory was, we thought, fairly direct. So few people got the point 
I wondered myself whether I’d missed it. (O’Shea 44)

Following the commercial debacle of Runaway, O’Shea needed to find a way 
to put Pacific Films back on an even financial footing. Ironically, it was an angry 
conversation with Sid Odell, head of the National Film Unit at the time, that provided 
the spark for O’Shea’s next project, the musical Don’t Let It Get You (1966). Furious 
at the pessimistic picture of New Zealand life shown in Runaway, Odell promised 
O’Shea at a meeting to discuss “future projects” that “you’ll never make another 
feature film in this country. Never!” (O’Shea 46). Furious, O’Shea vowed that his 
next film would be both a commercially viable film, and one that would further the 
cause of race relations in New Zealand. The result was a pop musical reminiscent 
of Richard Lester’s A Hard Days Night (1964), full of flash, flair, and cheerfully 
upbeat pop performances, from a thoroughly racially-integrated cast. When one 
considers that it was not until 1970 that New Zealand television allowed Maori 
and white performers to appear in the same television commercial (for Gregg’s 
Coffee, made by Pacific Films, and directed by Runaway's cinematographer, Tony
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Williams), this in itself was a considerable accomplishment.
But the toll on O’Shea was inexorably mounting. While directing Don \t Let It 

Get You, O’Shea still had to post-produce and write sponsored documentaries at 
night to keep Pacific Films financially afloat, and he began falling asleep on the 
set in the middle of takes from sheer exhaustion. The fact that one of the industrial 
films that he was producing at the time was about cancer did little to aid his already 
shaken morale. As a result, when Don’t Let It Get You completed production, and 
O’Shea found that he had no money for a “wrap” party for his cast and crew, he 
decided that he could no longer produce and direct feature films on such perilous 
financial footing. And so, with three feature films as a director, Broken Barrier, 
Runaway, and the slight but enjoyable Don’t Let It Get You (which, predictably, 
was an enormous commercial success), John O’Shea ceased to direct feature films, 
and went back to cranking out promos, advertisements, and sponsored films to 
make a living, although he subsequently served as producer on some New Zealand 
films much later, in the 1980s. Pacific Films was now a commercial production 
house, and an era was over. It was not until 1977, and Roger Donaldson’s Sleeping 
Dogs, that the New Zealand feature film again began to flourish, and then only 
because of lucrative tax breaks that made investing in films attractive to the financial 
community.

As for John O’Shea, in addition to the three feature films he directed, he 
produced five more features in later years, while directing and producing more 
than two hundred documentary films, as well as producing and/or directing countless 
commercials and promotional spots. In 1990, O’Shea was awarded the Order of 
the British Empire (OBE), and in 1992 he was honored with the New Zealand 
Film Commission’s first Lifetime Achievement Award. His children have followed 
him into the business. Kathy, his daughter, is a much sought after film and 
commercial editor in Britain; his son Pat is a cameraman for the BBC; his other 
son, Rory, works in the United States as a Director of Photography (Churchman 
60). And yet John O’Shea still exerts considerable influence within the New Zealand 
cinematic community, and his opinions of contemporary cinema are often quite 
acerbic.

Perhaps it’s best to let O’Shea himself have the last word. In our interview, 
O’Shea told me that he laments

the Americanization of the world, which looms as an ominous thing. 
Today’s film audiences are used to opulence and special effects — 
Hollywood bedazzles the world and seduces the innocents, the 
teenagers and children, with this confection. [This can only lead] to 
indigestion and early heart attacks. Morals are corrupt. People look up 
to the wrong people. Power is all. We can’t emulate Hollywood, and
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thank God we can’t, but we can offer them something different. (Dixon 
interview)

That “something different” is what John O’Shea strove for in all his work, and by 
any measure of achievement, he had brilliantly discharged his obligation to society. 
John’ O’Shea is New Zealand’s John Ford; tough, irascible, very much his own 
man. He made his films despite government interference, lack of financial backing, 
and without the support of studios or distributors. In doing so, O’Shea demonstrated 
that one can function as a genuinely independent filmmaker within society, and 
make a crucial difference in the way people view the world.

University of Nebraska, Lincoln Wheeler Winston Dixon
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Orientation via Orientalism: 
Chinatown in Detective Narratives

In this paper I consider detective narratives as an urban “tour,” a scenic 
excursion that seeks to gaze on and narrate a scene of urban horror or dystopia. 
This scene is not wholly unlike Jameson’s frustrated narrative path through the 
Bonaventure Hotel in L.A. Like Jameson, who has argued that the postmodern 
contours of “hyper-reality” defy the human instinct to cognitively map a linear 
narrative trajectory through “the great global multinational and decentred 
communicational network in which we find ourselves caught as individual subjects” 
(84), detective narratives seek to map paths through unknowable urban spaces that 
often defy the subject’s attempts to cognitively or linearly map a clear trajectory - 
thus the twists and turns, the many deferrals of the generic detective text. I intend 
to look at this process with specific attention to the deployment of various 
“Chinatowns” in detective fiction - and the associated orientalism that Edward 
Said refers to - as a specific urban local that functions as a disorienting dystopia. 
The mobilisation of “Chinatowns” in these texts moreover, repetitively insist on 
the age old positioning of the unfathomable Orient against the knowable Occident; 
usually the anglo-detective’s role is constructed as a “pathfinder” and mystery 
solver amongst the streets of the “little orient.”

From its earliest examples, detective fiction abounds with racist imagery. 
Despite the fact that the “Golden Age” fiction of the interbellum and the American 
hard-boiled usually villainized one of “its own”, these narratives often made use 
of the inbuilt prejudices of its readership in order to depict an untrustworthy character 
who was not usually the principal villain; the “orientation of villainy” is one outcome 
of such a device (Watson 109). Yet, as Watson notes, the repetitive drawing of 
“Chinese villainy”- located in the heart of the western city in various “Chinatowns” 
- goes back further than this. “Chinatown” became a literary site which posits 
Eastern otherness at the heart of Western civilization’s great cities, creating specific 
anxieties about urbanism from the late eighteenth century onwards. As I intend to 
show, the early narrative attempts to separate “Chinatown” from the city as a whole 
are continually undermined by the location of Chinatowns, which are traditionally 
placed in fairly central, albeit poor, areas of large cities.

In Fergus Hume’s The Mystery o f a Hansom Cab (published in 1887) an 
entourage of white males, including a detective, walk through the streets of 
Melbourne’s Chinatown, here depicted as an urban slum shared by Chinese 
immigrants, prostitutes, and the poor:
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.. .his guide, with whom familiarity with the proletarians had, in a great 
measure, bred indifference, hurried him away to Little Bourke Street, 
where the narrowness of the street, with the high buildings on each 
side, the dim light of the sparsely scattered gas lamps, and the few 
ragged-looking figures slouching along, formed a strong contrast to 
the brilliant and crowded scene they had just left. Turning off Little 
Burke Street, the detective led the way down a dark lane...Kilsip turning 
to the left, led the barrister down another still narrower lane, the 
darkness and gloom of which made the lawyer shudder, as he wondered 
how human beings could live in them. (Hume 100)

Racist images of the “stolid Oriental” who “glides soft footed” through the 
alleyways, together with the horror of the (white) drunken prostitute, complete the 
scene that is compared to Dante’s inferno and the “valley of the shadow of death” 
(Hume 100-101). Sax Rhomer’s “Fu-Manchu” novels repeat the themes of “the 
Fall” into the urban dystopia of “chinatown.” The hero again descends into the 
darkness of Chinatown:

The mantle of dusk had closed about the squalid activity of the East 
End streets as we neared our destination. Aliens of every shade of 
colour were in the glare of the lamps upon the main road about us now, 
emerging from burrow-like alleys. In the short space of the drive we 
had passed from the bright world of the West into the dubious 
underworld of the East. (Rhomer quoted in Watson 118)

These images of fear and hatred derive from late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
century contexts; both images of chinatown are inevitably caught up in Britain’s 
attempts to colonize China, their successful exploitation and control of Chinese 
Customs, and the lead up to and repercussions of the Boxer uprising in 1900 (Watson 
118-120). No doubt the existence of “Chinatowns” raised anxieties about the 
effectiveness of British imperialism. Attempts to colonise fundamentally rest on a 
philosophy of expansion and domination, but Chinese immigration to England, 
America and Australia and the subsequent phenomenon of a “chinatown” — largely 
as a consequence of British expansion— may have ironically signalled an implosion 
of the colonialists’ ethic. The outward reaching attempts to dominate and convert 
entire cultures also entailed the inclusion of these cultures into the symbolic heart 
of the empire. While London’s Chinatown was nowhere near as sizeable or powerful 
as the “little Britains” that would have sprung up around the Treaty Ports of in 18th 
and 19th century China, the hysterical portrayals, and Rhomer’s cry of “yellow 
peril”, perhaps signals that an equivalent was feared. To dramatise, and spatially
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define an imagined Orient has vastly different ramifications if that (little) “orient” 
is only a cab ride away.

In the twentieth century context, it becomes apparent that the portrayal of a 
western Chinatown as secretive, separate, “other”, mysterious, criminal, has become 
stock standard in many detective narratives: I would like to look at this persistent 
Orientalism in Roman Polanski’s Chinatown, Marele Day’s The Case o f the Chinese 
Boxes, and an X-Files episode entitled “Hell Money.” Mirroring the earlier 
paradoxical separation of an urban enclave from the logic of a larger urban scene, 
these narratives use Chinatown as a marginal zone which is nevertheless central to 
their narrative logic. These texts also reveal the acceptance of an ongoing form of 
internal colonialism — in that the narratives entail a prima facie understanding/ 
acceptance of what Kay Anderson (1987) has called the “idea” of Chinatown.

Both Min Zhou and Kay Anderson have argued in their discussions of New 
York and Vancouver Chinatowns respectively that the “idea” of Chinatown is a 
distinctively western phenomenon. In a reading that parallels Said’s study on 
“Orientalism” as a series of organizing discourses that “has less to do with the 
Orient than it does with ‘our’ world” ( Said 12), both Zhou and Anderson are 
interested in characterising “Chinatown” as both ethnic enclave and unique 
American/westem urban creation. For Anderson, it is important to locate Chinatown 
as an historically specific idea, “a social space that has been rooted in the language 
and ethos of its representers and conferred upon the likes of Vancouver’s Dupont 
Street settlement” (Anderson 1988, 583). This construct, and a variety of forces 
ranging from exploitation and racism, to economic survival, creates a Chinatown 
that can signify and deploy the encounter of “East” and “West.” “As such,” Anderson 
argues, “Chinatown was not a benign cultural abstraction but a political projection, 
through which a divisive system of racial classification was being structured and 
institutionalized”(Anderson 1988, 589). The paradigmatic encounter of east/west 
occurs in all three narratives that I will discuss and, in each case, this encounter 
functions as a kind of pivot in which the mystery of the narrative, its concealment 
and its revelation, turns.

The Chinatowns portrayed in the texts under discussion are from three different 
cities: Chinatown and Hell Money are set in the U.S.’s major west coast cities, Los 
Angeles and San Francisco respectively; The Case o f the Chinese Boxes is set in 
Sydney, Australia. While the differences between these contexts are in some ways 
crucial, I will mainly focus on these narratives’ use of “Chinatown” as an 
uncontextualized symbol; the Chinatowns of these narratives could almost be located 
in any large western city. Chinatown as a symbol functions in contradictory ways; 
displaced, it lies at the “centre” of these narratives, just as Chinatown is an historically 
marginalized site which lies towards the heart of an urban scene. As narrative 
centre and cultural margin, “chinatown” works within and for these narratives,
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deployed as a “contained”, “enclosed”, and above all, separate urban space. Yet it 
also functions as a tool that can define or “narrate” surrounding city space in various 
ways.

The practice of narrating space ties in with Jameson’s landmark essay 
“Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism” (1984). On his 
attempted tour of the Bonaventure Hotel, Jameson refers to architectural theory’s 
borrowing from narrative analysis in order to create a discourse of human movement 
through architecturally constructed spaces. Using such a discourse, movement 
through such spaces can be recounted as an “attempt to see our physical 
trajectories...as virtual narratives of stories, as dynamic paths and narrative 
paradigms which we as visitors are asked to complete with our own bodies and 
movements” (Jameson 82). Jameson attempts this tour of the Bonaventure Hotel, 
but its “postmodern” spaces foil his pursuit to linearly map a clear trajectory through 
it, and similarly hamper his efforts to narrate his own journey in his critical essay 
recounting his experience. It has often been pointed out that postmodern spatiality 
for Jameson is radically “other” (see Patton, for example), characterized as an 
alarming disjunction “between the body and its built environment” that causes the 
speculation that humans are yet to “evolve” into the type of creatures that can 
effectively negotiate or conceptualize this spatiality (Jameson 80). While many 
commentators would now argue that such an evolution, if only in critical texts, has 
taken place, criticism and debate continue to return to the Jameson essay (Soja, 
1989, 1994; Patton.). In particular, his final call for a “new aesthetic of cognitive 
mapping” has become a focus point for critics interested in the viability of 
postmodern theory. Detractors argue that this final call attempts to place closure (a 
top down view, the final picture, a modernist narrative) on the open-ended, dynamic 
phenomenon of postmodern space. Assuming this is the case, and leaving aside 
my own views of applying modernist closure to postmodern narratives for the 
purposes of this paper1 I want to use this reading of Jameson to characterize the 
classic detective text. Within a limited context, I would like to consider the classic 
detective narrative as a generic literary equivalent to Jameson’s attempted tour. 
The classic, and in particular, the hard-boiled detective, functions as a figure of 
agency that attempts to narrate a clear linear trajectory of cause and effect; inevitably 
the detective is unable to continue in this fashion because he (I use the pronoun 
advisedly) is blocked by a duel reality or spatiality that he as yet cannot fathom. 
However, the anxiety of unknowability is resolved and closure offered in the final 
denouement of the mystery. The urban detective film then, and the relationship 
that evolves between city and protagonist most famously characterized in Chander’s 
construction of Phillip Marlowe’s L.A., offers a “new aesthetic of cognitive 
mapping” in the sense that his movements around the city have been rethought in 
terms of the “other” reality that he eventually confronts. In the following discussion
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of the three texts I have cited, I will be looking at ways in which the deployment of 
“chinatown” functions as a site of blockage, and misreadings. I argue that the 
“Chinatowns” that feature in these texts are all mobilized as radically “other” and 
unknowable spaces that the detective must decode (or, indeed map) to unravel a 
mystery and preserve the classic detective text (which always delivers resolution, 
after a span of narrative tension and blockage). However, where the classic detective 
narrative is usurped, as in the first example of the film Chinatown, “chinatown” is 
left as a site of the unknown, and the impotency of the detective - as a subject of 
passivity rather than agency - is revealed. Whether or not the detective text is 
preserved however, Orientalism functions as the key preserver of the plot. These 
narratives need their “Chinatowns” or something like them, and could not exist 
without them. This need approximates, on a smaller scale, Said’s notion that 
European identity requires, and is set off against, an idea of the Orient (Said 3).

Chinatown: “You may think you know what you’re dealing with, but believe 
me, you don’t.”

Chinatown (screenplay Robert Towne, director, Roman Polanski, 1974) is 
usually written of in terms of its relation with the hard-boiled films of the 1940s. 
Variously described as a clever pastiche, a deconstruction, and a bitter revision of 
the hard-boiled genre2, many film critics are in general agreement that the most 
interesting thing about the film is its play on, or usurpation of, the Private Eye 
myth of competency and resolution. It is undoubtedly the case that Chinatown 
negotiates its narrative in terms of the once dominant hard-boiled school. The 
private eye, Jake (J. J.) Gittes is, as Bingham notes, “a mass of contradictions between 
the character and the archetype” (128); unlike Bogart’s Sam Spade of The Maltese 
Falcon, or his Phillip Marlowe of The Big Sleep, Gittes is flashy, fashionably 
dressed, easily outwitted, usually wrong, and makes his living from lowly 
“matrimonial work”. The script does appeal, again and again to its generic origins 
- Nicholson occasionally makes Bogartian gestures including laconic one liners 
and the heavy lidded squint (Bingham 130) — but most appeals to an audience 
wise to the conventions of the hard-boiled are deliberate traps; the film invites and 
encourages but rarely fulfills certain generic expectations. Thus for example the 
audience is encouraged to participate in Gittes’ expectation that Evelyn Mulwray/ 
Faye Dunaway will fulfill the generic role of “the treacherous broad.” Gittes’ and 
the audience’s misreading - using generic code as guide - effectively breaks the 
generic “pact” between text and audience. It is interesting to note that the climatic 
scene in which the generic code is broken and Evelyn Mulwray is revealed as 
innocent, simultaneously breaks a societal taboo by revealing the presence of father- 
daughter incest. And once the rules - both generic and social - are broken, anything 
is possible as we are reminded in the famous last line of the film, “Forget it Jake,
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it’s Chinatown.” As audience, we also recall Noah Cross’/John Huston’s warning 
to Gittes: “You may think you know what you’re up against, but believe me, you 
don’t.” Coming from the director of the Maltese Falcon and one of the great 
patriarchs of the Noir genre, this warning or threat is full of possibilities.

Using the context of Cross’ statement, however, I would like to suggest that 
Chinatown’s departure from the hard-boiled text is only partial. Gittes responds to 
Cross’ warning with ironic laughter, and the reply: “It’s just what the district attorney 
used to tell me in Chinatown.” “Was he right?” asks Cross, and Gittes failure to 
answer is a tacit affirmation. Following the hard-boiled school, Chinatown uses 
the device of unfolding its narrative upon an urban text: Gittes, and through him, 
the audience, traverse a distinct landscape in search of clues, following a puzzling 
trajectory from the dry L.A. river bed - a desert wasteland - to the Pacific ocean. 
These scenes set the parameters of L.A. itself, earlier stated by a member of the 
Water Board arguing for the need of another dam, when he reminds his audience 
that the city is precariously placed between a desert and the ocean. The significance 
of these sites is later revealed when Gittes puts the puzzle together, and is able to 
correctly read the landscape: “Somebody’s been dumping thousands of tons of 
water from the city’s reservoirs and we’re supposed to be in the middle of a drought.” 
Farmers from the Northwest Valley are being denied water, and Cross is secretly 
buying huge tracts of drought stricken land at bargain basement prices. His scheme 
is to build the Alto Vallejo Dam and channel the water to the Valley to make it a 
new and prosperous region.3 His one stumbling block, as Gittes later reminds him, 
is that the Dam has been proposed for the city of L.A. — but Cross has a ready 
answer at hand: “Either you bring the water to L.A., or you bring L.A. to the 
water” — the Northwest valley will be incorporated into the city -  “Simple as 
that.” Gittes uncovers a text of urban expansion. A plot of twists and turns and of 
vast geographic proportions is untangled, and the detective/audience gains a clear, 
linear narrative of urbanism. The locale of Chinatown, however, is a different matter.

“Chinatown” and the Western racial descriptor “oriental” are threaded 
throughout the film’s narrative. From Gittes’ racist Chinese jokes and his casual 
parodying of the Japanese gardener (“Bad for the glass”) to the disconcerting 
presence of extremely formal Chinese servants in the Mulwray household, the 
film performs, but does not question, the racial stereotyping of the “oriental” (the 
collapse of chinese/Japanese is yet another example of this). Chinatown itself 
functions as a mysterious urban enclave that holds the secret of Jake’s past, and 
Jake’s failure where he “tried to keep someone from being hurt, and instead ended 
up making sure that she was hurt.” Stewart has argued that Chinatown here functions 
as “a subjective locale, a ghetto in the mind” and Bingham adds to this that 
Chinatown is “the white man’s landfill for social ills and imagined wrongs, (the) 
site of everything that such men are incapable of understanding or doing something
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about” (Bingham 133). More than this, however, Chinatown is also a distinctive 
piece of urban landscape within a narrative that centres on the politics and dynamics 
of urban development and expansion (See Davis, 1987). “Chinatown” in this 
expansionist context functions as a site of contraction and even obstruction - and 
as such remains undecipherable; the words “Forget it Jake, it’s Chinatown” 
underlines Gittes passivity as detective, his failure in righting wrongs, and the 
story’s sense of textual or filmic paralysis. Because he is unable to read this “other” 
urban space, he will return here, again and again, in an act of involuntary repetition 
that Freud has named as an example of the uncanny. Toward the very end, a crowd 
of silent “Chinese” onlookers merge into the camera’s view; the last gaze is held by 
Chinatown workers and residents, perhaps signalling that the power of the detective’s 
gaze has been usurped. The defining power of the “west” shifts onto that of the 
“east”, in an upside down town of unchecked corruption.

Zhou has positioned the existence of “Chinatown” as a partially autonomous 
economic enclave and as a positive alternative to immigrant incorporation, known 
as “multiculturalism” (Zhou 10-11). However, autonomy and resistance to 
assimilation are often viewed negatively as insularity by the western viewer (Kuo 
13-16; Anderson, 1987,1988,1990; McConville, 1985). In the Chinatown narrative 
then, a story of western expansion is ended in the context of “oriental” interiority 
and insularity - doubled over with the theme of incest and inbreeding. Noah Cross, 
the patriarch behind the plot of urban expansion, finally meets Evelyn his daughter/ 
lover in a site that is used to reflect the regressive consequences of failing to 
assimilate; the “open”, “outward” nature expansionism then, L.A.’s imagined self, 
becomes the preferred and ultimately more readable text.

Alien-Nation: X-filing the other
Chinatown as the failure of assimilation is also lamented in TheX-Files episode 

“Hell Money” (written by Jeffrey Vlaming, directed by Tucker Gates). Set in San 
Francisco’s Chinatown, one of the oldest of America’s Chinatowns, the episode 
opens with an obviously distressed man running through the confusing scenery of 
a Chinatown parade. Turning from the main thoroughfare, he enters a series of dark 
and sinister looking alleyways, arriving finally at his home. The interior of the 
building is drab and dark, (the parallels to Rhomer’s imagined Chinatowns are 
disturbing) and here he is confronted by a man and three figures dressed in black 
wearing Chinese festival masks.

In the next scene the same man, later identified as “Johnny Lo,” is found 
murdered— burnt alive in a crematorium. Scully and Mulder come in to investigate, 
beginning with the body. The ethnicity of the dead man is immediately seized 
upon as a telling clue. Commenting on the Chinese identity of the burnt body a 
Detective Neary states: “We weren’t able to determine any of that (i.e., ethnicity)
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until just recently. The other two bodies were much more badly burned. We got 
lucky with this one.” The implication is that “Chinese-ness” is inscribed on the 
man’s body so that his ethnicity is immediately evident, and hence, made important. 
The racial linkage is made more concrete by Mulder, who tells Neary and Scully 
that .this has happened to other Chinese males in other Chinatowns (Seattle, Los 
Angeles and Boston): “ .. .all Chinese men, between the ages of 20 and 40, all recent 
immigrants.” While the stereotyping descriptor of “oriental” is never used, Scully’s 
action immediately after this clearly brings the stereotype into play. Her perfunctory 
postmortem examination begins with the prizing open the burnt eye of the dead 
man. The loaded metaphor of the Asian eye indicates again to the audience that 
dead man’s ethnicity is the single most important clue derived from examination.

As X-Files fans know, the fictional “X-Files” section of the FBI is set up to 
investigate mysterious happenings, and unexplained phenomena. As such, Scully 
and Mulder routinely examine UFO sightings, alien abductions, supernatural 
occurrences and supernatural beings. The status of an “X-File” case is usually 
under constant scrutiny. Almost every episode entails an archetypal struggle between 
Scully and Mulder, the voice of reason versus the voice of the irrational or 
supernatural; typically Scully will question their involvement in the case, contending 
that a rational explanation exists, and that other authorities should take over. 
Tellingly however, a case involving the bizarre, but hardly supernatural, murders 
of recent Chinese immigrants living in various Chinatowns, is not subject to 
questioning. It seems for both Scully and Mulder, recent Chinese immigrants are as 
worthy of an “X-file” status as their previous cases involving UFOs, and other 
unexplained phenomena. The term “alien” here, as that which is exotic, foreign, 
outlandish remote and strange is an appropriate term for their encounter.

The recent arrivals, still “alien” to an American culture and encamped within 
an ethnic enclave, are contrasted with detective Glen Chao, an American bom 
Chinese (an “ABC” as the character abbreviates the term) fully assimilated, with 
American values and customs. Asked whether he believes in the ancient Chinese 
mythology of the Ti-Yu, the “Chinese hell”, and the Preta, the vengeful ghost of a 
murdered man, Chao quips that he’s more haunted by the size of his mortgage 
payments, a comment which immediately locates him safely within the ranks of 
middle America. Later when Scully and Mulder question Chao’s involvement in 
the case, accusing him of protecting “his own,” Chao reacts with clear exasperation 
- momentarily deconstructing the “white” assumption of Chinese homogeneity. 
However, this is soon overturned when we leam that Chao is in fact involved in an 
illegal gaming racket in Chinatown that is linked to the murders; his final 
renunciation of this game and his return to the “Occident” also results in his murder. 
Chao suffers the same awful fate as Johnny Lo, the threatened reprisal for those 
who abandon the game; but Chao’s punishment is also meted out for his dual
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loyalties to apparently irreconcilable identities.
The “game,” only played in Chinatown and only by “new arrivals” is organized 

by a powerful, established, older resident, a situation which clearly distorts and 
exploits the existence of some levels of abuse within actual American Chinese 
communities (See Zhou, 112-118; Kuo 40-75). The “game” involves the gambling 
of players’ body parts (corneas, portions of liver, kidneys, bone marrow) for the 
hope of winning a large amount of money. Dr Wu, mastermind of the game and 
black market organ seller, is precisely the cast of “oriental” villain Rhomer embodied 
in the sinister Fu-Manchu. As with the Rhomer novels, the anxiety of a Chinese 
invasion also clearly underlines the plot; the series is prefaced with Detective 
Neary’s speculation that the recent spate of killings is connected to the big flux of 
immigrants from Hong Kong “trying to get out before 1997.”

I would like to return to the term “alien” that describes a resident who is not a 
citizen of the country in which he or she resides, and The X-Files as a highly 
popular series that has largely gained its popularity in its search for an encounter 
with the exotic. Taking these together, I suggest that the dynamic of tourism — 
and more specifically, tourism as internal colonialism (Crick, 1989) best describes 
this particular manifestation of detection. The narrative itself invites obvious 
parallels. Chao is assigned to assist Scully and Mulder pick their way through 
Chinatown, and much of the narrative unfolds with Chao acting as a kind of tourist 
guide: deciphering symbols, translating interviews, explaining aspects of myth 
and custom. Tourism, as Crick notes, is a term used as a “derisive label for someone 
who seems content with his (sic) obviously inauthentic experiences” (McCannell 
quoted in Crick, 1989, 307). The X-Files by-line, “The truth is out there,” on the 
other hand, plays with the popular humanist assumption that genuine experiences 
are possible. While The X-Files episode often performs a parody of these genuine 
experiences, playfully reiterating the “shlock horror” movies and other genres well 
known to film and television audiences, the series itself often reverts to the detective 
myth: FBI agents traverse a mysterious landscape in order to unfold, through their 
agency as knowledge seekers, a decipherable narrative. In a separation of “false” 
and “genuine” experiences, Boorstin has attempted to define a difference between 
“‘travelling’ - [with its etymological connection to the notion of work (travail)] 
and ‘tourism’ (the apotheosis of the pseudo, where passivity rather than activity 
reigns)” (Crick, 1989 308). However, as other commentators have noted in the 
international context, tourism clearly replicates the colonial logic of expansion 
and exploration (S. Britton, 1983,1991, D. Nash, 1978). Given this, any distinction 
between the “traveller” and the “tourist” is simply academic (See also Crick, 1991). 
The X-Files present an unstable oscillation between self-conscious tourism, perhaps 
best summarized as pastiche or “post” detection, and “serious” travel — where the 
narrative faithfully adheres to a detective plot. But as the “Hell Money” episode
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demonstrates, the detective narrative always falls back into a “touristic” encounter, 
with the pleasure of the tourists’ gaze — a gaze which reifies “chinatown” and 
“chineseness” for popular consumption — inevitably ensnared within the work of 
detection. As Urry notes, the tourist gaze is “directed to features of landscape and 
townscape which separate them off from everyday and routine experiences” (Urry 
1990, 26). The “chinatown” of the “Hell Money” episode attempts to enact this 
separation, performing the distinction that “helps the mind to intensify its own 
sense of itself by dramatizing the distance and difference between what is close 
and what is far away” (Said, quoted in Anderson, 1987, 583). Again this process 
ensures that “chinatown”, “The Little Comer of the Far East” (Anderson, 1990, 
140), is suitably separated, marked, and always available to the detective’s gaze, 
even if its mystery is ultimately indecipherable. To “know” chinatown is to know 
that real mysteries do exist. Just like Mulder’s pursuit of UFO’s, or his poster 
which reads “I Want To Believe”, Chinatown’s failure to disclose both perpetuates 
and frustrates the detective narrative.

Chinese Boxes: Sydney and The Occidental Tourist
Marele Day’s The Case o f the Chinese Boxes features Claudia Valentine, a tough, 
independent, wisecracking and female PI who belongs to the feminist detective 
school of the revised hard-boiled. Like Chandler’s L.A., Day chooses to unfold 
her narratives upon familiar urban scenes in Sydney, and like her predecessors, 
Valentine knows her city well. But her knowledge has its limits. In Chinese Boxes 
these limits are constructed as the urban “orient”; Valentine’s “occidental tourism” 
takes the reader to “other” urban places with Chinese or otherw ise 
“asian”associations: the Lantern Festival at Darling Harbour, the nearby classical 
Chinese Gardens and a Temple in Glebe. In particular, Sydney’s suburb of 
Cabramatta, a suburb which holds a number of Vietnamese merchants and residents, 
is here presented as an alternative “chinatown”:

Cabramatta was as close as I’ve been to Asia without actually leaving 
the country. But I felt foreign long before I got to Cabramatta; I felt 
foreign at Five Dock. From there on it was red bricks and fibro. I had 
entered the western suburbs. The city I knew like the back of my hand 
dropped away and I needed the Gregory’s.

We drove through Bankstown...Bankstown was the end of the earth. 
Cabramatta was even further out. We drove for miles and everything 
looked the same. Finally the highway passed over Cabramatta railway 
station.
“How do we get in there?” I asked Lucy.
“Do a loop.”
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After the railway bridge we turned right and descended into the heart 
of Cabramatta. (Day, 34)

Day spatially defines Cabramatta as the end of the earth, beyond Valentine’s knowable 
spaces, and as enclosed (how do we get in there) and submerged. Like the 
“Chinatowns” in the previous narratives, Cabramatta is spatially separated - and so 
entry requires a lengthy signalling of arrival. What Valentine discovers in Cabramatta 
are precisely those “exemplary Oriental scenes” that Culler names as an example of 
the tourists search for ‘everything as a sign of itself(Culler, 1981, 127):

It was the reversal of westernisation. Here eastemisation had taken 
place. The buildings were that make-it-square-and-put-a-fence-around- 
it architecture characteristic of fifities-style Australian suburbia. But 
the signs were straight from the Orient. Kim Do Electronics, Tan Hung 
Meats, the Bing Lee Centre offering the Biggest Bargains This Side of 
Hong Kong.. .It wasn’t only the signs, it was the contents of the shops 
and the way things were arranged in them. Every second shop seemed 
to sell fabric, with rolls of it stuck into bins making a colourful 
disordered display. Disordered to my eye not yet attuned to the 
underlying rationale. Everything shouted simultaneously, like a chorus 
of five-year-olds all singing a different song. (Day, 34)

As in Polanski’s use of Chinatown, Cabramatta functions as an-other reality that 
the westerner cannot fully grasp or control. Moreover, the Cabramatta of Chinese 
Boxes functions as a site of authenticity — the fulfilment of the endeavour to 
collect signs of true experiences that Urry argues is the function of the tourist gaze, 
and that Boorstin has called “travelling”, in the bid to separate the authentic and 
the inauthentic encounter. Cabramatta is also mobilized as a site to contain the 
climactic finale, where Valentine states that she has been ‘kidnapped and taken to 
Asia’ (Day, 166). This site of authentic “orientalism” is contrasted with the 
overdeveloped, tourist trap of Sydney’s Chinatown, whose own authenticity has 
become lost in the past:

In my university days I used to come down here on Sundays, do the 
shopping for the household at Paddy’s, and eat freshly made dim sims 
and lemon chicken at the Lean Sun Lo. Paddy’s then was almost part 
of Chinatown, big and booming in the high-roofed hall, floor slippery 
with cabbage leaves and splashes o f liquid best left 
uninvestigated...Chinatown also had cabbage leaves and splashes of 
liquid but at least the garbage was organic. Now people walked along
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Dixon Street as if it were the Champs Elysees, to look and to be seen. 
The Lean Sun Lo was gone and the building had become an arcade of 
expensive clothes shops, an art gallery, and a flash Chinese herbalist. 
Upstairs where they used to gamble were offices. Though they probably 
still gambled up there. (Day, 88)

The preference for authentic “orientalism” ties into the mystery story itself, which 
uses Chinese mythology as the “key” to the mystery, the “Chinese box” of the 
many different versions of events that Valentine must unravel. Chinatown may 
have changed its facade, but they “still gambled up there” — and it continues to 
function as a site of narrative blockage. For Valentine, “everyone I talked to about 
Chinatown had a different story to tell” and until the right story is discovered the 
mystery will remain unresolved. It turns out that the “gold key with a dragon on it” 
that Valentine has been hired to find, is an ancient symbol of power that Mrs Chen, 
finally revealed as the Dragonhead of the Chinatown Triad, simply cannot function 
without. Its absence renders the Chen’s an impotent force in Chinatown, and Mrs 
Chen’s decline from super-matriarch to nervous wreck is also partially attributable 
to the absence of her ancient symbol of power.

Anderson has traced the development of Sydney’s Chinatown, with particular 
reference to the design objective that equates ancient with authentic. In order to 
give Chinatown a “distinct Chinese character”, Anderson observes, civic leaders 
felt it necessary to display architectural motifs and symbols of ancient China: 
“(S)uch civic officials seemed to believe that Chinese culture was a self-contained 
‘entity’ that had been transported as hermetically sealed baggage to Australia. Select 
symbols of this timeless ‘Chineseness’ could be transplanted to Dixon Street, it 
was presumed, as if they told of some essence that resided in people of Chinese 
origin in Australia” (Anderson, 1990, p i50). Marele Day’s narrative, assumes a 
similar universal applicability of ancient Chinese symbols upon people of Chinese 
origin. As in the other two narratives, the fear is that the activity of “Chinatown” 
(or in this case between two rival “Chinatowns” — Dixon street and Cabramatta) 
will involve the entire landscape. Polanski’s Chinatown becomes a metaphorical 
scapegoat for the evils of LA and “Hell Money” unravels a bizarre form of gambling 
found in Chinatowns across the country. The Case o f the Chinese Boxes uses 
“Chinese” symbols and spaces to dramatize a city becoming enveloped in Triad 
wars. The front cover of the 1990 Allen & Unwin edition by Caz Rodwell goes 
even father. It depicts an oriental dragon coming out of a cliff face, looking over 
and dominating the distinctive Sydney-scape of the harbor (including the bridge 
and the Opera House). In place of fire, the dragon spews a stream of (polluting?) 
water into the blue sea, as Valentine, a diminutive figure with streaming red hair, 
looks on.
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Chinatown functions paradoxically in the above texts - it figures as both a 
self-contained site of insularity, yet it threatens to engulf the urban landscape; it is 
deployed as a marginal zone, an ethnic enclave, yet is central to the narrative’s 
own logic. A long history of what Said has termed “Orientalism” ensures that 
“Chinatown” functions “easily” as a well worn site or strategy, an almost lazy 
abbreviation, of urban mystery and/or depravity. The attempt to locate Chinatown 
as urban other employs a simple logic, failing to negotiate the site as a Western 
phenomenon. As Anderson and McConville have shown in the Melbourne and 
Sydney contexts, the historical separation of Chinese immigrants into urban enclaves 
was not always complete; what separatism did exist was the result of “European” 
discrimination and economic survival. However, the city councils in the late 70s 
and early 80s desire to compete on a world stage of “Chinatowns” — Anderson 
quotes one alderman who states that “One must admit to a sense of shame when 
one shows a San Franciscan our version of a Chinatown” (Anderson 1990, 149) - 
involved an “orientalising” process that went to considerable lengths to symbolically 
and spatially enclose the area.

Previously, I have compared Jameson’s tour of the Bonaventure with the above 
deployments of Chinatown; both encounters involve a tour of a (predesignated) 
radically other space within an urban scene. The protagonist attempts to negotiate, 
narrate or map this other space in order to bring it within western epistemological 
limits, but his/her narrative path is inevitably blocked by the site of the other; 
ironically, such a blockage is critical for the narrative to occur, hence the spatiality 
of “postmodernism” or “chinatown” in this specific instance function as a narrative 
catalyst rather than a narrative inhibitor. However, I also acknowledge that this 
comparison does have its limits. Obviously the use of an unknowable Orient has 
ties in a series of different discourses to Jameson’s unfathomable “postmodern”. 
Rather than insisting on this comparison however, I have also used Jameson’s 
Bonaventure narrative to call attention to the spatial connection that this essay 
attempts to forge between internal colonialism and urban spaces. Urban spatiality, 
as we know, has become lodged in its own site of an increasingly spatially critiqued 
Los Angeles, where the Bonaventure resides. Largely following insights of Jameson, 
Soja (1989) calls for “the reassertion of space in critical social theory,” returning, 
to L.A. (and the Bonaventure) to spatially unpack some of the socioeconomic 
ram ifications o f Jam eson’s “great global m ultinational and decentred 
communicational network in which we find ourselves caught”. But this call for the 
“reassertion of space” of Soja’s may be untimely, insofar as postcolonial criticism 
has dealt with the politics of spatiality - usually in terms of the imagined geographies 
(Said’s Orientalism) and real geographies (colonialism and “post” colonialism) — 
for more than two decades; the relationship between postmodern and postcolonial 
geographies is largely unexplored in Soja’s thesis.4 However, there are some
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important differences in the ways in which each discourse has developed. Very 
briefly, I would suggest that the postmodern proclivity for the city over postcolonial 
regional spaces has become increasingly apparent. Further, while postcolonial theory 
is inherently and rigorously political, practitioners of postmodern spatial theory 
have acknowledged that their critical practices have the potential to empty out all 
political content - falling into a kind of spatial fetishism ( See Soja, 1989, and 
Keith and Pile, 1993). Once space is fetisized it becomes an open and available 
site that can be used for a variety of discourses - the deployment of “Chinatown”, I 
would argue, is one such example.

My final suggestion then is that the space o f “Chinatown” is like the 
Bonaventure (or indeed the L. A. of spatial theory) in that both have become, for a 
variety of vastly different reasons, sites of fetisized spatiality. The colonial logic of 
a binarized east/west, orientalism/occidentalism, has ensured that “Chinatown” 
functions paradoxically, as a mysterious urban space that invites and repels discovery 
and exploration. The detective’s gaze will return there again and again in a bid to 
crack the code of the Orient, largely the code of his/her own making. The act of 
deploying “Chinatown” is highly political and contentious, but the continued use 
of “Chinatown” assumes (and in a limited sense creates) a certain neutrality; such 
a well-deployed symbol has been emptied out, reified, to function as the falsely 
benign “idea” of Chinatown - that “little comer of the Far East”. Postmodern spatial 
theory’s repeated return to the L.A. site, for all its talk of difference and 
discontinuities, is also in danger of reifying a site to hold a single, all encompassing 
idea - postmodern spatiality. Using LA as the quintessential city of postmodernism 
is highly political, and even contentious, but its repeated deployment makes it 
difficult to see it in this way. This is not an attempt to simply equate the defining 
forces of “orientalism” with that of “postmodernism”; rather, it is to invert Soja’s 
maxim by way of a warning. Soja tells us to “always spatialize as you historicize” 
(Soja 1995, 22-23). I will end with the reverse emphasis: “always historicize as 
you spatialize.”

La Trobe University Karen Lynch

Notes
1. A long list of critics, including Spivak, Soja, Hooper, Keith and Pile, hooks, Gilroy, 

seem to be interested in strategically maintaining some semblance of “modernist” identity 
politics for specific reasons. As Keith and Pile discussing Gilroy and “Black” identity 
politics argue, political mobilization of a “black” resistance, culture, politics, history 
and so on “produce a space in which identities are momentarily authenticated, on which 
what might be called arbitrary closure occurs” (Keith and Pile, 18). Gallop holds a similar 
position, in relation to feminism:
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I do not believe in some “new identity” which would be adequate and authentic.
But I do not seek some sort of liberation from identity. That would lead only to 
another form of paralysis — the oceanic passivity of undifferentiation. Identity 
must be continually assumed and immediately called into question. (Gallop, 
in Bondi, 96)

As a feminist critic, I too would look to the strategic uses of closure for political purposes. 
This may be what Jameson also intended.

2. These are the descriptions of William Walling (Chinatown, Film in Society, ed. Arthur 
Asa Berger, 1980,41.), Glenn Man (Radical Visions, American Film Renaissance 1967- 
1976, 1994, 143.) and Dennis Bingham (Acting Male, 1994, 127).

3. William Walling speculates that Towne’s screenplay may have been inspired by a real 
episode of scandal in Los Angeles’ expansion. It is worth quoting him at length here:

In 1904, with Los Angeles parched to desperation by a severe and prolonged 
drought, William Mulholland, the superintendent of water, conceived the idea 
of a bold aqueduct system to carry the water of the Owens River from the 
eastern foothills of the Sierra Nevadas to the heart of the city. Supported by 
$25 million in bond issues, Mulholland was eventually to bring his dream to 
completion, presiding over the official opening of the aqueduct in 1913. Long 
before he did, however, the profiteering in San Fernando Valley land values 
by a syndicate that included Henry E. Huntington revealed the seamy underside 
of civic virtue. For the syndicate had learned of Mulholland’s plan well before 
the public did (indeed, one member of the syndicate was on the Board of 
Water Commissioners), had recognized how the San Fernando Valley would 
be transformed by the aqueduct into an almost incredibly fertile region, and 
had bought up more than 16,000 acres in the Valley - at $30 an acre - during 
the period that Mulholland’s plan was still a virtual secret. (Walling’s emphasis).

The film relieves the water commissioner from any wrong doing, but the play on the 
words “Hollis Mulwray,” with Mulholland seems to add further weight to Walling’s 
speculation.

4. However, see Soja and Hooper, “The Spaces that Difference Makes: Some Notes on the 
Geographical Margins of the New Cultural Politics” (1993) where some aspects of the 
relationship between postmodern and post-colonial spatial theories are explored.
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Transsexing Technological Man: 
(Re)Writing the Comic Book Male/ 

Scientist in Swamp Thing

Comic books are full of superheroes defined or empowered by miracles of 
technology and/or science: Batman, his utility belt full of crime-fighting tools and 
tricks; Spiderman, bitten and transformed by a radioactive spider; Superman, whose 
amazing abilities were originally introduced as scientifically explicable;1 the X- 
Men, mutant results of increased radiation in earth’s atmosphere, literally “children 
of the atom” (Reynolds 84). Indeed, it’s difficult to think of superheroes, either 
from the Golden Age of comics or from contemporary titles, whose powers do not 
originate in some way from science or technology.2 Virtually all of these characters 
are scientists in their own right or at least feel competent using the technology 
invented by their scientist-colleagues. And virtually all of them are male, not 
surprising in a medium produced primarily by male writers and artists for male 
readers, a medium in which, according to Roger Sabin, heroes enact “male power- 
fantasies” and women “rarely” appear “as anything other than plot-contrivances” 
(222, 223).3 In this world, male power and reason reign. As Sabin puts it, “the 
mainstream still remains the ‘male-stream’” (234).

At first, and perhaps even second, glance, this would seem true of DC Comics’ 
Swamp Thing, a story grounded in somewhat murky biological concepts and 
outwardly reverent toward science, technology, and masculinity. But, as it turns 
out, a subversive root takes hold in the narrative early on, nagging like a weed at 
the writer’s uncritical constructions of the male scientist, and reaches full bloom 
(in the hands of a new writer and artists) in later issues. The premise is simple: 
Alec Holland, a biochemist working on a secret government project to create a 
bio-restorative formula, runs screaming and burning into a Louisiana swamp, 
drenched in his own chemicals and the victim of an enemy’s bomb, only to re- 
emerge from “a dark and muddy womb” (Wein 5.6) as the plant creature “Swamp 
Thing.” Yet his re-emergence initiates another kind of gradual restorative process, 
a re-visionist critique of comic book assumptions about male identity and its reliance 
on the controlling power available through science and technology. In two 
collections published as “graphic novels,” Dark Genesis (1991) and Love and Death 
(1990), Swamp Thing accomplishes a remarkable transition from authoritative male 
scientist to monstrous “shambling mockery of life” (Wein 1.15) to something “more 
than man” (Wein 5.6). In doing so, he slowly relinquishes his faith in technology 
and science and embraces instead traits that are not traditionally male, but empower
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him in a revealed world of instinct, emotions, and interconnectedness.
The central conflict in Dark Genesis is not between Swamp Thing and his 

various foes, all familiar in the world of comic book superheroes. Rather, it is 
between what he could be—an organic, unifying force, the “earth elemental,” as 
he is often called—and what he was, is, and believes he must (against all odds) try 
to be again: Alec Holland the scientist. Throughout most of the book, he attempts 
to recapture that identity while, in a sense, ignoring his potential to be much more. 
Not all that surprising, given that his scientiflc/technological paradigms (like those 
of most male comic book superhero protagonists) have afforded him a distant, 
confident authority and the power to make that authority manifest, to transform 
the world according to his own terms. They have wrapped him in what Ruth Bleier 
(referring to popular narratives of science) calls a “pristine and aseptic neutrality,” 
and they have conferred upon him science’s “powerful, mysterious, impenetrable, 
coercive, anonymous male voice” (62). Despite postmodern critiques of science 
(and its offspring technology) as a construct, as a subjective rather than an objective 
enterprise, and as historically gendered (i.e., male),4 it nonetheless continues—in 
comic books, as in the culture at large—to privilege certain hyper-masculine traits 
over what has traditionally been defined as feminine or “other,” i.e., “unscientific”: 
reason over emotion, objectivity over subjectivity, the mind over the senses, the 
intellect over instinct, isolation (the lone researcher) over connection, self-reliance 
over love, experience mediated by technology (the impersonal paraphernalia of 
the laboratory) over experience that is immediate, personal, atechnological.5 This 
is Alec Holland’s paradigm; it is the source of the unquestioned power Swamp 
Thing has already lost but is nonetheless loathe to give up.

And yet, little by little, he does give it up, most remarkably against the apparent 
wishes of his co-creator Len Wein, whose narrative voice, lured by the conventions 
of the gothic romance genre, cannot resist the urge to tell its own version of 
Frankenstein. Thus, the rhetoric is of “mist-wet old mansions” and “memories 
that bring only pain” (Wein 1), of dragging one’s “fetid bulk” across the room to 
“force the life from” an enemy’s “black-hearted body” (Wein 7). The original story 
(about Alex Olsen, not Alec Holland), published in 1971 in House o f Secrets, takes 
place in a decidedly nineteenth century setting, but when Wein and co-creator 
Bemie Wrightson update the story to the present day for Swamp Thing issue #1 
(1972), they only make more explicit the Frankenstein connections. When Alec 
and Linda Holland, now co-researchers on a top-secret project, first view their 
shiny new lab deep in bayou country, Alec remarks, “We’ve got enough equipment 
here for a dozen Dr. Frankensteins! Seems almost a shame we’re not building a 
monster!” (Wein 1.4). Alec will, of course, end up playing both Frankenstein and 
monster—the scientist as science—and later, as Swamp Thing, he will survey 
another well-stocked laboratory with the faith that here is “a cure for my condition
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. . . hidden here somewhere . . . among the tubes and vials and beakers. Just a 
matter of putting the materials together in precisely the correct relationship” (Wein 
3.2).

This faith in science and technology owes less to Mary Shelley than to all 
those succeeding Frankensteinian incarnations in movies and comic books,6 where 
“nothing is impossible” and, according to Richard Reynolds in Super Heroes: A 
Modern Mythology, “science is treated as a special form of magic” (53, 16). But it 
points especially to comic books’ reverence for knowledge and the knowledgeable 
man (see Reynolds 53). The newly bom creature envies his “creator” for a very 
specific reason: “Dr. Alec Holland had all the answers . . .  He was an intelligent 
m an. . .  But Alec Holland is dead. . .  and in his place stands only a Swamp Thing” 
(Wein 1.24). Here is the rhetoric of the outsider, gazing at a world of intelligent 
men who have all the answers. And lest the presence of Linda Holland confuse us 
in that male arena, she takes care almost immediately to infantilize herself as “this 
little scientist” (Wein 1.4); is described by Alec, with affectionate condescension, 
as a “woman scientist” who “fight[s] dirty,” because she uses her feminine wiles 
and doe-eyed charm to influence a decision; and finally, after Alec’s death, no 
longer useful as an unwitting accomplice and grieving widow, she gets herself 
murdered right away. No, this is a man’s world, all right, a world of science and 
reason and answers, of alienation, anger and conflict. It is what Swamp Thing 
claims to want back and, as he stands in the lab of mad scientist Arcane, he believes 
unquestioningly that, if his own monstrous hands were not “too thick . . .  too 
strong” (3.2), he could have used the equipment to regain his existence as Alec 
Holland: “Damn! All of this material at hand. . .  and all of it useless!. . .  This body 
imprisons me in more ways than one” (3.3). Science and technology are there to 
support him; their magic is strong. It is Swamp Thing who has failed, precisely 
because he is no longer a man.

One of the things I like best about Swamp Thing’s character in Dark Genesis 
is that, though he is ultimately unsuccessful, he resists Len Wein’s efforts to confine 
him to a Frankensteinian paradigm, to bitter frustration. For the narrative itself 
suggests that not only is he not imprisoned, he’s freer than he could ever have been 
as Alec Holland. In the course of the book he travels to the “icy Balkans” (2.7) and 
Arcane’s cliflfside castle, to a decaying manor on the misty Scottish moors where 
werewolves roam, to another time and a Salem-like village where Rebecca 
Ravenwind has been accused of witchcraft, to Gotham City and a meeting with 
Batman, to another town out of time ruled by a seething evil deep in a cave, and 
finally back to bayou country and a world of ghosts who exact revenge for the 
brutalities inflicted on them as slaves in the past. During his journeys, he establishes 
relationships of trust and support with some people and is driven away by others. 
But, most remarkable, he exists in a world unbounded by time and space, a world
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inexplicable in scientific terms and immune to technological manipulation—in 
short, a world too large for the male imagination to confine or delineate according 
to objective or mechanistic models. This is emphatically not Alec Holland’s world; 
it has transcended that reality.

Yet, for a couple of reasons, Swamp Thing can never actually embrace what 
he has become or where he has come to. First, the rhetoric of the book works 
against him. More than once he is described as a “moss-encrusted mockery” (4.4), 
a “monster” (4.8, 7.3), a “huge, shambling, moss-encrusted monstrosity” (10.1), 
as if to focus us emphatically not on what he is but on what he is not: a human 
being. Even at the very end of the book, when he must again battle Arcane (who 
has himself become something monstrous and inhuman), they refer to each other 
repeatedly as “Arcane” and “Holland” (10.12-10.15), as if the scientific paradigms 
they once labored under allow them to disregard their senses. What they are is 
unthinkable according to any rational model; they are therefore justified in ignoring 
it, while clinging to urgent dreams of being human. In this way, Swamp Thing is 
imprisoned not so much in his body as in the forward momentum of the gothic 
romance myth at the heart of the narrative: Frankenstein/Holland is the monster/ 
Swamp Thing and the monster/Swamp Thing is Frankenstein/Holland, no matter 
how hard they might try to deny it or to sever themselves from each other.

Equally constricting to Swamp Thing are the assumptions about masculinity 
embedded in this comic book, as in virtually all superhero comic books and in 
American culture at large. According to Mary Rosner and Georgia Rhoades, the 
traditional masculine paradigm endorses conflict, a two-category world (male/ 
female, subject/object, reason/emotion), authority, and competition (82) as 
inevitable and even desirable. Cooper Thompson suggests that toughness, 
aggressiveness, independence (or alienation, at its extreme), a disinclination to 
nurture (586-587), and an inability “to cherish life” (591) also contribute to 
definitions of the traditional male. Dark Genesis primarily recounts stories of an 
alienated wanderer whose authority derives from the unquestioned rightness of his 
actions (good vs. evil) and from his aggression and strength. In every chapter of 
the book, Swamp Thing engages in physical battles: with the Hollands’ killers, 
Arcane’s Un-Men, Abby Arcane’s deformed father, a werewolf, a mob of 
superstitious townspeople, the Conclave (an international crime organization), 
Batman and a bear and the evil M ’nagala and an alien and, finally, Arcane. In fact, 
if the novel has a structure (and I don’t believe it does), it is picaresque, the male 
hero getting in and out of difficult situations while simply reiterating his already 
established identity along the way.

Love and Death (published in book form a year earlier but actually comprising 
later issues of the series) breaks strikingly from the male paradigm, as well as the 
male scientist paradigm, established in Dark Genesis. In the entire book, Swamp
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Thing does physical battle only twice, once against an alligator and once against 
Arcane, who has by now been clearly revealed as the creature’s psychic obverse: 
the male scientist gone mad with power and hatred, determined to use his 
technological know-how to subordinate nature’s forces to his will. On one level, at 
least, Swamp Thing’s encounters with Arcane are means toward exorcising those 
very traits that Alec Holland potentially shared. Before they fight, for example, 
Arcane insists on calling his opponent “Holland,” just as he did in Dark Genesis. 
But this time, the creature challenges that label: “I am not Holland. I am Swamp 
Thing. I am of the clean earth. I am in my place of power . . .  and you should not 
have come here!” (Moore 89). These words reflect an environmentalist thread that 
travels through much of the later Swamp Thing stories, and they suggest how much 
the creature has changed since the early episodes. Not only is Arcane a polluting 
influence, but Alec Holland himself was not of the clean earth. In fact, Swamp 
Thing tells Arcane, “You have never encountered me before” (90) and then, 
outraged, cries, “You claim the earth for your own, Arcane . . .  yet you have not 
one tenth of the earth’s power . . .  You mock God! You make the world worthless 
with your lies! How ..  . dare . .  . you??” (91). This battle occurs almost halfway 
through Love and Death, which begins with Swamp Thing’s decision to find and 
bury Alec Holland’s skeletal remains once and for all, after he admonishes Arcane’s 
niece Abby, “Don’t keep calling me Alec! I’m not Alec Holland . . .  Alec Holland 
i s < W ’ (14).

In the hands of writer Alan Moore and artists Stephen Bissette and John 
Totleben, Swamp Thing has begun the transformation only hinted at before. He 
has tapped into the earth’s power in a way Arcane can only lust after, and will 
gradually become that “earth elemental” because of his new-found awareness of 
his place in the whole. No longer the smooth green monster of Dark Genesis, he 
has now become a shaggy creature of leaves, tubers, roots and flowers, a kind of 
miniature earth smelling (in Abby’s words) of “life and loam and autumn” (37). 
He is now, as he tells Abby, “in touch with the seasons” (12), a creature of connection 
rather than conflict, gentleness rather than aggression, love rather than alienation— 
in short, a creature more female than male.7 If Dark Genesis had little or no structure, 
Love and Death is highly structured, beginning in autumn, recounting parallel 
journeys into darkness, evil and death, and ending in spring, with a return to the 
light and a celebration of life. Swamp Thing and Abby must accomplish harrowing 
odysseys, in the name of love and knowledge. But not that masculine, scientific 
knowledge traditionally revered in comic books; rather, a recognition of the 
complexities of the world (the gradations of good and evil, woman and man) and 
a bleak lesson in just how destructive gender definitions can be.8

To set the scene: Arcane has cast Abby’s soul into hell (a place he has lately 
returned from) as a challenge to Swamp Thing and a demonstration of his power.
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As he tells his niece triumphantly, “There is nothing that I cannot do” (66). Helpless 
at first, declaring that he would follow Abby “even there ’ if only he were not 
“shackled” to his body (103), this Swamp Thing abruptly recognizes something 
that the Swamp Thing of Dark Genesis never could. His non-human form is actually 
free to roam in unusual ways, and his participation in elemental forces enables him 
to journey “beyond the green . . .  beyond the world of the quick and the warm . . .  
beyond life itself’ (105).

Significantly, given his earlier tendency toward solitary travel, Swamp Thing 
does not journey alone. In fact, he has four different guides through the afterlife 
and into hell. He learns from one that God is a woman (111) and from another that 
God is a man (117), suggesting that the ultimate shaping force—and the ideal 
consciousness— is both female and male. But he learns emphatically that the halls 
of hell “were carved by men” by “lusts uncontrolled” and “swords unsheathed” 
(131), by greed and violence and anger and desire for power, the products of all 
those “manly values” identified by Sabin as central to adult adventure comics (223). 
And in the midst of this male-created place, a place aggressively defined by a 
willingness to destroy life rather than cherish it,9 Swamp Thing finds the innocent 
victim Abby, who does not belong here but has been sacrificed in the name of 
competition and hate. Letting his gargoyle-like companion Etrigan battle the demons 
of hell who would prevent Abby’s departure, Swamp Thing carries the seemingly 
lifeless woman from “these stews and frozen lakes” (138) back to the bayou where 
the journey began. There, she finally awakens to see Swamp Thing crying with 
relief (140), as he had cried in despair when he thought she was dead (78, 99). It is 
largely because Swamp Thing now embodies the rejection of destructive, controlling 
male tendencies that he is able to bring Abby safely back to a natural world that 
operates on very different paradigms. While Dark Genesis tried to cast him as a 
gothic horror, outside the rational realm of male science and technology but longing 
to return to it, Love and Death (re)presents Swamp Thing in his own revisionary 
terms: still male in physical form and strength, but now a being of instinct and 
emotion and connection, someone marvelous and whole, almost Gaia-like in his 
earthy power.

Though Swamp Thing’s journey to the underworld comprises three of the 
eight chapters, Abby’s own single-chapter foray is, to my view, the set-piece of the 
entire book. She travels in a dream, “to leam something important” (166) from 
two strange brothers, the oldest of whom she describes as “abrasive” (167) and the 
youngest of whom seems skittish and afraid of the other. They are the keepers of 
mysteries and secrets, the stor(i)es of knowledge, but (according to the younger 
brother) “things have been quiet around here these last few years. People don’t 
drop by so much. I think that’s what annoys my brother. Being neglected” (168). 
Abby leams the story of Swamp Thing, Len Wein’s original story set in a nineteenth
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century “mist-wet old mansion” at “the edge of the swamp” (170). What’s important 
about this is that Swamp Thing’s story has happened before, not only to Alex 
Olsen and, later, to Alec Holland, but even before that. According to the younger 
brother, “In the history of the world, there have come sour times when the earth 
feels compelled to create an elemental champion for itself.” He concludes, “Sour 
times are returning to your world, and your world has again shaped a protector to 
stand against them. That is what you came to learn” (178).

But that is not really it. Abby learns that men have always murdered each 
other out of anger, jealousy, obsession, and a self-satisfied conviction in the rightness 
of their power. Alex Olsen was such a victim; so was Alec Holland. And so, it turns 
out, is the skittish brother, who “must pay the forfeit” for breaking “the rules” 
about trying to pass on a secret (179). We know these brothers. As the older one 
angrily raises a rock above his head, the younger one cries, “Cain! No! Not again!” 
(181), but he cannot prevent the re-enactment of his own original story of treachery 
and murder, just as he will be unable to prevent it the next time and the next. And 
this is the reason: As Cain stands over Abel’s bloodied body, he tells Abby, “It’s all 
we have to do now that nobody wants to hear the stories anymore. The same act 
over and over again” (my emphasis). He adds that it’s “our punishment, for doing 
it the first time,” but Abby remarks that it doesn’t seem fair that both brothers be 
punished for Cain’s crime. “Of course it’s fair! I ’m being punished for being the 
first predator. . .  and he s being punished for being the first victim” (182). Here are 
the two oldest and most confining, destructive definitions of man and woman— 
the predator and the victim—gendered roles bom of male paradigms of violence, 
conquest and disconnection. And they are still prevalent because no one wants to 
hear the stories anymore; no one “drops by” to leam what these brothers actually 
long to teach.

That is what Love and Death is all about, the story of what is and what could 
be, if only we’d pay attention. When Swamp Thing and Abby join in the final 
chapter, they are able to do so because they have accomplished their similar journeys 
through the treachery and violence that men visit upon one another and upon women. 
Their union is nonphallic, of course, because Swamp Thing is, in Abby’s words, “a 
plant, for god’s sake!” (189). But it is also nonphallic because Swamp Thing has 
shifted his paradigm. He has willingly let go his reliance on science and technology, 
his insistence on a past male identity, and celebrated instead his power as part of 
the whole, subjective, interconnected, nurturing and capable of love.

When he plucks a tuber from the area of his right breast and offers it to Abby 
to eat, they share the most spectacular orgasm I’ve ever encountered in literature, 
a flight through a micro-universe of “little stars,” “little jewels of light,” where 
“everything’s alive . . . and it’s all made of the same...strands of pearly stuff’ 
(196-7), where the lovers become one with the waters, fish, insects, reptiles and
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amphibians of the bayou. In their joining, they “sprawl with the swamp,” “wrestle 
the planet” (200), and move to the beat of “the pulse within the world, within us” 
(201), a pulse that “shudders with life . . . and death” (202). In this culminating 
moment, a recapitulation of his own transformation from man to something more, 
Swamp Thing and Abby perceive the “strands” of the world at their most elemental 
levels, with a particularity unavailable to male reason and scientific measurement. 
All because they are willing to learn that they “are one creature . . . and all that 
there is . . . is in us” (200). Imagine Batman or Superman laying down their 
hypermasculine authority and power to speak like this. Imagine the X-Men (and 
Women) setting aside their aggressive, combative natures to join with the whole. 
Imagine almost any superhero comic book relinquishing science and technology 
as mediating vehicles and defining the male hero in largely “feminine” terms. In a 
culture that Cooper Thompson claims has taught its men to “kill the woman in 
them” (587), such a transformation would seem virtually impossible. Yet that 
transformation, that transsexing, is precisely Swamp Thing's subversive-revisionist 
feat.

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Jack Bushnell

Notes
1. See Reynolds, who suggests that page one of Action Comics # 1 (in which Superman was 

introduced) is done “in the style of information snippets from teenage magazines or the 
later ‘true comics’”: “You may think that the powers of Superman are incredible—but 
think! Science is discovering incredible new facts every week. Nothing is impossible in 
the long run” (53). In fact, on that page, Superman is compared to other creatures “on 
our world” who have “super-strength”: the “lowly ant” that “can support weights hundreds 
of times its own” and the grasshopper which can leap “what to man would be the space 
of several city blocks” (see 11).

2. Compare this to a character like Neil Gaiman’s Sandman, whose powers are mythically 
derived (he is Morpheus or Sleep) and who is not per se a superhero.

3. Even in the case of such notable recent exceptions as Frank Miller’s Elektra: Assassin or 
David Mack’s Kabuki, the central women characters often seem to be as much products 
of the male gaze (not to mention the male predilection for violent, powerful protagonists) 
as they are sincere attempts by their writers to imagine a female consciousness.

4. See Keller; Longino; Flax; Myers; Bazerman; Postman; and Bushnell.
5. See Cowan, who argues that technology, like science, is a male construct: “We have 

trained our women to opt out of the technological order as much as we have trained our 
men to opt into it” (256).

6. One Frankenstein comic book story worth particular mention is “Your Name is 
Frankenstein,” by Stan Lee and Joe Maneely, published in Menace in 1953 (18 years 
before Swamp Thing appeared). In it, the monster has just risen from a swamp after years 
and can finally “stand erect” and “wipe the slimy, oozing dirt and mud” from his face; he
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can “see,” “smell,” “hear,” and be “alive once more!” (Glut 109). Compare this to Len 
Wein’s description of Swamp Thing, “something that claws its way out of the grasping 
mire...and into the light once more! Something that pulls itself upright on unsteady 
legs.. .and then pauses, studying its gnarled, misshapen hands, examining the clusters of 
root, the crumbling chunks of moss, and in that frightening, mind-shattering second, 
knows what it has become!” (Wein 1.4-1.5) The echoes seem more than coincidence. 
They certainly suggest a conscious allusion to at least one Frankenstein precursor.

7. See Rosner and Rhoades, who define a feminist science as based on a “concern for the 
whole and for the human part in the whole,” on “connections as an ordering principle,” 
on principles of “coexistence” and the metaphor of the “web.” In contrast, they define a 
masculinist science as interested in “separate parts” (analysis), in “conflict as an ordering 
principle,” in the impersonal and the objective, a science based on principles of 
“competition” and the metaphor of the “ladder” and hierarchies (82). See also Thompson, 
who believes that men need to be taught as boys to “accept attitudes and behaviors 
traditionally labelled feminine,” thereby learning to love other boys and girls (589).

8. According to Sabin, Alan Moore’s version of Swamp Thing is “more sophisticated” 
than the original (215). In fact, “Moore is generally credited with introducing greater 
psychological depth into comics” (245).

9. See Thompson, who claims that “traditional masculinity is life-threatening” because it 
manifests itself so often in “extreme physical risks,” “combative, hostile activities,” 
“abuse,” “rape” and “war” (588).

Acknowledgement: All photos used with permission of DC Comics. Swamp Thing is a
trademark of DC Comics c 1999. All rights reserved.
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Chyna, Team Corporate 
and the New World Order: The Politics of 

White Hypermasculinity and Anti- 
Corporatism in Professional Wrestling

The election of Jesse “The Body” Ventura as governor of Minnesota and the 
subsequent announcement by Hollywood Hogan to run for President exemplifies 
a growing (and perhaps) troubling link between professional wrestling and poli 
tics. Some would argue these isolated events are peripheral to the discourse of 
American politics. However, sports have long been recognized as a vehicle by 
which some sport images become emblazoned in the political landscape (Semino 
& Masci 1996; Vinokur 1988; Wagg 1995). For instance, right wing extremist 
groups find their most virulent exponents in European soccer fan clubs.

In the United States, the sociological link between sports and politics remains 
virtually unexplored. Some work has been done to link sports metaphors to politi 
cal events, but not on how sports themselves promote specific political messages. 
This essay attempts to explore some of the recurrent themes of professional wres 
tling as it relates to anti-corporatism and gender relations. I have selected profes 
sional wrestling due to its wild popularity among disaffected, lower middle class 
white male youths. This audience is identical to the prototypical European soccer 
hooligan. In the essay I will then show that although professional wrestling ad 
vances specific political messages it is not likely to be a vehicle for political vio 
lence.

Babyfaces and Heels
The world of professional wrestling largely encompasses two competing leagues, 
the World Wrestling Federation (WWF) and World Championship Wrestling 
(WCW). Each league showcases its talents on Monday nights. WWF’s “Raw is 
War” (USA Network, 9 P.M./ ET) and WCW’s Monday Nitro (TNT, 8 P.M./ET) 
have successfully upstaged the other testosterone-filled ritual, Monday Night Foot 
ball. On an average Monday night, over 10 million viewers will tune in to either 
professional wrestling spectacle. The combined audience for all weekly wrestling 
events (including WCW’s Thunder and WCW’s Saturday Night) is estimated at 
over 35 million viewers.

The WWF is the more established of the two wrestling leagues. However, the 
WCW is its close competitor and currently has a wider audience. There are also
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several dozen independent wrestling federations, but they attract little attention. 
Perhaps reflecting real life, the WWF and the WCW leagues are essentially a well- 
oiled duopoly. Surprisingly, there is virtually no theme of mega-competition be 
tween the leagues. The leagues and fighters are essentially self-referential, although 
from time to time some WWF wrestlers have crossed over to the WCW. Each 
league attempts to cultivate its own fan base although in practice each closely 
mmics the gimmicks of the other league.

Overall the sport itself has experienced episodic moments of popularity dur 
ing times of economic and political anxiety. The popularity of wrestling among its 
core audience has been critiqued using fantasy theme analysis (Mondak 1989). A 
fantasy theme has been defined as one in which an event’s content “consists of 
characters, real or fictitious, playing out a dramatic situation in a setting removed 
in time from the here-and-now transactions of the group” (Bormann, 1972). Ac 
cording to one observer, the ethical system of the spectacle of wrestling could be 
viewed as a fantasy theme. Hence, the effectiveness of wrestling has been pin 
pointed to the audience’s inability to be drawn into a chain of fantasy with a dra 
matic situation (Mondak, 1989).

The long-term success of professional wrestlers is fleeting. Those who have 
succeeded have effectively transformed their wrestling persona to reflect the wishes 
of the audience. Even the remote intellectual will at least have a vague acquain 
tance with Hulk Hogan (a.k.a. Hollywood Hogan), the prototypical steroidized 
uberman. Arguably, the most popular WWF wrestler currently is “Stone Cold” 
Steve Austin. Stone Cold (formerly Stunning Steve) is now instantly recognizable 
by his bald head, goatee, and penetrating laser gaze. Stone Cold is unusual among 
wrestlers for his distinctive working class/truck driver persona. Devotees of Stone 
Cold often sport a succinct code on their T-shirts: Austin 3:16. In less than biblical 
terms, Stone Cold telegraphs his equally monosyllabic preachings: “I just whupped 
your ass!,” “Get Yer Ass Out Here,” or the succinct “Suck it.”

A pale replica of Stone Cold is the WCW’s 1998 heavyweight champion, Bill 
Goldberg. At first glance, they are physically identical. To differentiate themselves, 
Goldberg wrestles with a black swim suit and sports a generous tattoo on his left 
deltoid. A former, injury-prone defensive lineman for the Atlanta Falcons, Goldberg 
now proudly labels himself as one of the most successful Jewish athletes of all 
time.

The demimonde of professional wrestling is not complete without reference 
to two intriguing wrestlers in their present incarnations. The Undertaker (formerly 
Mean Mark Callous) represents professional wrestling’s most ghoulish fighter. 
Along with Hulk Hogan, the Undertaker is a nearly a decade-long veteran of the 
ring.

Hormonal derangement has apparently transformed itself into genetic derange-
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ment in the figure of “Mankind” (a.k.a. Mick Foley). Seldom seen fighting in the 
ring, Mankind lurches in the basement of wrestling rings where security guards 
unsuccessfully try to pry him out. He has risen to the top of the wrestling world 
based on in unrivaled appetite for masochism. Mankind, who dons a partial face 
mask and a sock puppet in the ring, has made a name for himself wrestling on 
thumbtacks, broken glass, or in rings lined with barbed wire. Mankind’s extreme 
anti-social behavior has made him a tag team champion with Kane, the “mute” 
younger “brother” of the Undertaker.

Traditionally, the simple moral universe of professional wrestlers was subject 
to a simple binary categorization. The “babyfaces” concretely embodied the he 
roes whereas the “heels” embodied the villains. The recent surge of professional 
wrestling as a spectacle has been accompanied by a more subtle encroachment of 
corporate figures as key actors in the discourse of professional wrestling, thus 
diffusing the moral universe of the wrestlers. This discord in the moral universe of 
professional wrestling has been aggravated by the audience’s increasing prefer 
ence for “heels” rather than “babyfaces.”

In light of this change in consumer preferences, the WWF has chosen to cre 
ate a fan base for its WWF wrestlers by channeling fan hatred against WWF own 
ers and its officials. The impersonation of WWF corporate evil is real life WWF 
CEO, Vince McMahon. Although never a wrestler himself, McMahon is the bulk 
ing centerpiece of WWF matches. During matches, McMahon, often clad in a gray 
Hugo Boss suit with black T-shirt, is tailed by his allegedly inept son, Shane. 
Whether or not the ineptitude of Shane McMahon is staged is unclear. Nonethe 
less, his actions make an excellent argument against nepotism.

“Mr. McMahon” (as he is referred to by his sycophantic lackeys) has bril 
liantly revived the world of professional wrestling by stating the obvious, namely 
that the matches are fixed and are mere entertainment. Efforts in the late 1980s to 
pose wrestling as a legitimate sport insulted the intelligence of its most simple 
minded supporters. This failed effort also exposed wrestling to greater govern 
mental scrutiny. As a result, several prominent professional wrestlers were impli 
cated in a variety of criminal charges for anabolic steroid abuse. As early as 1996, 
Vince McMahon was charged with several counts of conspiracy.

McMahon’s genius lies pretending that he arranges the matches himself. 
McMahon fixes the matches not on the basis of “athletic merit,” but on a wrestler’s 
professed loyalty to him. This act draws the ire of the fan base and reinforces the 
support for more meritorious underdogs. Under this guise of a vicious corporate 
monster, Vince McMahon often interrupts matches and openly tries to recruit wres 
tlers to “his” team, Team Corporate. In the world of professional wrestling, Team 
Corporate is the refuge for the ultimate sell-outs. Wrestlers who are bamboozled 
into joining “the family” become tainted champions.
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While the central opposition between “babyfaces” and “heels” remains con 
ceptually clear, each bout proposes its own version of dangerous disorder in the 
moral universe. Disgruntled Team Corporate wrestlers or would-be champion WWF 
wrestlers often stage shouting matches with Mr. McMahon over contracts and bro 
ken promises. Each match provides the scope for the all-important negotiation and 
redefinition of the moral order in what may be termed ironic amorality.

The corporate-sponsored “anti-corporate” appeal of professional wrestling is 
also staged in the WCW. The WCW has spawned a purportedly breakaway faction 
called the New World Order (NWO). The NWO is led by Hollywood Hogan (for 
merly Hulk Hogan) against real life corporate nemesis Ted Turner. The NWO tries 
to recruit independent wrestlers to its files in order to fight against Ted Turner’s 
nebulous acolytes.

Mental Atrophy and Hypersexuality
An examination into the audiences of any professional wrestling match will 

show that they are overwhelmingly lower middle-class male teens. Some Team 
Corporate wrestlers and prominent corporate evil figures often refer to their audi 
ence as “trailer trash scum.” Nevertheless, the WWF/WCW have embarked upon 
well planned marketing efforts to both deepen and widen the demographic range 
of its audience. In many matches, one can increasingly see young teens accompa 
nied by their mothers. The success of this strategy has been in sidestepping contro 
versial themes that could alienate old and new fans. In addition to the anti-corpo- 
ratist message in WWF matches, the new WWF/WCW marketing strategy is inter 
laced with specific political messages regarding ethnicity and gender.

In earlier studies of the politics of professional wrestling, ethnicity was a cen 
tral identifier for villains in the sport (Mondak 1989, Birrell and Turowetz, 1979). 
In the 1990s, though, one clearly noticeable theme is the absence of racial content 
in wrestling matches. This absence is implicitly evident by the singular ethnic 
homogeneity of its athletes. There are very few African-American, Asian-Ameri 
can or explicitly ethnic wrestlers. One exception has been the growing presence of 
Latino wrestlers primarily in the WCW.

As part of its marketing efforts, the WCW has made some incremental ap 
peals to audiences in Mexico, where wrestling has been a long time source of 
entertainment. The WCW has also attempted to appeal to Mexican-American au 
diences in the United States. Akin to the NWO, the WCW has sponsored a rebel 
group of wrestlers called the Latino World Order (LWO). Many Latino wrestlers 
in the WCW, such as Rey Misterio, Jr. and Villano V, are already famous wrestlers 
in Mexico. To prevent direct racial identification among its audiences, a notice 
able peculiarity of Latino wrestlers is that they seldom fight Anglo wrestlers. To a 
large extent, Latino wrestlers are a comparatively serious sideshow between the
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main events in the fights. Moreover, Latino wrestlers often fight with masks and 
do not engage in the melodrama of Anglo wrestlers. It is interesting to note that 
although professional wrestling is also a popular form of entertainment in Mexico, 
many wrestlers have used their popularity to fight on behalf of serious social causes 
for the underprivileged.

In addition to avoiding the issue of ethnicity, the WWFAVCW have also skirted 
the delicate issue of sexuality. The image presented by professional wrestlers is 
already plagued by sexual ambiguity, particularly in the form of partial cross dress 
ing. Hulk Hogan often sports a pink feather boa, and during his days as a wrestler, 
Jesse Ventura was a pioneer cross-dresser. The contrast between exaggerated mus 
cularity and feminine clothing has had a long run in the WWF. This imagery is 
slowly fading in the ring to the growing presence of female wrestlers.

Copying the success of professional boxing, professional wrestling has slowly 
introduced female wrestlers. Although formidably built, some of the female wres 
tlers have not been a success in the ring. Instead, the role of female wrestlers has 
been behind the scenes. A prototypical example of this trend is represented by one 
popular female wrestler named “Sable.” She merely escorts other male wrestlers 
to the ring. Typically she fails to step between the ropes and prefers to stay outside 
them by acting as the bleach-blond, silicone breasted harlot. She often adopts the 
role of “manager” of her real life husband, the wrestler “Marvelous” Marc Mero.

Another key figure in the small coterie of female wrestlers is Chyna. Despite 
her name, there is nothing Asian about Chyna. Eerily reminiscent of Monica 
Lewinsky on steroids, Chyna has been the conduit for a lot of backstage melo 
drama. Inspired by the success of the NWO within the WCW, the WWF has en 
couraged Chyna to lead a “breakaway” group within the WWF, called Degenera 
tion X. In contrast to NWO, Degeneration X has tried to pull in occasional wres 
tlers from outside the wrestling world. The group’s coup was Mike Tyson’s wres 
tling debut as a Degeneration X fighter.

Political Messages of Wrestling
The political messages of wrestling could be a concern to individuals who are 

apprehensive about the glorification of hypermasculinity and anti-corporatism. 
Professional wrestling has unwittingly translated some of its monothematic politi 
cal messages into the political arena. Jesse Ventura successfully used the anti 
corporate, anti-establishment theme in his 1998 campaign for governor of Minne 
sota. In an age of multiculturalism and equivocating lawyers, Jesse Ventura also 
implicitly represents white hypermasculinity. It is worth noting that during the 
1998 gubernatorial election, the state of Minnesota had the largest voter turnout of 
any state in the country. The voting population among young white males grew by 
300,000 from the 1996 presidential election.
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Another concern is that sports that attract disaffected white youths often serve 
as a vehicle for extremist right wing viewpoints and political violence. For in 
stance, over the last twenty years, many European soccer fan clubs have served as 
niches for extremist right wing groups. This linkage between lower middle class 
dissatisfaction and xenophobia have proven to be a toxic scourge on that sport.

Both European soccer and American professional wrestling are popular among 
nearly identical audiences, primarily lower middle class white teens. Paradoxi 
cally, in contrast to their European counterparts, American wrestling fans are un 
usually well behaved. One primary explanation for this paradox is psychological. 
In the psychological literature of antisocial behavior, investigators have drawn a 
distinction between primary and secondary sociopaths (Fagan & Lira 1980; Cleckley 
1955; Hare, 1970). In this binary construction, primary sociopaths are identified 
by emotional unresponsiveness resulting from their stimulation-seeking behavior. 
However, Fagan and Lira (1980) characterized secondary sociopaths as individu 
als whose antisocial behavior is “symptomatic of anxiety associated with frustra 
tion or inner conflict” (493).

The antisocial behavior of secondary sociopaths is closely tied to age group, 
fluctuating income levels and changing environmental contingencies (Mealey 1995). 
These symptoms are specially pronounced among youths from lower socioeco 
nomic status groups (Magid and McKelvey 1987; Moffitt 1996; Dunning 1994). 
The link between secondary sociopathic disposition and sociopathic behavior in 
sports has been adduced to the degree of crumbling identity combined with high 
competitiveness in its audience.

Disenchanted European youths have grown up in an atmosphere of crumbling 
national identity combined with rapid immigration patterns. Soccer has been the 
last bastion in which to safely cling to ultranationalism and rabid local identity. 
However, even this bastion of ultranationalism is under threat as soccer clubs im 
port foreign players and downplay national talent. This sense of crumbling iden 
tity is aggravated by the intense competition between supporters of rival soccer 
teams. Rival soccer fan clubs are segregated but in close proximity to each other in 
the cheaper seats near the goal posts.

Although primarily drawing from similar socioeconomic audiences as Euro 
pean soccer fans, professional wrestling has avoided similar outcomes. The rea 
sons for these different outcomes are important. One reason is that the audiences 
of professional wrestling have not been challenged to contend with their national 
identity. In contrast to European youths, professional wrestling matches do not 
have a fixed localized identity.

Moreover, there is little competitiveness between the audience members in 
wrestling. This absence of competition is important because behavioral psycholo 
gists have found that sociopaths are less likely to engage in antisocial behavior
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against other individuals who are similar to them if there is little competition 
(Rushton 1989; Simons and Taylor 1992; Wilson 1995; Stott and Reicher 1998). 
The WWF/WCW’s political messages regarding ethnicity and gender are prima 
rily intertwined by its goal to carefully cultivate unity among its homogeneous fan 
base. In this sense, the wrestling leagues have encouraged the reification of white 
male hypersexuality while sidestepping the murky issues of gender and race rela 
tions. Moreover, the anti-corporatist messages promoted by the WCW and the 
WWF have further reinforced the identities of its audience. However, my essay 
suggests that although monothematic and simplistic political messages could fur 
ther erode the quality of democratic discourse in America, professional wrestling 
per se has successfully contained the message of violence among its audiences. 
Although the characteristics of sociopathic behavior are present within profes 
sional wrestling audiences, they have not translated into violence because the wres 
tling leagues have manipulated key themes in its matches.

University of Chicago Lawrence Saez
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Forgive Us Our Sins:
The Autobiography of Expiation

A fascinating phenomenon of contemporary popular culture involves the 
autobiographical impulse of various public figures to atone in print for their 
mistakes, misdeeds, and their fall from grace. The guiding force behind this 
autobiography of expiation is the attempt at rebuilding a tattered or soiled public 
image. This autobiographical repentance hinges on a reconstruction of reality aimed 
at persuading a skeptical public that the autobiographers are more the victims of 
circumstance than morally bankrupt individuals. Thus, the focal point of this article 
is an examination of the themes, patterns, and techniques employed by the 
autobiographers who are seeking to influence or alter the public perception of 
lives sullied by moral lapses and lifestyle excesses.

From a popular culture perspective, it is the narrative process of rebuilding 
personas that is the purview of this study. In recent times, various memoirs of 
expiation have been published, including Under Fire: An American Story (1991) 
by Oliver North, a prominent figure in the Iran- Contra scandal; I Was Wrong 
(1996) by Jim Bakker, convicted in theP.T.L. ministries scandal; and I Want to Tell 
You (1995) by O. J. Simpson, which was published while the football legend was 
in jail awaiting trial on charges of murdering his former wife Nicole Brown Simpson 
and Ronald Goldman. More so than most of these memoirists, Simpson characterizes 
himself as a person who does not deserve any measure of the fall from grace he has 
endured, and his book does not contain a hint of culpability for the murders. Noting 
that he could never kill the mother of his children, Simpson says his only chance of 
“total vindication” is for the killer or killers to come forward (pp. 15-17, 24).

For the purposes of this article, however, the following memoirs will be 
textually examined: Ordeal by Linda Lovelace; Pete Rose: My Story by Pete Rose; 
The Hoax by Clifford Irving; Blind Ambition by John Dean; Born Again by Charles 
Colson; and Child o f Satan, Child o f God by Susan Atkins. While certainly not a 
definitive list of autobiographies of expiation, these works represent an assortment 
of follies, misdeeds, and crimes that are being atoned in narrative form: participation 
in pornography and gambling, literary fabrication, abuses of governmental power, 
and murder.

The theoretical framework for this article hinges on the concept of ethical 
justification, in which the autobiographers utilize their narratives as vehicles for 
attempting to convince the public that there are explainable reasons for the actions 
they took. In other words, even though some of these authors acknowledge their 
misdeeds and wrongdoing, each of them constructs narratives designed to mitigate
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culpability by describing the factors that led them to justify their actions at the 
time. Their approach is decidedly based on the following premise: “Don’t judge 
me until you’ve had a chance to walk through the mine fields of life in my shoes.”

This theoretical framework is informed by Sissela Bok’s three levels of ethical 
justification. Bok’s first level of ethical justification is the appeal to one’s conscience 
for guidance as whether to lie or engage in some form of unethical behavior. For 
one thing, Bok says, a vested interest in certain outcomes and an unnoticed bias 
can impede the rational vision required by ethical justification. In other words, 
Bok believes that an appeal to conscience may be too permissive if it still justifies 
an unethical action (1978, 99-101).

Bok’s second level of justification involves consulting with peers before 
engaging in unethical behavior, or at minimum trying to imagine what one’s peers 
might think. However, Bok warns that this consultation might not be sufficient, 
especially if it involves a like-minded group with limited understanding and a 
biased outlook (pp. 101-103). The third level of ethical justification, Bok observes, 
involves widening the representative sampling of possibly divergent points of view. 
Here, one must try to convince an audience of representative, reasonable people 
that one is justified in engaging in an unethical action. Bok maintains that such 
action should not be taken without first subjecting it to this “test of publicity.” This 
test is aimed at achieving a measure of impartiality in moral reasoning (1978, pp. 
103-108).

Additionally, the theoretical framework for this article is guided by Bok’s 
examination of self-deception and self-imposed ignorance. In the former, Bok states 
that if a false belief about oneself is judged harmless, “as may be the case with the 
benevolent light in which most of us see our minor foibles,” little problem exists. 
But she notes that there are times when people are “dangerously wrong about 
themselves,” such as the alcoholic who denies having a drinking problem or the 
anorexic close to starving to death who thinks she looks fat in the mirror (1983, pp. 
64-66). Concerning self-imposed ignorance, Bok states that the capacity to act and 
knowledge that acting is required must be present for there to be a moral obligation, 
and responsibility for its breach. And she acknowledges that there are times when 
pleas of ignorance are insufficient in acquitting one of responsibility, particularly 
when one has failed to remain alert to the signs of danger (p. 66).

Thus, by applying the theories of ethical justification, self-deception, and self- 
imposed ignorance to the autobiographies of expiation being examined in this article, 
the intention is to illuminate the ways in which wounded public personas are 
attempting to be rehabilitated or reinvented in narrative form.

Participation in Pornography and Gambling
In Linda Lovelace’s 1980 autobiography Ordeal, she recounts her journey
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from a “naive and innocent” 19-year-old from Yonkers, New York, to the infamous 
star of one of the top grossing pornographic films of all time, Deep Throat. The 
antagonist of her cautionary tale is Chuck Traynor, a 27-year-old pimp, drug dealer, 
and procurer of women for pornography. When she moves in with Traynor in order 
to get away from her abusive and domineering mother, Lovelace (whose given 
name is Linda Boreman) soon thereafter is beaten, verbally abused, and threatened 
by Traynor into acts of prostitution. Lovelace maintains that Traynor repeatedly 
beat her, and threatened to shoot her and cut her with a knife if she didn’t do his 
bidding (9-47).

Along with getting her involved in prostitution, Lovelace in her memoir claims 
that Traynor’s beatings and threats to kill her forced her into making porno movies. 
She started by appearing in eight-millimeter films that involved a wide variety of 
sexual activity, including sex with a dog (pp. 103-114). She says she found the 
prostitution and porno work so degrading and humiliating that she would go 
emotionally numb and become robot-like:

I was no longer experiencing things that made me feel good or bad. I 
felt as though my self had been taken away from me. I was not a person 
anymore. I was a robot, a vegetable, a wind-up toy, a fucking-and- 
sucking doll. I had become someone else’s thing. If I didn’t 
do...whatever—I got beaten. So I simply did it. Whatever. (91)

Lovelace further states that Traynor, in an effort to make her more commercially 
viable in the sex industry, used hypnotism to help her relax her throat muscles for 
purposes of “deep throat” fellatio.

At age 22, Lovelace was hired by director Gerard Damiano to star in Deep 
Throat, a full-length feature about the sexual escapades of a woman whose clitoris 
is located in her throat. The film ended up making millions of dollars and became 
a cultural phenomenon by bringing pornography to mass audiences. Interviews, 
book and movie offers, and cavorting with a plethora of celebrities followed Deep 
Throats release, as did Lovelace’s gaining enough autonomy to eventually break 
free from Traynor’s tyrannical grip. Miscellaneous attempts at trying to land 
mainstream movie parts failed, particularly when she refused to do sex scenes or 
perform nude. Her autobiography ends with her marrying an old-fashioned man 
she knew in her youth—a man who is helping her cope with a past that continually 
haunts her (115-151, 173-212, 243-251).

Applying Bok’s theory of ethical justification to Lovelace’s memoir, the former 
pom star seeks to rehabilitate her public image by emphasizing her ongoing appeal 
to her conscience. This appeal leads Lovelace to the conclusion that if she doesn’t 
follow Traynor’s orders to engage in prostitution and work in pornographic movies,
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she and her parents will be killed by Traynor. She insists that she wants to escape 
and notify the police, but points to Traynor’s constant threats of murder. Thus, 
Lovelace textually justifies her actions in the name of avoiding harm:

There was always a gun pointed at my head. Even when no gun could 
be seen, there was always a gun pointed at my head...It’s impossible 
for people to understand real terror unless they’ve felt it, lived it, tasted 
it. It’s impossible to picture your own death until that possibility is real, 
until.. .you are looking at a madman holding a loaded gun. (69-70)

Jaksa and Pritchard (1988), however, point out that ethical decision-making 
based on avoidance of harm may be at the cost of another harm. For example, a lie 
told to protect the deceived from suffering might also prevent the deceived from 
making a decision (100-101). In Lovelace’s case, not contacting the police to avoid 
self-harm and harm to her parents presumably led to the harm of other women 
being used by Traynor for monetary gain.

Absent from Lovelace’s ethical justification are peer consultation and the test 
of publicity. Obviously, the former would have been of little value to her, considering 
her “peers” were working in the sex industry. However, the latter, with its reliance 
on gaining a wide range of divergent views before making an ethical decision, 
might have been effective in developing a strategy for ending her victimization.

Meanwhile, like Lovelace, baseball legend Pete Rose relies heavily on a 
conscience-based ethical justification in his autobiography of expiation, Pete Rose: 
My Story (1989). Rose was suspended for life from baseball on August 24, 1989. 
Rose had admitted to betting heavily on football and basketball through bookmakers 
and associations with felons. He denies ever betting on baseball or his own team, 
the Cincinnati Reds. However, the commissioner of Major League Baseball, the 
late A. Bartlett Giamatti, believed that Rose had bet on baseball, thus warranting 
the life-time suspension for the future Hall of Famer (232-233).

Although admitting to heavy gambling, Rose justified his exploits by 
convincing himself that no ethical lines had been crossed as long as he did not bet 
on baseball. For Rose, gambling is an enjoyable activity that fills up his free time 
and feeds into his competitive nature (261). Precisely put, gambling on any and 
every sport other than baseball meets the dictates of his conscience — a less stringent 
ethical exercise than peer consultation and the test of publicity.

Because of its relentless attack on how the press covered his suspension, Rose’s 
autobiography engages in its own measure of self-deception in the act of 
ameliorating an image. He believes the press is more accountable for the rapid 
decline of his image than his own actions, accusing the media of journalistic overkill 
and distortion, even responding in “orgasmic glee” upon the publicizing of his
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problems (232-259). Self-imposed ignorance also emerges from Rose’s memoir, 
particularly in his insistence that his decision in 1989 to remain silent to the gambling 
accusations was the right course of action. But Roger Kahn, Rose’s co-writer of 
this memoir, recognizes that the choice to be silent was a “public relations” disaster: 
“By the time Rose did say he never bet on baseball, months of no comment had 
eroded his credibility. One is innocent until proven guilty, except when one declines 
to protest one’s innocence” (233,236-237). The literature of crisis communication 
bolsters the risky nature of Rose’s approach, with Newsom and Carrell (1995) 
observing that a decision to “clam up” is asking for trouble. They add: “During the 
crisis is no time to get slack about details in communication, since every fact will 
be seized upon with particular zest by the media. Candor, care and accuracy are 
always important in public relations, but they are critical in a crisis” (301-303).

Literary Fabrication
On June 16, 1972, novelist Clifford Irving was sentenced to two-and-a-half 

years in prison for perpetrating a scheme to trick the McGraw-Hill publishing firm 
into buying his book, The Autobiography o f Howard Hughes. Irving’s plan was to 
convince McGraw-Hill that the book would be the definitive Hughes biography 
because it would be based on tape-recorded “interviews” with Hughes himself. 
“Think what a great book could be done,” Irving recalls in his memoir, The Hoax 
(1981). “What a great character could be created—using the known facts about the 
man and inventing the rest. I’d still fake the interviews. I’d still research the book 
and write it the same way. Only the publisher wouldn’t know” (3-8). Because 
Hughes was such a reclusive person, Irving believed the billionaire would not 
expose the book as a fraud. When Hughes did, his elaborate scheme crumbled, 
revealing one of the major literary hoaxes of the century. He spent seventeen months 
in federal prison before being paroled on February 14, 1974 (303-324, 378).

Irving’s autobiography of expiation hinges on the ethical justification of peer 
consultation, with the writer discussing the hoax with his wife Edith and his friend 
Richard Suskind. Initially, Irving’s wife and Suskind were skeptical that such a 
scheme should or could be hatched, but eventually they went along with it, having 
been compelled by the intrigue and the promise of big money (3-37). The 
involvement of Edith Irving and Suskind subsequently led to jail terms for each 
(378). Although Bok’s test of publicity likely would have exposed Irving’s plan, it 
seems that at least a modified form of it (such as consulting family members and a 
handful of fellow writers) would have defused the cloak-and-dagger dynamics 
and prompted a rational reconsideration.

In addition, Irving’s memoir displays a certain level of self-deception in 
justifying the hoax by characterizing it as a manifestation of his mid-life crisis and 
a “restlessness that had dogged me for so many years” (9-20). However, by the
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memoir’s end, in which Irving faces prison, the author accepts the ramifications of 
his self-delusion: “My reputation as a writer was crippled; I was known as a liar 
and a con man; I had achieved...not fame but notoriety. I owed...well over $1.5 
million to McGraw-Hill, the IRS, and our lawyers” (376). And when asked if it 
was an experience worth repeating, Irving concludes that “I’ve lost too much” to 
ever take such risks again (377).

Abuses of Governmental Power
In John Dean’s Blind Ambition and Charles Colson’s Born Again, both 

memoirists acknowledge that the lure of power in the Nixon White House led to 
their legal and ethical breaches in the Watergate scandal. As counsel to President 
Nixon, Dean says he soon learned that if he wanted to travel upward into a position 
of confidence and influence, he would have to “travel downward” through power 
plays, corruption, and finally overt criminal acts. True advancement, Dean writes, 
came by proving he would go to any lengths necessary to demonstrate his loyalty 
to his White House superiors. He adds, “Slowly, steadily, I would climb toward the 
moral abyss of the president’s inner circle until I finally fell into it, thinking I had 
made it to the top just as I began to realize I had actually touched bottom” (1976, 
16-21). Although Dean’s role in the Watergate cover-up gave him daily access to 
Nixon’s inner circle, the attorney increasingly became concerned that “soft spots” 
in the plan would eventually lead him to prison. When he expressed those concerns 
to Nixon, the president made him feel guilty and disloyal: “He was implying that I 
was abandoning ship. I felt beaten down. I felt I had lost confidence by admitting 
to a certain weakness. My rise in the White House was over” (181-182, 206). On 
July 11, 1974, Dean’s sense of foreboding came true when he was sentenced to 
four years in prison for his part in the cover-up (356-360).

As special counsel to President Nixon, Colson’s job was to serve as the White 
House troubleshooter or “hatchet man,” specializing in dirty tricks against Nixon’s 
political enemies and to deal with government officials who leaked classified 
information to the press (1976, 58-59). On June 21, 1974, Colson was sentenced 
up to three years in prison for conspiring to break into Daniel Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s 
office for the purpose of disseminating damaging information about the man who 
leaked the Pentagon Papers (222-224, 285). Shortly before beginning his prison 
term, Colson announced he had become a born-again Christian, and later he would 
develop a prison ministry program (179-195, 393-395).

The memoirs o f Dean and Colson reflect a conscience-based ethical 
justification, with both authors emphasizing their loyalty to President Nixon. As 
aides to Nixon, they believed their major loyalty was to the presidency, with other 
loyalties (such as to family, friends, country, or personal values) taking a secondary 
position. Christians, Rotzoll, and Fackler (1987) point out that choosing loyalties is
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a significant step in the making of ethical decisions. Accordingly, they argue, it is 
essential for people to articulate very precisely where their loyalties lie in the making 
of a final judgment or adopting a policy. “And in this domain,” they add, “we tend 
to beguile ourselves very quickly” (2-7). It appears that the decision-making process 
involving loyalties on the part of Dean and Colson could have benefitted from a test 
of publicity rather than simply peer consultation. After all, their peers in the Nixon 
White House included H.R. Haldeman, John Ehrlichman, and G. Gordon Liddy— 
top-level aides who lacked the necessary impartiality for ethical decision-making 
and whose lives were intrinsically tied to the fate of the president.

Murder
Of all the autobiographers of expiation, the crimes committed by Susan Atkins 

stand as the most egregious. As a member of the notorious Charles Manson family, 
Atkins was convicted of first-degree murder in connection with the Tate-LaBianca 
slayings in August 1969. While serving a life sentence in California, Atkins announced 
that she had become a born-again Christian. In her memoir, Child o f Satan, Child of 
God (1977), she describes herself as a young woman in desperate search for happiness 
when she first met Manson. Before meeting Manson, as a teen runaway, she cavorted 
with ex-convicts and strippers, and even flirted with the notion of devil worship. 
With Manson, Atkins lived in a world of drugs, thievery, and sex orgies, culminating 
in her participation in mass murder (1-45, 70-76, 90-112).

Atkins maintains, however, that she didn’t kill anyone with her own hands, 
but she is guilty of being an accomplice. Here, Atkins’ ethical justification is 
conscience-based in that she believes her culpability to be lesser than Tex Watson’s 
because, unlike him, she did not engage in any “first-hand killing” (124-136,254). 
And like other autobiographers of expiation, Atkins’ reliance on peer consultation— 
in this instance, the rootless, troubled members of the Manson cult—led to her 
justification to join in activities that eventually resulted in her imprisonment.

Atkins further seeks atonement for her crimes by emphasizing how rampant 
drug use clouded her judgment and led to her self-deceptive belief that Manson was 
a messiah (94, 124). She also claims the death of her mother in 1964 sparked her 
restless search for a real family — a journey that led her to such “counterfeit gurus” 
as drugs, sex, mind control, and Manson (pp. 22-34). Although conceding that Manson 
turned out to be one of the “worst counterfeits in modem history,” Atkins writes that 
becoming a bom-again Christian has delivered her from all other counterfeits and 
has given her the family she has yearned for—“the family of God” (267).

Each of the autobiographers examined in this article is attempting in narrative 
form to atone for misdeeds in the name of rehabilitating soiled public images. 
Their accounts of wrongdoing hinge on explanations of ethical justification; that 
is, using the literary genre of autobiography to reveal the influential factors behind
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the ethical decision-making that led to their downfall. Calling upon Janet Varner 
Gunn’s (1982) theory of autobiography, these particular autobiographers of 
expiation represent an aspect of the sense-making process of human beings. Gunn 
observes that people tell stories, participate in rituals, and write history in an effort 
to personally comprehend their experience in the world, discover the significance 
of the experience, and then share the findings with the world in textual form (32- 
33). Gunn further brings clarity to what is transpiring in these memoirs of expiation 
by noting that autobiography represents an act of both discovery and creation, 
consisting of the movement of the self in the world and the movement of the self 
into the world. Metaphorically speaking, the former recognizes that “the land makes 
man,” while the latter realizes it can also be said that “man elects his land” (59).

Applying Sissela Bok’s theory of ethical justification to the acts of discovery 
and creation occurring in these memoirs of expiation, most of the authors rely 
heavily on conscience-based decision-making—the least effective method cited 
by Bok. For Linda Lovelace, her participation in prostitution and pornography is 
justified by her claimed belief that she was protecting herself and her parents from 
being brutally murdered by her “crazy” husband. Pete Rose felt justified in gambling 
on sports as long as it didn’t include betting on baseball. John Dean and Charles 
Colson justified their decision-making by stressing their patriotic loyalty to President 
Nixon. Susan Atkins’justification depended on the semantic distinction between 
being an accomplice to murder and her “first hand” involvement in the killings. 
The ethical justification described in Clifford Irving’s memoir did not involve an 
appeal to the conscience, but instead was predicated upon Bok’s notion of peer 
consultation. In fact, while each of the writers engaged in some form of peer 
consultation, it is evident in the narratives that Bok’s highest measure of ethical 
justification — the test of publicity — was not used on any level. The implication 
here is that by calling upon the divergent ideas and opinions of representative, 
reasonable individuals, the flaws in ethical decision-making can be exposed, perhaps 
altering a course of action that would have led to negative consequences.

From Bok’s perspective, the self-deception and self-imposed ignorance at times 
exhibited in these autobiographies of expiation could be alleviated through the test 
o f publicity. Whereas the “input” emerging from the conscience and peer 
consultation often can be biased and isolated, the test of publicity expands the 
parameters of divergent views and generates a more objective form of decision 
making. The memoirists in this study chose to limit their range of possibilities for 
seeking ethical feedback, and their narratives stand as testaments to the price they 
paid in doing so.

Arizona State University Dennis Russsell
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A Countercultural Gatsby:
Hunter S. Thompson’s F ear and Loathing in 
Las Vegas, the Death of the American Dream 

and the Rise of Las Vegas, USA

Between AIDS and acid rain, there is not much left of what Scott 
Fitzgerald called “a fresh green breast of the new world.” That was in 
the last lines of The Great Gatsby, some of the highest and purest and 
cleanest words ever written about the real beauty of what they were 
just beginning to call back then, the American Dream, and all its magic 
and possibilities...

So let’s have a look at how the big boys write. Stand Back.
As the moon rose higher the inessential houses began to melt away 

until gradually I  became aware o f the old island here that flowered 
once for Dutch Sailor s eyes—a fresh green breast o f the new world.
Its vanished trees, the trees that had made way for Gatsby s house, had 
once pandered in whispers to the last and greatest o f all human drama; 
for a transitory enchanted moment man must have held his breath in 
the presence o f this continent, compelled into aesthetic contemplation 
he neither understood nor desired, face to face for the last time in 
history with something commensurate to his capacity for wonder.

Those lines never would have been written if Daisy had been a 
carrier of AIDS, or if Gatsby’s lonely swimming pool took on a crust 
of poison water every time it rained.
Hunter S. Thompson {Swine 258-59)

The American Dream. We hear it spoken of all our lives. It’s an idea that is as 
elusive as it is pervasive. The term is invariably bandied about in an undefined 
context, particularly in election years. Nevertheless, when candidates speak of it, 
they usually receive a generous round of applause. It seems to be a given that all 
Americans have an inherent understanding of the American Dream, or perhaps we 
all agree to define it personally. At the least, it seems as if the idea of the American 
Dream is something we all assume to have in common. But how do people define 
the American Dream? There are, of course, many possible definitions, but it can be 
argued that even today the single most accepted definition of the American Dream 
is found in the rags to riches myth of Horatio Alger, which, according to Alger 
biographer John Tebbel, is rooted in the belief “that the United States is a place
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where anyone, no matter what his origins, no matter how poor and obscure he may 
be, can rise to fame and fortune...It is possible in other countries too, but to the 
average American the rise from obscurity to fame is peculiarly special to the virtue 
of his country” (4).

Hunter S. Thompson, like most Americans of his era, was raised to believe in 
the existence of the rags to riches myth at the heart of the American Dream, and for 
a time he believed in it wholeheartedly. However, like many who went through the 
tumultuous, unprecedented, and ultimately unsuccessful rebellion that marked the 
1960s, Thompson grew disillusioned with the myth he had grown up believing 
was an inalienable truth; he came to believe that, for all intents and purposes, the 
American Dream was dead. Accordingly, the American rags to riches myth and its 
current condition are indeed what most concern Hunter S. Thompson; lamentations 
on what he sees as the death of Alger’s version of the American Dream can be seen 
throughout his work. Although Thompson has been largely critically ignored since 
his heyday in the mid 1970s, his work is ripe for re-evaluation as it has anticipated 
the current social climate in America. More and more people are increasingly 
without hope, and politicians have picked up on their despair; one can’t turn on a 
television or read a newspaper without coming across Newt Gingrich, Trent Lott, 
or President Clinton commenting on the sorry state of the American Dream.

No other work in Thompson’s corpus is as clear and convincing in its 
presentation of his world view as Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas: A Savage Journey 
to the Heart o f the American Dream (1971), a scathing, relentless diatribe on the 
dismal failings of the 1960s counterculture and a death knell for the last vestiges of 
hope for the Dream’s survival. Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas has drawn favorable 
comparisons to The Great Gatsby, but Fitzgerald, despite alluding to holes in the 
rags to riches myth, never quite gives up the dream for dead, whereas Thompson is 
unceasingly cynical. Where Gatsby is elegiac, Fear and Loathing is a bitter lament. 
Despite its cynicism, or perhaps because of it, Fear and Loathing has become a 
classic of the American counterculture and is considered to be Thompson’s 
masterpiece. It is in this book that he most persuasively illustrates that the essence 
of the American Dream has changed from the rags to riches myth to a mere hope 
for survival.

Although the rags to riches myth is still pervasive in American culture, the 
means by which one makes the journey have radically changed. Hard work is 
seemingly no longer a part of the formula for success; how you succeed matters 
not nearly so much as that you succeed. Las Vegas has always been dedicated to 
providing instant gratification, or at least the lure of it. In 1971 Hunter S. Thompson 
recognized the danger of a city built on providing desperate people with false 
hope. But as Kurt Anderson notes, a strange thing has happened over the last twenty- 
five years: “America has become Las Vegasized” (43). Rather than advancing
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culturally, artistically and economically, America has seemingly regressed. As our 
economy becomes more and more service oriented, real income has dropped 
dramatically. Concurrently, Broadway features adaptations of Disney movies and 
Jerry Springer, Howard Stem, and “wrestling” rule their respective mediums. It is 
no surprise that in 1998 it was assumed there would still be an audience for Terry 
Gilliam’s cinematic adaptation of Fear and Loathing. At the same time Americans 
are increasingly enjoying other forms of tawdry entertainment, they are also more 
often than not voting to legalize casino gambling in their home states (often under 
the misleading guise of “our schools win too”); accordingly, the neon lights and 
gin-soaked kitsch of Las Vegas, once considered gaudy and cheap, have become 
de rigueur for the culture at large. When reading Thompson’s ridiculing treatment 
of Vegas today, it no longer seems quite as funny, although it certainly seems even 
more applicable; this is because in the years since its publication, Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas has gone from being specifically about Las Vegas to applying to 
America as a whole.

Throughout Fear and Loathing the idea of the existence of the American Dream 
is mocked ceaselessly. Thompson believes it is so far removed from the actual 
realities of American life that it is virtually impossible to discuss seriously. 
Consequently, Fear and Loathing is in some ways a nonstop burlesque of the 
American Dream. As John Hellmann observes, “disillusionment with America’s 
ideals, the exposure of American values as self-deceptions, has so long been typical 
of modem American Literature {An American Tragedy, The Great Gatsby), the 
search for those ideals can no longer be taken seriously” (81 -82). Taken as a whole, 
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas is a bitter dirge; the heart of the American Dream 
is never found because it has been ripped asunder. Thompson contends that a new 
American Dream has been bom out of the shambles of the rags to riches myth, and 
that at the heart of the new dream is no longer the belief that hard work and faith in 
the system will be rewarded; instead, the best most Americans can hope for is to 
simply survive. As he writes: “We are all wired into a survival trip now . . . .  The 
realities of the movement were already fixed; the illness was understood to be 
terminal, and the energies of The Movement were long since aggressively dissipated 
by the rush to self-preservation” (178-80).

The emphasis on survival that Thompson noted in 1971 has in the 1990s 
evolved into an increasingly desperate desire for instant gratification among 
Americans. Las Vegas is America’s Pleasure Island, tempting us with the lure of 
easy money, playing the Fox to our Pinocchio; but where is the cultural equivalent 
of Jiminy Cricket to tell us we can’t get something for nothing? Apparently Jiminy 
has given up on us, choosing instead to slurp free Scotch and sodas, ogle cocktail 
waitresses, and feed the slot machines nightly until dawn. With every second that 
goes by, for many Americans the chance of financial security seems to slip further
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out of their grasp; hence the lure of Vegas casinos and easy money. Of course, this 
is not entirely true; perhaps more than in any other Western nation, hard work is 
still often rewarded with financial success in America. But this is not an oft promoted 
reality in Las Vegas.

Even more so than in the Jazz Age, today’s media culture is unprecedentedly 
youth driven. Accordingly, the images with which we are inundated are young and 
gorgeous. Also, these youthful figures are shown to be the possessors of seemingly 
unlimited supplies of liquid capital. Of course, the pairing of youth with money is 
not even remotely realistic. Although there are exceptions, in the 1990s Twenty- 
somethings have characteristically been comparatively poor, just fresh kids 
beginning to make their fortunes. This is not a bad thing; you’ve got to start 
somewhere, and, although cliche it may be, you really do appreciate things more if 
you earn them. But the media blitz combining youth and wealth has skewed the 
younger generation’s perception of where they should be in life; accordingly, it’s 
no surprise that nearly a third of Las Vegas’ annual visitors are under 40, and 
almost half of them are under 30 (Anderson 44). Las Vegas has become not only 
America’s premier vacation destination, but, due to its promise of instantaneous 
riches, the quintessential American city, not just for Americans, but in the eyes of 
the world as well. As Vegas entrepreneur Steve Wynn, who played a large part in 
resurrecting Vegas in the early 1980s, says, “Las Vegas exists because it is a perfect 
reflection of America” (Anderson 42). This was not the case when Fear and 
Loathing was first published, but in the years since Las Vegas has indeed become 
a mirror in which we can look at what America has become.

Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas originated in “real life” when Thompson 
(whose fictional counterpart is named Raoul Duke) was sent to Las Vegas by Sports 
Illustrated to cover the 1971 Mint 400 motorcycle race. While in Vegas covering 
the race, Thompson was concurrently assigned by Rolling Stone to cover the annual 
convention of the National Association of District Attorneys. Thompson’s friend, 
attorney Oscar Zeta Acosta (the novel’s Dr. Gonzo, “a three hundred pound Samoan 
attorney”), accompanied him to Las Vegas. This much is thought to be “true.” 
Although many critics have objected to what they see as the disturbing lack of a 
clear dividing line between fact and fiction, it seems to me that trying to determine 
what else is “true” about the novel is both impossible and pointless. As far as Fear 
and Loathing is concerned, Thompson is wearing the hat of “novelist,” not 
“journalist,” in which case whether the events depicted are “true” doesn’t really 
matter. As Hellmann notes, “Thompson’s genius lies in his ability to distort the 
surfaces of realism in order to reveal their underlying truth” (77). It would be hard 
to argue that Fear and Loathing is meant to stand as an accurate journalistic record 
of the events as they happened. It seems more likely that Thompson, like many 
novelists (Fitzgerald in particular), simply fictionalized possibly “real” occurrences
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to help illustrate his point more effectively, in this case his belief that the American 
Dream is dead.

At the outset of the two-part novel, Dr. Gonzo and Duke head to Las Vegas, 
ostensibly to cover the Mint 400, which is barely mentioned once they reach their 
destination. Before departure, the men dash about Los Angeles County accumulating 
a large and varied collection of drugs and weapons. Once they have obtained the 
desired arms and pharmaceutical supplies, the men head for Las Vegas to cover the 
story: “But what was the story? Nobody had bothered to say. So we would drum it 
up on our own. Free Enterprise. The American Dream. Horatio Alger gone mad on 
drugs in Las Vegas” (12). From the very beginning, the traditional myth of the 
American Dream is debunked. Duke and Dr. Gonzo are driving from Los Angeles 
to Las Vegas; although Vegas is a Western city, they are nevertheless driving East 
in search of the American Dream. According to the itinerary set by Greeley, which 
has been followed by untold millions of Americans and studied by scholars since 
Turner first espoused his frontier thesis, they are going the wrong way. They are 
also repeating the mistakes of Jay Gatz and Nick Carraway, both of whom also 
went from West to East in search of their ultimately unrealized dreams.

As Duke and Dr. Gonzo speed towards Vegas, Duke ponders the validity of 
their quest for the American Dream: “. . . our trip was different. It was a classic 
affirmation of everything right and true and decent in the national character. It was 
a gross, physical salute to the fantastic possibilities of life in this country—but 
only for those with true grit. And we were chock full of that” (18). At the root of 
the American Dream is, of course, the rags to riches myth, the naive American 
belief that all poor people, if they work hard and are good people, can go from rags 
to riches. What we have believed in is the possibility that it can happen at any time, 
and this belief in Possibility is at the core of our belief in the American Dream. We 
desperately want to cling to our belief in the possibilities of life in America, despite 
what at times seems like overwhelming evidence to the contrary.

The fact that Las Vegas, which has since Fear and Loathing's publication 
become the unofficial new capital of the American West, is the chosen destination 
for a journey to the heart of the American Dream is itself a joke. The American 
West was the last frontier of the American Dream. As the East became crowded 
and industrialized, homesteaders poured over the plains heading West, in search of 
the land of milk and honey, opportunity, personal freedom, and individuality. It 
was believed that in the West a person starting with nothing could still achieve 
success through hard work and integrity. While belief in Alger’s myth faded in the 
East, it was still going strong in the West. Earning your fortune is possible in Las 
Vegas, but not in the sense that we have come to associate with Alger’s myth— 
merit is not rewarded. As Thompson writes, “Las Vegas is a society of one armed 
masturbators/gambling is the kicker here/sex is extra/weird trip for the high rollers
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. . . house-whores winners, hand jobs for the bad luck crowd” (41). Vegas is a 
lottery, and for the most part, the only people who get rich are the casino owners 
and the state.

Just as many during the Jazz Age thought that indiscriminate investment in 
the falsely inflated stock market would invariably result in financial success, people 
still believe that wealth is available for the taking in the West. But their perception 
of the method of achieving prosperity has changed in that it’s no longer work that 
is rewarded; instead, it’s just dumb luck. Admittedly, the possibility of striking it 
rich in gold or silver, which was a big draw to the West in the boom years following 
the California Gold Rush of 1849, is conceptually not that much different from 
hitting a slot jackpot. But you can’t just stick a quarter on the ground and have it 
spit up money; although luck plays a large part in wealth attained through mining, 
it is nevertheless very hard work. The same can be said of the dust bowl refugees 
who migrated in the hopes of becoming farmers, or those who came West for 
factory jobs during World War Two and the ensuing post-war boom; these people 
came in search of a better life, but they came expecting to work hard to secure it. 
Even today, immigrants who come to America still believe in the possibilities of 
life in this country and are willing to work hard for a better life; but among natives, 
the belief in the possibility of merit being rewarded seems to have given way to the 
lure of easy money. As Thompson cogently observes, the Americans who come to 
Las Vegas in search of instant riches

. . . look like caricatures of used-car dealers from Dallas. But they’re 
real, and, sweet Jesus, there are a hell of a lot of them—still screaming 
around these desert-city crap tables at four-thirty on a Sunday morning.
Still humping the American Dream, that vision of the Big Winner 
somehow emerging from the last-minute pre-dawn chaos of a stale 
Vegas casino. (57)

Early on in Fear and Loathing, covering the Mint 400 story is put aside so 
Duke and Dr. Gonzo can explore Vegas while under the influence of a plethora of 
drugs. As is to be expected, after three days of debauchery Duke realizes that he 
has failed to cover the race. As he ponders his failure he is reminded of a failure 
from another time and place that isn’t as long ago or far away as it seems:

Strange memories on this nervous night in Las Vegas. Five years 
later? Six? It seems like a lifetime, or at least a Main Era—the kind of 
peak that never comes again. San Francisco in the middle sixties was 
a very special time and place to be a part of...

There was madness in any direction, at any hour. If not across the
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Bay, then up to the Golden Gate or down 101 to Los Altos or La Honda.
. . .  You could strike sparks anywhere. There was a fantastic universal 
sense that whatever we were doing was right, that we were winning...

And that, I think, was the handle—that sense of inevitable victory 
over the forces of Old and E vil.. . .  Our energy would simply prevail.
There was no point in fighting—on our side or theirs. We had all the 
momentum; we were riding the crest of a high and beautiful wave...

So now, less than five years later, you can go up on a steep hill in 
Las Vegas and look West, and with the right kind of eyes you can 
almost see the high-water mark—that place where the wave finally 
broke and rolled back. (67-69)

Duke’s insightful summation of his take on the Psychedelic Age manages, in 
simple, eloquent language, to capture the spirit of possibility that marked the 1960s. 
Fifty years earlier, F. Scott Fitzgerald, writing about the ultimately false sense of 
possibility and hope that marked the Jazz Age, accomplished the same thing in 
The Great Gatsby. That Fear and Loathing and Gatsby are in some ways remarkably 
similar is not as strange as it may initially sound, for the Jazz Age and the so-called 
Psychedelic Age were not that different in spirit. Both Fitzgerald and Thompson, 
each an avowed chronicler of his respective age, believed, at one time, in the 
possibilities of America, and as they aged both men became increasingly 
disillusioned. As Jerome Whitehead notes:

...The periods and settings of the books correspond—the Jazz Age 
and the Psychedelic Age, the newly-rich estates of Long Island and 
the gaming rooms of Las Vegas. Further, the books take up the same 
theme, what’s known grandly as The American Dream or prosaically 
as the sense of possibility. With a jackpot to fill your pocket and a few 
tabs of acid to expand your mind, all things can seem possible to you, 
just as sharply and vainly as they did to Gatsby. (71)

By the novel’s end, Duke comes to a realization similar to Nick Carraway’s at 
Gatsby s end. He realizes that his belief in possibility was merely illusory faith in 
a false myth. He and Dr. Gonzo tried to lay a 60s “trip” on the 70s, but their 
attempt didn’t work because the idealism of the sixties was long dead. As Thompson 
has written, Fear and Loathing is “a vile epitaph for the Drug Culture of the Sixties” 
(Shark Hunt 124). Whereas towards the end of the first part of Fear and Loathing 
Duke remembers the “wave” of the sixties and imagines that he can see the “high 
water mark” where the wave finally broke, at the end of the second part of the 
book, Duke contemplates the breaking of that “wave,” which he believes resulted
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in “ a generation of permanent cripples, failed seekers, who never understood the 
essential old-mystic fallacy of the Acid Culture: the desperate assumption that 
somebody—or at least some force —is tending that Light at the end of the tunnel” 
(178-79).

Thompson sees the 1960s as the decade in which the American Dream was 
laid to rest; he has given up the 1960s as a hopelessly muddled, failed era. He does 
not believe in the green light any more than did Fitzgerald, and yet he can’t help 
thinking back to that time when anything seemed possible. In his final condemnation 
of the 1960s, quoted above, Thompson seems to be both paying homage to and 
cynically echoing Fitzgerald’s renunciation of the failed idealism of the Jazz Age:

Gatsby believed in the green light, the orgiastic future that year by 
year recedes before us. It eluded us then, but that’s no matter-tomorrow 
we will run faster, stretch our arms farther...And one fine morning—

So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly 
into the past. (159)

Despite Thompson’s claims to the contrary, the social movements of the 1960s 
weren’t entirely failures. But they didn’t succeed in the ways in which they were 
intended. The dream of a kinder, gentler America was certainly never realized; in 
fact, it can be argued that the monetary gap between the haves and the have nots is 
bigger than ever and will only continue to grow, that the level of violence in 
American life is at an all-time high, and that much of the apparent progress in race 
relations made in the 1960s has gone down the tubes. Social inequities and racial 
tensions seem to have become for many an accepted part of American life, ingrained, 
inherent, inevitable, and not worth trying to change. But the moral liberalism 
associated with 1960s movements never went away. In fact, moral liberalism has 
played a huge role in the Las Vegasization of America.

When Thompson wrote Fear and Loathing in 1971, Nevada was the only 
place in America where one could legally gamble. He saw it as a Mecca for not 
just high rollers, but for the disenfranchised, who had no hope of success other 
than a pre-dawn slot strike. But now the vast majority of states have lotteries, 
many have riverboat gambling, and even more have Indian casinos. As real income 
continues to shrink, the desire for financial success has grown increasingly 
desperate. Concurrently, 1960s liberalism has manifested itself culturally in the 
way many Americans perceive the world around them. As a result, our perception 
of gambling as an evil has changed, due to the fact that “Americans’ collective 
tolerance for vulgarity has gone up, way up” (Anderson 43). The raunchy kids of 
South Park are not causes, they’re results. That Thompson, a hero of the 
counterculture, berates Las Vegas for its commercialization and promotion of false
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hope to desperate people is all the more deliciously paradoxical when we consider 
that countercultural liberalism played a large part in Vegas becoming the 
quintessential American city. As Kurt Anderson observes, it’s “ironic that two 
decades after Hunter Thompson’s book Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, 
countercultural ripple effects have so raised the American prudishness threshold 
that Las Vegas is considered no more unseemly than any other city” (43).

Although much of Thompson’s book documents the perceived failings of the 
1960s and how those failings contributed to the death of the American Dream, the 
shortcomings of the 1960s are by no means the only impetus behind this contention. 
Shortly after Duke’s initial eloquent and insightful remembrance of things past, he 
and Dr. Gonzo decide to leave Las Vegas, a town they have both come to dislike 
because there is “No mercy for a criminal freak in Las Vegas. This Place is like the 
Army: the shark ethic prevails—eat the wounded. In a closed society where 
everybody’s guilty, the only crime is getting caught. In a world of thieves, the only 
final sin is stupidity” (72). Duke is feeling guilty about running up huge tabs on 
bad plastic, and while waiting for his car to be brought around, he decides to read 
The Las Vegas Sun, as a way to take his mind off his sins. He is confronted with 
such headlines as “Trio Re-arrested in Beauty’s Death,” “GI Drugs Claimed,” “Five 
Wounded Near NYC Tenement” and “Pharmacy Owner Arrested in Probe,” and 
he is somehow relieved:

Reading the front page made me feel a lot better. Against that heinous 
background, my crimes were pale and meaningless. I was a relatively 
respectable citizen—a multiple felon, but certainly not dangerous. And 
when the Great Scorer came to write against my name, that would 
surely make a difference.

Or would it? I turned to the Sports page and saw a small item about 
Muhammad Ali; his case was before the Supreme Court, the final 
appeal. He’d been sentenced to five years in prison for refusing to kill 
“slopes.”

“I ain’t got nothing against them Viet Congs,” he said.
Five Years. (73-74)

What Thompson does is put fictional crimes up against a background of real 
life news stories. The adventures of Duke and Dr. Gonzo are not pretty; in fact, 
some of the things they do are downright disturbing. But when compared to the 
actualities of “real” life in America, as characterized by drive-by shootings, car 
jackings, and thrill killers, one can’t help but agree that we live in a country where 
reality sometimes seems more like a nightmare.

The first part of the novel ends when Duke and Dr. Gonzo find that they have
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a new assignment; they are now supposed to cover the annual convention of the 
National Association of District Attorneys. Duke is not happy with this turn of 
events. He initially abandons Dr. Gonzo and heads across the desert for L.A., but 
after a brush with the law, he decides to return to Vegas and continue his journey to 
the heart of the American Dream. However, after only briefly attending the attorneys’ 
convention, Duke and his attorney decide “that the American Dream would have 
to be sought somewhere far beyond the dreary confines of the District Attorneys’ 
Conference on Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs” (161). The chapter that details 
their search is aptly entitled “Breakdown on Paradise Blvd.”

While searching for the American Dream, Duke and Dr. Gonzo stop in at an 
all-night coffee shop. Duke asks the waitress if she knows where they can find the 
American Dream. In turn, the waitress asks the cook, Lou, if he knows where to 
find the American Dream. Lou, thinking they’re in search of a place instead of a 
concept, tells them that the American Dream used to be the old Psychiatrists Club 
“on Paradise Blvd.,” but that the “only people who hang out there is a bunch of 
pushers, peddlers, uppers, downers, and all that stuff’ (164-65). Two hours later, 
Duke and Dr. Gonzo come to the end of their savage journey to the heart of the 
American dream: “[they] finally located what was left of the ‘Old Psychiatrist’s 
Club’—a huge slab of cracked, scorched concrete in a vacant lot full of tall weeds. 
The owner of the gas station across the road said that the place had ‘burned down 
about three years ago’” (168). Our belief in the rags to riches belief is ingrained in 
our minds practically at birth, so even if we are not consciously aware of it, it’s 
always present; as a result, we continue to hang onto it even though it’s no longer 
a realistic expectation. However, when confronted with the dilapidated state of 
“the Old Psychiatrist’s Club,” which is emblematic of the sorry condition of the 
American Dream, Duke is forced to face and accept the impossibility at the heart 
of the American Dream. Furthermore, his individual acceptance of this impossibility 
eerily anticipated American Culture’s eventual acceptance of this fact in the years 
which followed Fear and Loathing s publication. Permanently disillusioned, Duke 
makes preparations for the return trip to Los Angeles.

Throughout Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, Thompson sails in waters few 
writers before him have attempted to navigate. His audience, especially when Fear 
and Loathing was first published in 1971, was largely made up of those he has 
stated to be “permanent cripples and failed seekers.” As Crawford Woods writes, 
“the things he mocks—hippies, Leary, Lennon, journalism, drugs themselves— 
are calculated to throw Thompson to the wolves of his own subculture” (18). What 
is strange, however, is that Thompson survived. The counterculture did not gnaw 
on Thompson’s bones; they embraced him as a voice for their generation, and, 
perhaps even more surprisingly, critics lauded Thompson as a writer to be reckoned 
with. Thompson’s personal success is the great paradox of his work in that while
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he has made his literary mark chronicling and lamenting the death of the American 
Dream, his personal history has followed what Paul Perry calls “the cresting and 
fragmentation of the American Dream. He starts off as an American success story: 
an under-privileged kid from the provinces, a problem boy who never graduated 
from high school, makes it to the big time as a journalist on his own highly 
individualistic terms” (xii-xiii). It is an irony that Thompson himself must keenly 
savor. Fear and Loathing documents the death of the American Dream, but at the 
same time, it made Thompson internationally famous and is surely the book that 
will be his legacy.

Notwithstanding Thompson’s personal success, it’s safe to say that despite its 
pervasiveness, the rags-to-riches myth that lies at the core of the American Dream 
is “in itself a chimera, without real substance, a delusion so strongly held that no 
one dared question it, and so beloved for itself that no one wanted to doubt it” 
(Tebbel 8).

Whether there was ever any substance in the American Dream is not 
Thompson’s point; what is important is that people fervently believed in the 
possibility, which gave a lot of people with no real reason to hope the inspiration to 
dream. Naive hope on the basis of a fallacy may not be the best kind of hope, but 
it’s definitely preferable to the alternative, which is no hope at all. It is Thompson’s 
sad contention that for many Americans even the belief in possibility is now dead; 
he recognizes this shift in our national consciousness and, as a result, his fiction, 
particularly Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, is characterized by its presciently 
caustic vision of America, which today increasingly mirrors his 1971 depiction of 
Las Vegas. Considering America’s current economic inequality—Bill Gates alone 
has more personal wealth than the least wealthy 106 million Americans combined 
(Andrews 174)—it’s not surprising that Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas is just as 
relevant today as it was when it was first published nearly twenty-five years ago. 
Thompson’s work astutely anticipated the fallout from the dream’s failure which 
we are now experiencing.

Las Vegas’ image has changed significantly since Thompson wrote Fear and 
Loathing. The criminal element that had long been associated with gambling in 
general and Las Vegas in particular has receded. Las Vegas has become legitimate. 
Respectable companies have snapped up and refurbished casino after casino. New 
casinos, each one more garish than its predecessors, continue to spring up from the 
desert floor like so much sagebrush. Families flock to Vegas year round; near perfect 
weather makes it a great destination for any time of year, at least that’s what the 
advertisements say. But the fact is, most people don’t go outside anyway, choosing 
instead to dwell in the climate controlled, windowless, timeless (having no clocks 
visible anywhere), re-circulated air environments of the casinos; if they did go 
outside, they would realize that the summer heat in Vegas is perhaps the most
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uninviting and oppressive in America. But the same people who complain about 
Phoenix’s heat somehow don’t notice it in Vegas. Indoor amusement parks and 
endless “attractions” are also forever being built, the idea being that Vegas is fun 
for the whole family, not just the folks. As Mom and Dad gamble away little Johnny’s 
college fund, at least they can be comforted by the fact that he had a hell of a time 
at the theme parks.

Perhaps the most dramatic example of the “new” Las Vegas is impresario 
Steve Wynn’s $1.6 billion Bellagio hotel. The Bellagio is currently being featured 
in the popular press, perhaps best exemplified by a recent Time Magazine cover 
story (10/26/98) and a lengthy article in Vanity Fair (October 1998). However, the 
press is concentrating on the impressiveness of the hotel’s $300 million art 
collection, which may indeed attract a different kind of clientele than traditionally 
associated with Vegas casinos. However, let’s not forget why Wynn is trying to 
draw wealthy fans of the arts to his hotel; in addition to its impressive art collection, 
the Bellagio also features an immense 130,000-square-foot casino in which art 
fans can wile away the time between viewing Impressionist masterworks. Just as 
the luster of Gatsby’s West Egg mansion helped to make him more attractive to 
Daisy, so too will the Bellagio’s art collection help to lure upscale patrons to the 
high dollar slots. Despite the town’s massive growth and image makeover, 
Thompson’s perception of Las Vegas still holds true; in fact, as America continually 
becomes more and more Vegasized, his 1971 vision of Vegas becomes ominously 
prescient concerning the reality of present day America. Vegas hasn’t changed at 
all. It has grown exponentially, and it has been repackaged to look more inviting to 
our eyes, but underneath the veneer the intent of the town is the same as it was 
when it was run by mobsters: sell the belief in immediate attainable wealth in 
order to bring in suckers to take their money. Doesn’t anyone equate the building 
of new casino after new casino with the incontrovertible fact that Vegas’ rise is 
built in part on the financial desperation of millions of people? As the traditional 
belief in the rags to riches version of the American Dream has fallen by the wayside, 
America’s has become a culture that is obsessed with instant gratification, and 
Vegas happily and profitably panders to our obsession. For better or worse, Las 
Vegas has become the best prism through which to view American culture as a 
whole, and we only have ourselves to blame.

Thompson’s Duke, like Jay Gatsby before him, initially believed in a green 
light, but, unlike Gatsby, Duke finally understands that even though “he had come 
a long w ay... and his dream . . .  seemed so close that he could hardly fail to grasp 
it,” it is “already behind him, somewhere in that vast obscurity beyond the city, 
where the dark fields of the republic rolled on under the night” (Fitzgerald 159). 
Duke has lived through the death of the possibility of the American Dream. He has 
survived. At the end of Fear and Loathing, as he heads for L.A., he thinks to
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himself, “I felt like a monster reincarnation of Horatio Alger. . . a Man on the 
Move, and just sick enough to be totally confident” (204). Like Nick Carraway 
before him, Duke, serving as both prophet and a microcosm of the American people, 
emerges from his experiences physically unscathed, but forever disillusioned.

University of Nevada, Reno Robert C. Sickels
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The Sound of “Synthetic Fury”: 
Dance Music, Machines and Masculinity1

Much hip-hop contains a diverse range of samples, not only from other music, 
but from cinema, television shows, video games and even from machine and 
computer noise, with production relying on studio-based sampling technologies. 
Recently there has been a trend for albums to be released as combined audio and 
video compact discs, with music video, video game, and/or artwork included, a 
format which necessitates that reception takes place in the “technological” domain 
of the computer rather than the stereo. Both these sampling techniques and the 
multi-media character of recent releases highlights the integration of technology 
with hip-hop production and reception. This paper examines the implications of 
this integration for the construction of gendered musical meanings in music.

One of the motivations for considering the role of technology in music is a 
perceived “masculinity” of technology which has its history in a culture of male 
labour and female domesticity, such that machines and computers are historically 
associated with men. This association arises out of a dominant social structure of 
patriarchy in which the overall balance of power is held by men, and which is 
accompanied by a gendered division of the public and private spheres into masculine 
and feminine domains. Within an extremely polarised view of this system men and 
women are associated with distinct gendered sets of characteristics: masculinity is 
defined as rational, scientific, technological, active and productive, whereas 
femininity is defined as passive and reproductive, nurturing and diligent.2 These 
are, it should be emphasised, social constructions rather than fixed characteristics. 
All identities, including gender, are social constructions forged through “cultural 
work”:

Cultural languages or systems of representation, then, are not a 
reflection of a pre-given masculinity fixed outside of representation. 
Rather they actively construct the cultural meanings we give to 
masculinities. (Nixon, 1997, 301)

The premise of this paper is that music is one such system of representation.
One way in which hip-hop produces and reproduces gendered musical 

meanings is through the involvement of technology in its production and reception. 
As others have noted with regard to other popular music genres, the computerisation 
of music has worked to exclude women from pop production (McRobbie, 1988) 
and performance (Cohen, 1991; Frith and McRobbie, 1979). This paper uses analysis
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of recent hip-hop and jungle tracks to identify the ways in which masculinity is 
constructed and the kind of representations which emerge. Three musical examples 
are discussed. The first two tracks both include combat sounds sampled either 
from film soundtracks or video games. Comparison of these tracks reveals how 
the inclusion of electro-mechanical sounds and the sounds of video-violence 
participate in the construction of masculine musical meanings. Discussion of a 
third track is used to highlight the potentially destabilising consequences of sampling 
techniques for the articulation of social identities.

Hip-hop, Jungle and the sounds of video violence
Hip-hop emerged in the 1970’s amid the economic deprivation and social and 

political marginalisation experienced by black youth in East Coast American inner 
cities (Langlois, 1992). Prim arily a youth culture, hip-hop established 
neighbourhood crews or posses’, similar to, but not always based on gang affiliation, 
consisting not only of MCs (rappers), DJs and fans, but also breakdancers and 
graffiti artists. From its beginnings, hip-hop DJs manipulated records on two 
turntables, alternating between them to cut up, scratch or extend sounds. It became 
the norm to “loop” records together to produce a seamless flow and thereby maintain 
musical momentum and sustain the mood, a technique which required a pair of 
turntables so that the disc could be cued by hand over headphones. The resulting 
sound, originally heard only by the DJ, was eventually incorporated into 
performance. Both turntables can be operated simultaneously, or one scratched 
whilst another maintains a rhythmic ostinato; a mixer between the consoles controls 
the relative volume and superimposition. In this way a range of skills developed, 
such as slow, rapid or backward “scratch” sounds. Today, hip-hop artists use digital 
recording technology to sample and create “mixes” over which MC’s then rap.

Wu-Tang Clan are a group of eight East Coast American MC’s who have 
made it into the mainstream of popular music. The track “Hellz Wind Staff’ is 
from Wu-Tang Clan’s second album, Wu-Tang Forever (1997). As in much hip- 
hop, the group culture of the hip-hop crew is evident in the format of the track: 
“Hellz Wind Staff’ consists of a series of rapped verses, each taken by a different 
MC, over a constant groove. Verses of “Hellz Wind Staff’ are interspersed with 
samples of combat sounds from martial arts films. For example, the track opens 
with the cry of “Die!” and is followed by sword clashes and grunts over a drum 
loop and chromatic oboe riff. Similar combat sounds are heard after the second 
and third verses, and again at the end of the track when the sound of gunfire is 
heard and the words “May you rot in Hell!”, followed by maniacal laughter.

The use o f samples of fight scenes from film soundtracks is an instance of the 
way in which Wu-Tang Clan draw upon the martial arts to articulate a paranoiac, 
doom-laden vision in which militaristic tactics and techniques, signified through
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verbal references and iconography, as well as samples, offer a means of survival 
for the “underclass” (Reynolds, 1996). Wu-Tang is an ancient sword style of Kung- 
fu martial arts practised in Northern China, and Wu-Tang Clan make explicit 
reference in interviews and lyrics to notions of honour, blood brotherhood and 
skill in combat. More generally there is an association between martial arts and 
combative video and computer games also evidenced in the music. For example, 
“Hellz Wind Staff’ also includes a high-pitched metallic sound akin to the sound 
effects found in video games (“Hellz Wind Staff’, 0:05)3. Indeed, the track itself 
becomes the soundtrack to Wu-Tang’s own computer game (the interactive “Wu 
Mansion” on the Enhanced CD Wu-Tang Forever), in which the user is invited to 
explore the Wu mansion in three dimensions and access shout-outs (monologues), 
artwork, music videos and behind-the-scenes-footage. Thus, an involvement with 
the technology of video games and computers is evident both in the format of the 
CD and in the samples used: together with the inclusion of specifically combative 
sounds, the perceived “masculinity” of such technologies marks out a macho, male 
identity. This is also evident in the biographies presented within the “Wu mansion”, 
in which each member is defined in terms of “strength” and “weapons” in addition 
to the more innocuous “name” and “age”, and is also evident in the iconography of 
each crew member’s “chamber” within the “Wu mansion”, in which daggers and 
swords adorn the walls.

However, the affiliation with violent combat suggested by these musical 
elements and video graphics is not the sole type of combat represented. For example, 
as well as the “Fatal flying guillotine” and “Double edged swords” listed as RZA’s 
“weapons”, other members list “wisdom and wits” (Chef Raekwon) and 
“wisewords” (Inspekta Dek). Such alternative definitions of combat are an instance 
of the way in which hip-hop offers an opportunity to fight with words and music 
rather than with fists. In this respect hip-hop draws upon practices found in African 
cultures: for example, rap has marked similarities to “playing the dozens” (bragging/ 
toasting/ boasting) in which speakers vie for verbal prowess, and the role of the 
spoken or sung word to tell life stories has its roots in the “griots” of African 
communities (Fernando, 1994; Hebdige, 1987). Following in this tradition, rappers 
provide social commentary on what it means to be a black youth in the late twentieth 
century (Stapleton, 1998), and follows an African-American tradition of song as 
protest against social injustice. The rapping on this and other of Wu-Tang Clan’s 
tracks makes explicit reference to a black, urban male gang culture: the lyrics are 
focused around “street reality”; they tell the story of drug gang killings, and make 
explicit reference to the power of gang culture in the face of a threatening world. 
For example, in “Hellz Wind Staff’ Streetlife raps:
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...the feature newscast is splashed to tell the news like Katy Chung
How the bullet collapsed his lung
His father watched the horror as he swallowed his tongue
Another youth dead, before the age of 21
Left his son to grow, in the ghettos of the slums...
...the lone gunner, who took revenge for his brother 
Who got slain last summer by a cocaine runner 
A new year is dawnin’, new crews is formin’
Rival gangs warrin’ blood steadily pourin’...
(“Hellz Wind Staff’, 1997)

An additional way in which hip-hop identifies itself with a macho form of 
masculinity is through a display of misogynist values. Incidents such as the beating 
of television host Dee Barnes by Dr Dre of NWA, and the arrest of Public Enemy’s 
Flavor Flav for assaulting his girlfriend and failing to pay child support, provide 
further confirmation of the affiliation of hip-hop with machismo (Swedenburg, 
1992, 63). The differentiation of genders is also evident musically in the division 
of labour in tracks. In Wu Tang Forever the female voice is only ever present as 
song (in contrast with the rap of the males), and as an individual providing soul- 
derived backing vocals rather than as a featured soloist or as part of the group 
dialogues of the male crew members. This appears to be an instance of a more 
general practice within dance music in which women are equated with sexuality, 
the body, emotion and nature, while men are assigned to technology and language 
(rap) (Bradby, 1993).4

The importance of machismo to black, male youth may be understood as a 
response to the threat to masculinity imposed by social and economic deprivation: 
the male experience (particularly that of the black, working class male) is one of 
subordination despite the requirement of masculinity to be powerful and 
independent. Assertion of a macho identity is therefore a way of sustaining dominant 
notions of masculinity. John Fiske draws a similar conclusion in his study of 
masculine television shows such as the TheA-Team (1983-7):

...our society denies most males adequate means of exercising the power 
upon which their masculinity apparently depends. Masculinity is thus 
socially and psychological insecure; and its insecurity produces the 
need for its constant reachievement (Fiske, 1987, 202).

Fiske also uses this notion of the re-achievement of masculinity in his explanation 
of the role of video games (Fiske, 1989, 77-94). Fiske suggests that video arcades 
offer power, in this case to white subordinate males, by inverting the human-machine
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relationship (man uses the machine for pleasure and by choice instead of for work; 
man spends money on it rather than making money for someone else; beating the 
machine means beating the system which subordinates in the first place), and by 
resisting or offending notions of “good” use of time and money. According to 
Fiske, video games offer a means to nullify the conflict between a real subordinated 
position as a white male and the ideology of masculinity for white males as 
dominance.

Wu-Tang Clan’s hip-hop, and its inclusion of combat game sound effects, is 
explicitly part of a black male group culture articulating a street reality of crime 
and violence in the face of a threatening world. Compare this to the use of very 
similar sounds in UK jungle DJ Photek’s “Ni Ten Ichi Ryu” (1997). In this track 
very similar samples to those in “Hellz Wind Staff’ are employed: the sounds of 
sword clashes (1:03) and grunts (1:10) akin to the sound effects of combative 
computer games, a source of these sounds also suggested by the inclusion of a 
computer alert or “wake up” sound (1:46). In “Ni Ten Ichi Ryu” however, the 
“violence” of the same grunts and sword clashes is minimised by privileging the 
associations that these sounds have with Eastern mysticism rather than with the 
violence of street culture. Most notably this is due to the inclusion of East Asian 
speech in the middle section of the track, acoustically positioned in a non-urban, 
exterior location, but it is also due to formal characteristics such as the absence of 
a clear dance beat in the opening, the absence of lyrics, the isolation and 
fragmentation of individual samples, and as a consequence, the absence of any 
clear narrative. The effect of these elements is to privilege the sonic and textural 
qualities of these sounds (i.e. their autonomy) rather than their textual, semantic 
meanings. For example, at the same time as it signifies an East Asian culture and 
associated meanings, the use of foreign speech in the track draws the listeners’ 
attention to the auditory characteristics of speech as sound rather than as meaning. 
Similarly, the sounds of combat, while signifying a source in video combat games 
or martial arts films, are fragmented into discrete events and used percussively 
emphasising their acoustic characteristics.

As this latter example illustrates, inclusion of combat sounds signifies 
machismo, but their particular context of use mediates such meanings: whereas 
Wu-Tang Clan’s use of combat sounds privileges the signification of violent combat 
and situates them as part of an identity of black machismo, their context of use in 
Photek’s track suppresses such meanings in favour of a more autonomous mode of 
listening.

Implications of sampling techniques for the construction of gendered musical 
meanings

Both the examples above have illustrated the way in which samples of computer
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noise and combat sounds from computer games and cinema soundtracks produces 
gendered meanings in the construction of masculine representations. The dominant 
model of culture in Western society is based upon the notion of the creative artist: 
a work is “authentic” because created by an authorial human subject. However, 
the sampling techniques upon which this music relies are potentially undermining 
of masculine notions of authorial identity: the use of literally pre-existent materials 
threatens to render notions of authorial authenticity, historically aligned with 
masculine identities, redundant (Hebdige, 1987; Langlois, 1992).

An example of a track which uses sampling techniques in this way is “Synthetic 
Fury” (1998) by DJ Spooky, a New York jungle DJ. “Synthetic Fury” samples a 
diverse range of sources and styles (drum’n’bass, rap, horror film, science fiction, 
robots, alarms, machine noise), and structures them as a collage held together and 
bridged by scratching. Although this track includes the sounds of violence, as did 
both the previous examples, as the title suggests, this is less a representation of 
human combat and is instead a machine war: the samples used in the opening of 
the track are reminiscent of the sound of the light sabre from the Star Wars series 
of films {Star Wars 1977) and a lumbering robot akin to the robot-machine Ripley 
uses to fight and kill the Alien in the film Aliens (1986).

“Synthetic Fury” problematises the notion of the author in two primary ways. 
First, this track takes cut’n ’mix culture to an extreme, sampling from a wide variety 
of sources (video games, films, real world sounds, various pop music styles) and 
juxtaposing them in a collage. When the music is all samples, and when they are 
so diverse, there would seem to be little basis on which to claim the presence of an 
“authentic” voice. A possible counter-argument to this position is that rather than 
being a new technique with radical implications for music production and reception, 
sampling techniques are simply an extension of a more general technique in which 
popular music makes meaning by referencing other musical styles5. However in 
“Synthetic Fury” the multiplicity and diversity of samples are such that no clear 
narrative emerges. Whereas the absence of a clear narrative in the Photek track 
discussed above was accompanied by a privileging of an autonomous listening 
mode, this does not seem to be the case here: juxtaposition of diverse samples may 
discourage the emergence of a clear narrative in “Synthetic Fury”, but the meanings 
of the sounds remain. The consequence is a listening experience which refuses a 
clear narrative or privileging of a single subjectivity but similarly refuses an easy 
assimilation to an autonomous mode of listening.

The second way in which the track problematises the role of the “author” is 
that it represents loss of human agency musically. Whereas the rest of the track is 
pervaded by a drum ‘n’ bass beat and punctuated by scratching, the middle section 
lacks both (4:19-5:18). The absence of scratching is foregrounded by the sound 
of rapidly looping white noise akin to a needle looping on vinyl. What this sound
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demonstrates in the context of the rest of the track is a lack of human agency: the 
sounds of the equipment are present as are the sounds of machines, but the only 
human agents to be heard are either distanced and cut up (the drum’n’bass MC) or 
synthetic (the American television-advertising voice with which the track starts). 
Other elements in the texture direct the listener how to hear this absence: the filmic 
string sounds signify fear, alienation; it is the most unstable and frightening place 
in the track.

What this seems to signify is an undermining of any sense of a single subject 
or authorial identity, and indeed this interpretation is indicated by DJ Spooky 
himself. In an interview in The Wire, DJ Spooky recently referred to his work as 
“cultural entropy” and “post-rational art”, referring to the way in which sampling 
practices have deracinated cultural signifiers resulting in art which lacks narrative 
or meaning and instead is immersive and a flux of sensations (Reynolds, 1995). 
This characterisation of DJ Spooky’s music aligns itself with post-modern 
conceptions of society in which the consumption of signs and signifying practices 
becomes a pastiche, a play on signs with no reference beyond the commodity; it is 
the logical endpoint of the sociology of culture thesis that identity is a construction 
forged through consumption rather than a fixed identity which cultural products 
are then used by individuals to “represent”. This conclusion is partly upheld by 
Spooky’s numerous personae: DJ Spooky, real name Paul D. Miller, works under 
a variety of names and in a variety of contexts (hip-hop, raves, ambient, Artforum 
magazine and ICA conferences), which ultimately points to a greater fluidity of 
identity to that previously outlined by hip-hop. As DJ Spooky remarks: “I pass 
through so many different scenes, each with their different uniforms and dialects. 
I think people need to be comfortable with difference. Hip-hop isn’t: it says ‘You 
gotta be down with us’” (Sinker, 1990, 3).

As others have argued, however, despite the postmodern potential of sampling 
technology, this music and its new textual practices are easily subsumed back within 
traditional ideologies of authorship (Goodwin, 1990, 261). Hip-hop and jungle 
have been reconstituted around figures such as “the producer”, “mixer” and 
“scratcher” (all normatively male), and by new ways of demonstrating mastery of 
technology in live performance (Goodwin, 1990; Bradby 1993). One of the primary 
ways in which technical mastery has conventionally been displayed is through 
visual aspects of live performance, and the musical display of virtuosity. However, 
the performance mode of hip-hop, jungle and electronica is more often studio based, 
and even when performed live there is much less performative activity (usually 
confined to button pushing and scratching vinyl in a physical context which limits 
the amount an audience can see). One of the ways in which hip-hop and jungle 
compensate for the absence of live visual performance is through aural displays of 
technical mastery through virtuosic scratching and sampling techniques. In his
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analysis of Heavy Metal, Robert Walser interprets the virtuosic display of electric 
guitar playing as an appropriation of the virtuosic performance practice of concert 
music and an articulation of a specifically male competitive individualism (Walser, 
1993, 57-101). In hip-hop, virtuosic scratching plays a similar role. For example, 
in “Synthetic Fury” the use of scratching literally demonstrates mastery over 
materials by functioning as a bridge between disparate samples (e.g. 1:32-2:08), 
and functions as virtuosic display by taking on the role of improvisatory cadenzas 
(6:05 - 6:18). Similarly, the sheer diversity of samples and the speed with which 
they are presented demonstrate a mastery over material and technology. Thus, the 
techniques of scratching and mixing are one way in which this music retains the 
performative aspect hitherto present in live performance, and, as a consequence, 
the apparently de-stabilising potential of sampling technology is easily subsumed 
within prevailing ideologies of authorship and creativity.

Hence, while on the one hand sampling techniques undermine notions of 
authorial authenticity, other elements, such as the signification of the mastery of 
technology through inclusion of machine sounds, and the representation of 
virtuosity, reinforce traditional notions of authorial identity as masculine. The 
prominence of technology in the production and reception of this music, and the 
aural presence of technology as musical material (in the form of samples), are 
means by which this music participates in the production and reproduction of 
masculinity.

University of Sheffield Nicola Dibben

Notes
1. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Interdisciplinary Dance Culture 

conference, Dept, of Music, University of Leeds, June, 1998.
2. A detailed discussion of patriarchy is beyond the scope of this paper. See Green 

(1997) for a more detailed account.
3. Numbers in this form refer to the track timings in minutes and seconds.
4. In those cases where female rappers have emerged (e.g. Salt V  Pepa, Queen Latifah), 

their use of rap can be read as an appropriation of its signification of power and 
resistance, in this case directed towards combating sexism.

5. See, for example, Tagg’s notion of “genre synecdoche” whereby reference to the 
stylistic attributes of another “foreign” style bring it with the the social and cultural 
contexts (and hence the meanings) that style is associated with (Tagg, 1992).
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Liminality in Women’s “History-Mystery”: 
The Case of Anne Perry

In the genre of detective fiction, one of the greatest resources of a good sleuth 
is the ability to become someone else. Sherlock Holmes was well aware of this 
when, in “A Scandal in Bohemia,” he disguised himself as a groom in order to 
glean information from some stable-hands—working-class men who would clam 
up when interviewed by the gentlemanly Holmes, but would speak freely to one of 
their own. Holmes explains his strategy to Doctor Watson: “Be one of them and 
you will know all that there is to know” (167-8). The use of disguise, he suggests, 
is really a means toward a more fundamental act: the crossing of boundaries, the 
infiltration of constituencies from all strata of society, which is often vital if a 
sleuth is to unravel a mystery. It is important to note, however, that as a leisure- 
class man, Holmes only appears to be “one of them.” At the end of the day, he is 
once more ensconced comfortably in his easy chair, languidly smoking his pipe. 
Having solved the mystery, Holmes has also restored the social order, having foiled 
yet another attempt to disrupt the harmony of the British Empire. Holmes’ temporary 
crossing of class boundaries serves, in fact, to reinforce social divisions, to maintain 
the rigid categories of identity on which the social order depends. What, then, does 
it mean for a feminist writer to employ this popular genre, to use its conventions of 
disguise and boundary-crossing? B. Ruby Rich addresses this question: “Being a 
gumshoe,” she asserts, “gives a girl the right, like a passport, to cross borders 
previously closed, to unfix definitions, to ramble through society with a mobility 
long considered to be exclusively masculine” (24).1 When a woman takes on the 
traditionally masculine role and prerogatives of the detective, the effect is profound, 
since this has the potential to challenge fundamental conceptions of gender. 
“[U]nfixing definitions,” the woman detective is often not merely transgressive, 
but “liminal,” by which I mean that she is “at the threshold” between two positions. 
In classical tales like Doyle’s, the detective crosses boundaries between social 
categories and then returns to his “real” identity when the coast is clear, a 
phenomenon which actually reinscribes the separateness of such categories. Yet as 
Rich suggests, in claiming mobility and subjectivity long considered masculine 
privileges, the female detective calls into question such Holmesian stability: she 
literally occupies the threshold between designations like “masculine” and 
“feminine,” moving among them at will and showing the divisions between them 
to be fluid and pliable.

In this spirit, a growing body of feminist detective fiction has challenged many
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long-held conventions, not only of this literary genre but also of society at large2. 
British novelist Anne Perry is one such writer. In her second mystery series, which 
at present includes nine novels starring inspector William Monk and the nurse 
Hester Latterly,3 Perry creates detective fiction with a twist, for her female sleuth’s 
liminality is linked explicitly to Perry’s project of interrogating dominant versions 
of history through her fiction. As a writer of what Jo Ellyn Clarey has called “feminist 
history-mystery,”4 Perry sets her novels in Victorian England, weaving her stories 
within a rich tapestry of arcane medical treatments, soap recipes, and social 
ideologies from the nineteenth century. Set in the 1850s, this series explores the 
history of nursing, the centerpiece of this history being Hester Latterly. Though 
Monk is the investigator of record in these novels, Latterly operates in effect as an 
amateur detective whose intervention is nearly always crucial to the solution of 
Monk’s cases. She is a successful sleuth, of course, precisely because of her liminal 
status: unlike Sherlock Holmes, who must use disguise to slip up and down the 
social ladder, Hester occupies the threshold between the different registers of identity 
she embodies strategically. This essay assesses the ways in which her status as a 
nurse in the 1850s—as an upper-class woman whose experiences nursing in the 
Crimean War have allowed her to cross boundaries of gender, class, and vocation— 
is essential to this liminality and mobility among social categories. Indeed, an 
author designing a liminal sleuth could hardly have chosen a more appropriate 
milieu. In setting her character in the years immediately following the war, in 
which Florence Nightingale initiated nursing reform, Perry immerses Hester in a 
period in which the role and stature of nursing were in question. No longer only a 
trade, nursing was not yet a profession, a status whose very uncertainty yields a 
rich field of possibilities for Hester’s character. Furthermore, Perry’s choice of this 
particular moment grants her character national significance, in that Nightingale’s 
nurses were self-conscious supporters of the Empire as it pursued its interests in 
the Crimea; Nightingale constructed her nurses as angelic “ladies” brought to 
alleviate the suffering in a war infamous for its poor management, needless misery 
and maltreatment of soldiers. In revisiting this formative historical moment, Perry 
not only expands popular understanding of women’s roles and experiences in the 
mid-nineteenth century; she also creates the ideal liminal sleuth who needs no 
disguise to venture into many of the striated identities available in Victorian society.

The uncertain status of nursing in this particular historical era provides such a 
rich context for Perry’s mystery series because it was so inherently connected to 
other crucial issues, including gender roles, class identities, and ideologies of work. 
In the early 1850s in England, nursing was viewed as at best an unskilled trade, at 
worst “a trough of inefficiency and immorality” (Abel-Smith 4-5). Through her 
work in the Crimean War and subsequent campaigns at home, Florence Nightingale 
attempted to reform the image and practice of nursing, constructing it as a divine
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calling both domestic and deferential. It was a practice, she argued, to be undertaken 
by trained, educated women who were generally middle- and upper-class “ladies.” 
Though Nightingale resisted the tendency, still others sought to recognize nurses 
as professionals with the authority to exercise independent judgment and the 
concomitant respect and status5. Perry’s Hester emerges at a time when all of these 
visions of nursing are in tension: were nurses servants or gentry? Women earning 
their own living or “ladies” responding to a higher calling? Illiterate, untrained 
amateurs or educated, skilled professionals? The uncertain status of the nurse in 
the 1850s merged the discourses of gender, class, and labor in a matrix of identities, 
all of which are available, and strategically useful, to Perry’s Hester Latterly. Such 
instability is also useful to Perry herself as a writer of feminist history-mystery. 
She is not, of course, writing history, but rather a mixture of historical fiction with 
the mystery genre; yet like historians of women, whose work has so fundamentally 
changed our understanding of women’s roles past and present, Perry urges readers 
to reimagine possibilities for female agency in the past—and hence provides 
inspiration for women in the present day.

Like those of a number of the women recruited by Nightingale to nurse in the 
Crimea, Hester’s origins are upper class; yet by the end of the first novel of Perry’s 
Inspector Monk series, The Face o f a Stranger, her mutable class alliances are 
apparent—and this mutability establishes itself as a crucial part of her role in Monk’s 
success in solving his cases. Though Hester’s family has “no connection to any of 
the great houses,” it is “well-bred...; in fact genteel enough to have aspirations, and 
to have taught its daughters no useful arts” (137). But Hester wants desperately to 
be useful, and thus is “among the first to leave England and sail...to the Crimea 
and offer her help to Florence Nightingale in the troop hospital in Scutari,” where 
she learns to nurse soldiers and their families, treating them—often independently— 
for injury and disease (137). Hester returns home before the war’s end because her 
parents have died, their deaths the result of a financial scandal. Her family’s reduced 
circumstances, which render her in effect more middle than upper class (though 
she is still considered a “well-bom” gentlewoman), fuel her desire to earn her own 
way. Though she is invited by her brother Charles to live in his household 
“indefinitely” as a spinster aunt, she finds this empty status, as “neither use nor 
ornament,” “appalling” (136). Her decision to pursue a career in nursing and to 
support herself financially, then, is ultimately a choice rather than a necessity. 
While it represents a desire to break with the class-based gender ideology endorsed 
by her family—certainly indicative of her challenges to this ideology which continue 
throughout the series—it also creates an unbridgeable gulf between her and the 
working-class nurses with whom she is often confused. Nevertheless, she does 
retain the ability to move strategically along the social ladder.

This mobility across the threshold of class associations, a threshold usually
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imagined as impassable in early Victorian England, is crucial to The Face o f a 
Stranger, as it will be in later novels as well. When Hester is first introduced, her 
family is already compromised financially, yet she nonetheless calls strikingly to 
mind the stock aristocratic characters of Perry’s fiction. Initially, Hester is not yet 
a sleuth who aids Monk in his inquiries; rather, she is one of many obstructive 
upper-class people he must interview in his search for clues in the murder of Joscelin 
Grey, the Crimean soldier responsible for the elder Latterlys’ demise. Echoing 
countless others who view the police as incompetent tradesmen, Hester chastises 
Monk for his “fumbling around” (212). Soon enough, however, Hester’s alliance 
shifts. Once Monk confides in her that since beginning his investigation, he has 
lost his memory in an accident and must begin anew, Hester forgives his “fumbling” 
and helps him to piece together what he had learned before. Ultimately, she puts 
her insider status among the upper classes to use in an alliance with the police, 
who must induce a confession from one of the gentry. Reminded by the police that 
she knows the perpetrator’s family “far better than we could, from the outside” 
(333), she hatches a plan to make the criminal reveal himself—and significantly, 
this plan can only work if Hester, as a member of the upper class and thus a credible 
witness, will corroborate Monk’s accusations. Though charged with “vulgarity]” 
by the murderer’s mother for her actions (339), Hester is nevertheless believed, 
and the culprit is caught; both gentry and ally of the lowly police, both aristocratic 
and vulgar, Hester possesses a liminal status that will continue to make her a crucial 
ally to Inspector Monk.

Though her intellectual nature and her desire to pursue nursing in the Crimea 
already mark Hester as disruptive to the class and gender identities prescribed for 
her by society, the liminality that makes her such a useful collaborator to Monk is 
in many ways the result of her experiences in the Crimean War. Like many war 
writers, Perry characterizes the war as a frontier region in which not only 
geographical but also social, professional, and psychological borders are contested, 
where, through violence and necessity, identities are made fluid and transgression 
is inevitable. For Hester, the war is a formative moment, “her work in the Crimean 
hospitals... changing] her beyond anything” her family “could begin to understand” 
{Face 102)6. Professionally, though she is in name a nurse, she also oversteps that 
role: “in the army,” she admits to Zorah Rostova in Weighed in the Balance, “I 
frequently exceeded my authority” (331); she “had grown used to...making decisions 
and being in the heart of emotion [and]...desperately needed” {Face 104). In the 
chaos of the war, Hester crosses the gulf between amateur and professional status, 
fulfilling when needed the role of doctor and surgeon; as the narrator explains, 
“there had frequently been so few army surgeons that nurses such as herself had 
had to take matters into their own hands, and there had been little complaint” {A 
Sudden, Fearful Death 154). When called upon to defend Hester from a charge of
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murdering and robbing a patient, her wartime colleague Dr. Moncrieff defends 
this professional initiative by citing precisely the fluidity of roles that the war 
required: during wartime, he testifies, “both men and women rise to heights of 
gallantry, and of skill, that the calm, more ordered days of peace would never 
inspire” (Sins o f the Wolf 365). Of course, having returned to the “more ordered 
days of peace,” Hester continues to exceed the categories of identity assigned to 
her, and, as Moncrieff implies, the war inspired her to violate codes of gender as 
well as those of vocational identity. Already less conventionally feminine than her 
family—and perhaps she—would like, Hester’s gendered transgressions are induced 
nonetheless largely because of her experiences in the Crimea. The narrator of A 
Dangerous Mourning hints at such a transformation, explaining that the “horror” 
of the war “had brought out the strength in her, as it had in so many other women” 
(30). And in a subsequent novel, Perry is more explicit about how the war has 
temporarily made gender relations more fluid, an experience which renders Hester 
permanently transgressive. Hester, we are told, “had dared...into... forbidden 
masculine fields, seen real violence, warfare and chivalry, the honest friendship 
where there was no barrier between men and women, where speech was not forever 
dictated by social ritual rather than true thoughts and feelings, where people worked 
side by side for a desperate common cause and only courage and skill mattered” 
(Defend and Betray 52). Having traveled into foreign lands, “masculine” territories, 
and elite professional enclaves, upon her return to England Hester remains on the 
threshold between categories that during wartime had fluid boundaries. Though 
this makes her thoroughly discomfiting to those at home in England, where 
maintenance of the social order requires that these categories remain rigidly 
separated, it also equips her with skills and strategies that allow her to detect.

One o f the most fundamental and commonly remarked o f H ester’s 
transgressions is her combination of qualities marked as feminine with those 
considered to be masculine, an ambiguity which provides her with a distinct 
advantage when acting as an investigator. For the most part, Hester is perceived by 
herself and by others as lacking those feminine qualities that are requisite in a 
Victorian woman, and, though she dislikes to admit it, she seems to regret this, 
particularly when comparing herself with her sister-in-law, Imogen. “Just once in 
a while,” the narrator reveals in The Face o f a Stranger, “she would like to take 
more naturally to feminine arts....Men did not rush to protect her as they did Imogen; 
they always assumed she was perfectly competent to take care of herself, and it 
was a compliment she was growing tired o f ’ (293). While she is portrayed generally 
as having no interest or skill in fashion, she has been known to note “privately” 
and with pleasure that the color of a gown is flattering to her (Face 159). Cathy 
Leaker and Julie Anne Taddeo refer to this as Hester’s “secret desire to be desired” 
(101), noting that the love triangle among Hester, Monk, and the defense attorney
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Oliver Rathbone casts her as a romantic heroine (103). Perry suggests that Hester’s 
femininity is innate and essential, something she retains in spite of professed desires 
to the contrary, having Rathbone notice that “when she was unconscious of herself 
she was curiously graceful” (Defend 159). Yet Hester’s femininity provides her a 
distinct advantage as a sleuth; Monk notes that she was an “excellent ally” for him 
in part because “she had acute observation, an understanding of women he would 
never achieve simply because he was a man” (Defend 96). Though such essentialism 
casts Perry’s feminism in doubt, it nevertheless grants Hester powers as an effective 
investigator. In Defend and Betray, when brainstorming with Monk, Rathbone, 
and Rathbone’s father Henry, Hester is the only one who can discern Alexandra 
Carlyon’s motive for killing her husband, though at the time she does not realize 
she has discovered it. When Henry asks her, “what would a woman hold so dear 
that she would kill to protect it?”, Hester responds that it would be “some threat to 
the people I loved most—which in Alexandra’s case would surely be her children” 
{Defend 187). In addition to her presumed ability to understand women’s motives 
as men cannot, Hester is also portrayed as immune to women’s charms and thus, 
again, able to interview them effectively. This ability is one of the keys to her 
solution to the murder in Weighed in the Balance: though Monk and Rathbone 
have both interviewed the dynamic Zorah Rostova with no success, Hester is able 
to obtain crucial information because, as she says, she will not have her “judgment 
addled” by her as they have (329).

Though Hester’s feminine qualities are a crucial aspect of her character, her 
more masculine attributes are even more important to her role as a successful sleuth. 
The arts of femininity generally elude her, as she is “seldom fashionable...and 
never really feminine” {Sudden 225), resisting the convention that requires women 
to “look dainty and a little childlike” {Dangerous 160). Similarly, Hester is “highly 
intelligent, with a gift for logical thought which many people found disturbing— 
especially men, who did not expect or like it in a woman” (138). Monk generally 
dislikes Hester’s “unfeminine mind” {Face 260) and regrets that he views her as 
he would “another man” {Sins 275), yet Rathbone recognizes that this quality allows 
her to exceed many of the physical and ideological spaces to which Victorian upper- 
class women were supposedly limited: “she was not a woman,” he notes, “in the 
customary sense of someone separate from the business of life outside the home, a 
person to be protected from the affairs or the emotions that involved the mind” 
{Defend 149)7. It is, in fact, precisely Hester’s position partially outside Victorian 
“customs” of gender that allows her to solve the mystery of fellow nurse Prudence 
Barrymore’s murder in A Sudden, Fearful Death. While everyone else has read 
into Barrymore’s ambiguous letters a hopeless yet conventionally feminine love 
for the doctor Herbert Stanhope, Hester recognizes that in her letters, Prudence 
refers not to a love of him but rather of the profession of medicine. Unlike Monk,
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Rathbone, and indeed everyone else in the story, Hester is not blinded by 
conventional expectations of wom en’s nature and wom en’s professional 
capabilities—thus it is only she, occupying a liminal space which allows her to 
comprehend a woman’s possession of supposedly masculine qualities, who can 
solve the mystery and understand its implications.

Perry emphasizes Hester’s identification with masculinity, and reinforces her 
liminality, by having Hester define herself in “soldierlike” terms (Defend 250). 
Throughout the series, Hester functions as a repository of war memories: at least 
once in every novel (in a gesture parallel to Perry’s own attempts to write women 
back into a history from which they have been largely erased), she contradicts 
official, sanitized reports of the war with an impertinent monologue on the needless 
suffering of soldiers and the pomposity of generals, speaking with the authority of 
one who was there to see it. This lingering trace of the Crimean War reminds all 
that Hester continues to violate boundaries no longer deemed crossable during 
peacetime. But her identification as a soldier also contributes a great deal to her 
success in solving Monk’s cases, in terms of the knowledge and the personal 
connections it grants her. While Monk is “jarred” by the fact that Hester’s carriage 
of herself is not “feminine,” but “rather more like a soldier” (Defend 97), Hester 
profits from having returned from the war with an arsenal of soldierly tactics with 
which to negotiate London society. Twice in Defend and Betray, she likens her 
fear of facing a matriarch at tea, a task she must perform as part of the investigation, 
to that which any soldier would feel (15-16,194-201). As Perry has the fictionalized 
Florence Nightingale herself proclaim, “had she been a man, Hester might have 
made a good soldier. She had all the zeal to fight and a good instinct for strategy...” 
{Sudden 135). Hester’s experiences in the Crimea—“in the army,” as she puts it— 
have given her many skills useful in her sleuthing: in addition to her successful 
campaigns against society women over tea, which help her to solve the case in 
Defend and Betray, Hester uses her knowledge of the politics and structure of 
military command, as well as her status as a Crimean nurse, to unravel the mystery 
of Octavia Haslett’s death in A Dangerous Mourning. Dropping Nightingale’s name 
to help her gain access to the War Office, and seeking help from Major Tallis, 
whom she nursed in the Crimea, Hester gains crucial information which, combined 
with her existing knowledge of Lord Cardigan’s Light Brigade, allows her to solve 
a case that Monk, or any other non-military personnel, would never have been able 
to decipher. Similarly, Hester’s identity as a nurse is defined in military terms, as 
she refuses to “surrender” to Dr. Pomeroy in the “battle” to save a patient, the little 
John Airdrie {Dangerous 117), and encourages the feverish Enid Ravensbrook 
with the advice to use “military tactics” to fight her illness: “Never fight when you 
know your enemy has the advantage. Pick a time, don’t let him do it for you. 
Retreat now, and return when the advantage is yours” (202).
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Just as the military aspects of Hester’s experience in the Crimea constantly 
remind readers of her liminality, so do the professional ones—for Perry’s immersion 
of her tales within the history of nursing are perhaps the most powerful in 
constructing a transgressive, and therefore more successful, sleuth. As a nurse in 
the 1850s, Hester drifts in a space that is uncertain, somewhere between amateur 
and professional status. Perry’s books are rife with references to this instability 
and the conflict it creates, issues which are in fact themes or sub-themes in three of 
her novels: A Dangerous Mourning, which dramatizes Hester’s confrontations with 
and dismissal by a physician of the old school; A Sudden, Fearful Death, which 
centers around the murder of a fellow Crimean nurse who seeks to be a physician; 
and Sins o f the Wolf in which Hester is accused of murdering a patient and must be 
defended as a new kind of nurse by Florence Nightingale herself. In these and 
other novels, there is a familiar refrain of Hester’s desire to be, and sometimes of 
her acceptance as, a professional “lady” nurse who exceeds even Nightingale in 
her aspirations. A typical passage explains that Hester “wished particularly to see 
[nursing] become a profession which was respected and remunerated accordingly, 
so women of character and intelligence would be attracted,” wishing “to exercise 
medical judgment, change dressings herself and give medicines when the surgeon 
was absent, and...to assist in operations” (Dangerous 33)—having in fact already 
performed all of these latter tasks. In fact, though she does not explicitly claim to 
want it herself, Hester defends other women’s capability and entitlement to study 
and practice medicine as physicians {Sudden 391-2). Nevertheless, though she is 
sometimes accepted in these elevated terms, she is more often reminded of the 
“uncrossable g u lf’ between professional medical status—reserved for male 
physicians—and the nurse’s conventional role as amateur {Sudden 361). “Miss 
Nightingale and all her helpers, including you,” she is told by Dr. Pomeroy in A 
Dangerous Mourning, “are amateurs and will remain so. There is no medical school 
in the country which admits women, or is ever likely to” (32). After she treats a 
patient with her own medicines, against Pomeroy’s orders, he commands her to 
obey him and cease in her “attempts to practice an art” for which she has “no 
training and no mandate”; he then outlines nurses’ limited and unskilled duties, an 
event which occurs at least once in every novel. Nurses, he tells her shrilly, “fetch 
and carry and pass bandages and instruments as required. They keep the ward 
clean and tidy; they stoke the fires and serve food. They empty and dispose of 
waste and attend to the bodily requirements of patients....That is all!.. .They do not 
under any circumstances exercise their own judgment!” (121). Through Hester’s 
professional frustrations, readers are reminded constantly that nursing is considered 
a trade for which no training—indeed no intelligence or even constant sobriety— 
is required.

Hester negotiates between the extremes of amateur and professional identity,
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for she recognizes that she serves two (related) functions in the novels: nursing, to 
be sure, but also “the subtler and more interesting and dangerous job” of detecting 
{Dangerous 134). Thus in A Sudden, Fearful Death, when she fills in for the 
murdered Crimean nurse Prudence Barrymore, she swallows the professional 
frustration that had gotten her dismissed by Pomeroy in the interest of maintaining 
her position, from which she must detect. Though sorely tempted to talk back to 
Dr. Stanhope as she did to Pomeroy, she instead responds “demurely” to his mention 
of some “new theories” about which he says she surely would have no concern. Of 
course, “it was of considerable interest to her, but mindful of her need to remain 
employed in the hospital, she answered,... ‘I hardly think it lies within my skill, 
sir’” (181). And it is precisely because of her position on the hospital staff that she 
is able to piece together information central to her solution of the case. Yet in this 
same novel, in addition to manipulating the gendered codes of professional conduct, 
she employs her medical knowledge and connections to reach a solution. It is her 
understanding of medical procedures, after all, as well as of women’s capabilities 
in the field of medicine, that allows her to decipher the true meaning of Prudence 
Barrymore’s letters. In Weighed in the Balance, she again calls upon her medical 
knowledge, using both her experience with herbs and her collegial relationship 
with a toxicologist to prove the method and perpetrator of Prince Friedrich’s murder. 
Strategically, then, Hester uses the ambiguous state of nursing to aid her in her 
investigations, alternately playing the amateur or the professional according to the 
needs of each individual case.

Inextricably linked to Hester’s ambiguous professional status is her extremely 
mutable class status. As a woman in reduced circumstances who chooses to support 
herself financially, she is at best middle class. By birth she is, of course, higher up 
on the social ladder, a status which gives her social access to many of the gentry; 
and her claims to professional status represent an additional, though in this early 
period not nearly as powerful, assertion of higher social standing (since 
professionalism arguably allowed many classes a social mobility to which they 
had not previously had access). Yet as a nurse she is also viewed by many as 
automatically a part of the servant class, regardless of her claim to being “well 
born.” Though this instability is threatening to Hester at times, making her 
vulnerable to the more institutionally and socially powerful, it also provides her 
with strategic liminality that is invaluable to her work as a sleuth8. Her ability to 
move up and down the social ladder has already been shown to be crucial to the 
case in The Face o f a Stranger, and it proves to be important elsewhere as well. 
One of the greatest advantages to being perceived as a servant is precisely the 
invisibility of such a role, an invisibility which is ideal for observing, then ensnaring 
unsuspecting aristocrats. Perry’s novels are full of references to the fact that nurses 
are usually viewed as servants, and are therefore invisible. In A Dangerous
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Mourning, Hester seeks such a lowly position so she can aid Monk in his 
investigation of the wealthy Moidore family; as his patron Callandra Daviot explains 
to him, Hester is the perfect under-cover sleuth for his case, since he needs someone 
“of no importance” to be placed within the household to observe unobserved (129). 
As a nurse to Beatrice Moidore, Hester notes of herself, “she was a servant, someone 
whose opinion was of no importance whatever, indeed someone not really of 
existence” (163). Though she recognizes the strategic value of such a position, she 
also finds that it “ranklefs]” (264): “Hester did not know whether to be grateful her 
status gave her such opportunity to observe or insulted that she was of such total 
unimportance that no one cared what she saw or heard” (165). Disguised in the 
garb of servitude, Hester is a kind of invisible insider to the household, and this, 
coupled with her military knowledge and connections, allows her, not Monk, to 
discover the truth of Octavia Haslett’s murder in the novel.

In addition to allowing her superb opportunities to infiltrate the households of 
the gentry, Hester’s invisibility and servant status help her to glean information 
from colleagues in the working class. In A Sudden, Fearful Death, while working 
as a hospital nurse, Hester registers her lowly status in an encounter with hospital 
governor Lady Berenice Ross Gilbert: “Although in any social circumstance 
[Hester] would have considered herself Lady Ross Gilbert’s equal,...in her gray 
stuff dress, and with her occupation known, she was at every kind of 
disadvantage....She was a nurse, so to some extent invisible, like a good domestic 
servant” (192). Yet Hester’s “disadvantaged” position within the hospital allows 
her to gain crucial information about Lady Ross Gilbert from Dora Parsons, the 
stereotypical working-class nurse, “rough but not deliberately cruel” (190); though 
Dora still resents Hester for giving herself “airs like yer too good fer the rest of us” 
(179), she confides in her as she may not have in someone truly from without the 
servant class. Circulating among the working classes in Cain His Brother, she 
again puts this liminality to use to help Monk’s investigation. Working in a typhoid 
hospital in London’s dangerous Limehouse district, she nurses the poorest of patients 
alongside the patients’ families and friends. She establishes a bond with the “East 
End women” who nurse with her, defending their compassion as “eminently worthy 
of...respect” by the upper classes (95-6). One of these women, in fact, proves to be 
a crucial informant for Hester in her quest to leam the true identity of Genevieve 
Stonefield, wife of the man whose disappearance and presumed murder Monk is 
investigating, and Monk assigns Hester the duty of finding other information as 
well about the missing man—information only she, from her lowly position, can 
discover (348). Hester’s access to the East End community, her temporary status 
as “one of them,” allows her to glean this information, as she reminds Monk and 
the others he has assembled to aid his cause: “They will talk to me as they would 
not to any of you,” she asserts. “That I can swear” (348).
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While Hester’s access to working-class identity is more often employed in her 
sleuthing duties, she occasionally profits from her “well-born” status as well. When 
her upper-class friend Edith Sobell asks for her help in the matter of her brother 
Thaddeus Carlyon’s murder, Hester gains access to the murdered man’s household 
as a social equal. Monk, who is investigating the crime, recognizes how important 
this is for him. Hester is an “excellent ally” in part because “she was bom of a 
different social class, and so would perceive and interpret nuances he might easily 
misunderstand” (96). And indeed, she does. Hester solves the case not from being 
one of the servant class, but from being a guest in the Carlyons’ home. From this 
position, she can observe the Carlyons and has some authority to press the servants 
on important matters, on things that they have observed while being thought 
invisible. Because she is on hand to socialize with the family, observing small 
behavioral details, as well as to mediate between servants during a climactic and 
telling argument, she discovers things that help her to crack the case, as only 
someone in her position could do. Hester’s upper-class associations play a crucial 
role, then, in her work as a collaborator with Monk, providing her with an insider 
status that he could never achieve.

As a new kind of “lady” nurse who served in the Crimea, therefore, Hester 
obtains a liminality upon which she frequently calls in her work as a sleuth. Perry 
uses this device in order to converge her writing of women into history with her 
writing of detective fiction. Along with recent historians of British women’s 
experiences in nursing, Perry’s fictionalization of this history provides a space for 
women in the past as passionate and important players in the embattled formation 
of the health-care professions. By placing her fictional character in precisely this 
moment—immediately after the Crimean War, but before nursing was truly 
recognized by many as a profession—Perry also provides the ideal setting for a 
liminal detective-heroine who occupies the threshold between gender, class, and 
professional identities. Asfeminist history-mystery, Perry’s novels are not, of course, 
entirely unproblematic; though she clearly seems to valorize women’s entitlement 
to self-determination and explicitly claims for them an active, even central, role in 
British history, her books are driven nevertheless by a certain nostalgia for the 
same culture she often criticizes, as Leaker and Taddeo note9. Nevertheless, Perry’s 
portrait of Hester Latterly participates in a campaign that is central to much feminist 
discourse of the past few decades, namely the attempt to show that categories of 
identity imagined to be diametrically opposed or even unrelated are in fact mutually 
defining and interdependent, and that they are constructed rather than natural. 
Hester’s liminality both depends upon and seeks to illustrate the ways in which, in 
1850s England, class, gender, and professional identities were intertwined, showing 
specifically that the debate over professionalization for women nurses invoked 
and challenged rigid definitions of gender and class. With characteristic aplomb,
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then, Perry’s liminal nurse-detective, in spite of her nostalgic shortcomings, 
unsettles—even “unfixes”—such categories, embodying both their interrelatedness, 
and their complexity, in a genre perhaps only recently open to such possibilities.

San Diego State University Jennifer S. Tuttle

Notes
1. Women have, of course, been writing and sleuthing in detective fiction since its origins 

in the nineteenth century; Rich charts how the genre has been used in new ways by 
recent feminist writers.

2. There is some scholarly debate about whether detective fiction by definition inscribes 
traditional norms of gender and reifies the existing social order. For arguments asserting 
that it does, see, for example, Rosalind Coward and Linda Semple, “Tracking Down the 
Past: Women and Detective Fiction,” From My Guy to Sci Fi: Genre and Women s Writing 
in the Postmodern World, ed. Helen Carr (London: Pandora, 1989) 39-57; and Cora 
Kaplan, “An Unsuitable Genre for a Feminist?” Women s Review 8 (June 1986): 18-19. 
Other scholars have shown, however, that the genre is not always or uniformly 
conservative. See Scott Christianson, “Talkin’ Trash and Kickin’ Butt: Sue Grafton,” 
Feminism in Womens Detective Fiction (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995) 
127-47; and Maureen T. Reddy, “The Feminist Counter-Tradition in Crime: Cross, 
Grafton, Paretsky, and Wilson,” The Cunning Craft: Original Essays on Detective Fiction 
and Contemporary Literary Theory, ed. Ronald G. Walker and June M. Frazer (Macomb, 
IL: Essays in Literature, 1990) 174-87. It should also be noted that ethnic detective 
fiction is known for its appropriation of generic conventions in order to undercut social 
hierarchy and inequality. See especially Stephen F. Soitos, The Blues Detective: A Study 
o f African American Detective Fiction. Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 
1996.

3. Perry’s two most recent Monk and Latterly novels became available after the bulk of 
this essay was composed; thus, I focus my analysis on the first seven books in the series.

4. Jo Ellyn Clarey, “‘A Boom of One’s Own: Feminist History-Mystery in the 1990s,” 
session entitled “Re-claiming the Past: Feminist Strategies for Writing Women into History 
through Detective Fiction,” MLA Convention, Sheraton Hotel, Washington, D.C., 29 
December 1996. Perry is certainly not the first woman to set her detective plots in the 
past: for example, Ellis Peters is generally credited with launching a new “boom” of 
such mysteries in the late 1970s, and the sub-genre continues to grow.

5. In Uneven Developments: The Ideological Work o f Gender in Mid-Victorian England, 
Mary Poovey analyzes at length the gender and class ideologies involved in Nightingale’s 
and others’ attempts to reform nursing (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988) 
164-198. See also Abel-Smith; Celia Davies, ed. Rewriting Nursing History (London: 
Croom Helm, 1980); and Judith Moore, A Zeal for Responsibility: The Struggle for 
Professional Nursing in Victorian England, 1868-1883 (Athens: The University of 
Georgia Press, 1988).
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6. Leaker and Taddeo note that “it was the war that gave Hester her independence—from 
home, marriage, and the boredom and restrictions of womanhood that she so deplores” 
( 100).

7. Hester’s “masculine” logic partakes, of course, of the classic detective’s strongest attribute, 
exemplified in Poe’s Auguste Dupin and Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes.

8. The risk inherent in Hester’s class and professional ambiguity is a dominant theme of 
Sins o f the Wolf

9. Though they focus largely on the Charlotte and Thomas Pitt series, Leaker and Taddeo 
smartly analyze the ways in which Perry’s Hester often reinforces the very Victorian 
notions of imperialism, femininity, and bourgeois “family values” that she might seem 
to challenge. Perry’s construction of Hester as a Crimean heroine possessing essentialized 
femininity and class-bound “character,” for example, does indeed support this 
interpretation.
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Understanding the Outsider: 
Grendel, Geisel, and the Grinch

In his popular children’s book How the Grinch Stole Christmas, Theodor Seuss 
Geisel (“Dr. Seuss”) presents us with a memorable villain: a pink-eyed cave-dweller 
who, from his frigid abode on a hill to the north of town, glares down at the warm, 
bright community below him; resenting their merriment, he decides to put an end 
to it — to steal Christmas from them. In Western Christian tradition, a protoiype 
for such a character can be found in the figure of Satan, leader of the fallen angels. 
More specifically, in two important works of English Literature — the Old English 
poem Genesis B and John Milton’s Paradise Lost — the dispossessed demons 
voice a common sentiment about their situation: they feel insulted that God has 
created human beings to replace them. Satan, in particular, cannot bear the thought 
of mankind living in bliss while he must continue in a state of exile and misery, so 
he plots man’s ruination1. Furthermore, the Grinch’s dwelling — the cave — is an 
image traditionally associated with the landscape of Hell, the habitat of devils. But 
among the many outcast characters depicted in literature, perhaps the closest parallel 
to the Grinch occurs in the figure of Grendel in Beowulf. Although the nature of 
their raids differs, and the Grinch undergoes a change for the better whereas Grendel 
does not, the basic message of both works is the same, stressing the importance of 
being “big-hearted.” Moreover, beyond the issue of possible influence, a careful 
examination of correspondences and notable differences provides insight into the 
beliefs, attitudes, and respective tasks of Geisel and the Beowulf-poet.

The most obvious similarity between the Grinch and Grendel is the sound 
of their names. The Oxford English Dictionary contains two separate entries for 
grinch: as an intransitive echoic verb, it means ‘to make a harsh grating noise’; and 
as a past participle (grinched) it has the meaning ‘tightly closed’ or ‘clenched,’ used 
specifically in reference to the teeth.2 Other similar echoic words fittingly characterize 
the Grinch’s temperament: grump, grumble, grouch, grunt, etc. Even grin has its 
applications, appropriate for the Grinch’s devilish, deceptive smile that comes to 
replace his former scowl once he gets into his head his “wonderful, awful idea” to 
steal Christmas — similar to the way Grendel’s “mind laughed” (730b) in expectation 
of plundering the hall in Beowulf Interestingly, the word grin is derived from the 
Middle English verb grennan (from Old English grennian), meaning ‘to grimace’ 
— certainly in keeping with the initial portrayal of both Grendel and the Grinch as 
creatures contorted in pain in their isolation as they hear (or anticipate, in the case 
of the Grinch) the disturbing sound of the merry-makers celebrating, respectively, 
God’s Creation and Christmas. Grendel’s name is of uncertain derivation. Scholars
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of the poem have related it to a variety of Germanic words, with meanings ranging 
from ‘grind’ to ‘evil/injury’ to ‘bar/bolt’ to ‘bellow’ to ‘sand/bottom (ground) of a 
body of water.’3 Also noteworthy is the OED’s listing of the obsolete adjective 
grindel/gryndel(of unknown origin but comparable to the ON grimd [‘fierceness’]), 
which had the meaning ‘fierce’ or ‘angry’ in Middle English literature4.

Coupled with the celebratory expression of joy in both works is the idea 
of gift-giving and sharing. In Beowulf, lines 67b-82a, King Hrothgar’s generous 
intentions in building his hall Heorot are specifically expressed: the king pledges 
first to distribute to young and old his God-given wealth; and, upon the hall’s 
completion, he honors his promise, giving out rings and treasures at the feast. And 
much later in the poem, ever true to form, upon mentioning to Beowulf the idea of 
“shared treasures” (1860a) and evoking the image of their two peoples exchanging 
goods over the “gannet’s bath” (1861b), Hrothgar again distributes gifts at Heorot 
(1866-87) — his gift-giving this time extending beyond his immediate kingdom in 
a gesture of personal friendship and gratitude to a foreigner with whom he wishes 
to renew a compact of peace and alliance (1863b-65)5. Thus the hall in the poem 
serves as a symbol of peace on earth and good will toward men, marked by the 
same activities of giving and feasting that are so much a part of Christmas — 
something that the Grinch (as Grendel here) is out to snatch away.

Each of these creatures experiences similar torment upon hearing the loud 
mirth emanating from the community center from which he is excluded. Grendel, 
who dwells in darkness, cannot endure the sound of the harp and the minstrel’s 
song about God’s bright Creation (86-98), while the Grinch’s grudge against 
Christmas is emphasized by repetition as he anticipates the dreaded “NOISE! 
NOISE! NOISE! NOISE!” after the children “rush for their toys,” as well as the 
feasting and singing: how all of the Whos in Who-vi\\e would “FEAST! FEAST! 
FEAST! FEAST!” and, “with Christmas bells ringing,” how they would “SING! 
SING! SING! SING!”6 In response, each of our outsiders takes action.

Geisel’s visual depiction of the Grinch conveys well the creature’s demonic 
qualities — especially the first three illustrations of him in the book. In the first 
picture he stands, with hairy body and glowing eyes, leaning at the mouth of his 
cave, scowling out from below the icicles. His eyes really stand out, moreover, 
because they are the only colored feature of his body — and of this introductory 
illustration of him: pink against a black-and-white background. In the second picture, 
he stares down “with a sour, Grinchy frown / At the warm lighted windows below 
in their town”; then, after a few pages where the anticipated festivities of the Whos 
are detailed, the third picture of the Grinch appears: a full-page portrait in which his 
scowl has turned to a devilish smile as he comes up with his “AWFUL IDEA!” The 
addition of blazing red ink about his head signals effectively his conception of this 
idea, while the look in his glowing pink eyes and the way he holds his claw-like
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fingers convey the calculating attitude of this enemy. Correspondences can be found 
in the Beowulf-pocVs description of Grendel, who has steely claws (984-87a) and 
out of whose eyes shines forth “a light unfair, most like a flame” (726b-27) as he 
“laughs” in his mind (730b) in anticipation of committing his detestable deed.

Devilish as he is though, the Grinch pales in comparison to Grendel in 
terms of the evil intended or the crimes actually committed. Grendel is a killer, a 
demon — a cannibalistic enemy of both God and man. He is a damned descendant 
of Cain for whom there is no hope of redemption and for whom the poet will allow 
no pity. In contrast, the Grinch is guilty of lesser offenses: thievery of goods, not 
men; lying to little Cindy-Lou Who; and perhaps cruelty to animals (his dog Max 
and the mouses in the Whos' houses). Furthermore, we can sense from the very 
start that the Grinch has a degree of goodness in him: he has a heart, but it’s “two 
sizes too small.” Implicit in this phrasing is the potential for growth — that the 
heart may develop and the Grinch become a better, kinder being. Indeed, this turns 
out to be the case, as the Grinch eventually learns something about the true meaning 
of Christmas and his heart grows “three sizes.” A reformed individual, he returns 
the stolen goods and is welcomed to the feast, where he actually becomes the guest 
of honor, carving the roast at the community table.

Although Grendel — because o f his condemned situation and 
uncompromisingly hostile nature (154b-56) — can never share in the festivities at 
Heorot, what Geisel’s Grinch learns is the very lesson that the Beowulf-poet is 
stressing in his story, but in a much more rigid, right-or-wrong fashion. In the Old 
English poem, one learns by looking at the contrasts between individuals and at the 
consequences of their actions. Good examples are displayed alongside bad examples, 
and one is advised to make the proper choice between alternatives: between light or 
dark, generosity or greed, companionship or hostility. Hrothgar, himself a prime 
example of the just and generous king, warns Beowulf to be ever mindful of 
munificence — to be a good, giving friend to his people — and to avoid the path 
taken by Heremod, a once-promising Danish king who “developed not for the joy 
of his people, but for their slaughter and destruction” (1711-12). Marked by 
niggardliness and harshness, Heremod did not endear himself to the Danes, and he 
came to suffer the fate of the wicked — the fate of Grendel — becoming exiled and 
ultimately falling “into the power of enemies [or fiends]” (903). Hrothgar’s advice, 
if shortened and simplified for a younger audience — for Dr. Seuss’s audience — 
would read accordingly: Strive to be Big-Hearted. Heremod had the potential to be 
a good king, to contribute to the community, to create a joyful environment for his 
people and himself, but his heart failed to grow — rather, it collapsed in upon itself 
like a black hole, shrank to a cinder, until he became another Grendel: a lost, heartless, 
damned soul with no longer any connection to the rest of humanity.

The Beowulf-poet uses Grendel to scare his audience — to drive them in
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the other direction — so that they distance themselves from what Grendel represents: 
sin, error, the Satan principle of the human psyche. During potentially violent times, 
the poet is out to instill in their minds current Christian attitudes. He wants his 
audience to deny the dark side, leaving no room for sympathy for this devil or his 
mother —  nor for Heremod, nor for the dragon at the end of the poem. It doesn’t 
matter that Grendel feels pain, and that his actions stem from this pain and exclusion. 
He is a monster, condemned by God because of his lineage, apart from humanity 
and not a part of it. The poet will not allow his audience to identify with Grendel, 
and certainly he sees nothing of himself in the creature. It is in this denial where 
the Beowulf-poet differs notably from Geisel, who not only allows the Grinch the 
possibility of redemption but also identifies personally with him.

Certainly the Grinch’s aversion to all the holiday hype and the mad circus 
atmosphere of toys and bothersome noise agrees with Geisel’s feelings on the 
subject. In fact, a main purpose for his writing the book was “to protest the 
commercialization of Christmas.”7 The Grinch’s misconception that Christmas 
“comes from a store” is understandable — something to which we can all easily 
relate. Yet Geisel proceeds in the text to add a subtle personal note as he voices his 
character’s thoughts about the situation: “I must stop this whole thing! / Why, for 
fifty-three years I’ve put up with it now! / I MUST stop this Christmas from 
coming!” The number here is very significant, for the Grinch is Geisel’s own age 
at the writing of How the Grinch Stole Christmas! Geisel turned 53 on March 2, 
1957; and he finished the book in the next couple of months, so that it was in the 
mail to his editor by mid-May8. Thus, as the Grinch protests and makes his decision 
to take action in the story, Geisel himself takes action, producing the book that will 
hopefully help to put an end to what Christmas has sadly, mistakenly become.

Attesting further to Geisel’s identification with the Grinch are the letter 
that he wrote to the “Grinch brothers” and his note to Chuck Jones, producer of the 
television version of The Grinch, concerning these boys who felt cursed rather 
than blessed to possess the same name as Geisel’s Christmas villain, as his 
biographers explain:

After The Grinch appeared on television, two brothers, David and Bob 
Grinch, wrote . . .  to say they were tired of being the bad guys and 
wanted him to change the name of the Grinch. “I disagree with your 
friends who ‘harass’ you,” Ted wrote. “Can’t they understand that the 
Grinch in my story is the Hero of Christmas? Sure . . .  He starts out 
villain, but it’s not how you start out that counts. It’s what you are at 
the finish.” Ted sent the brothers’ letter to Chuck Jones . . .  writing that 
he could “visualize these poor kids being chased home from school, 
being clobbered . . .  with brickbats in the same way /  was when I  was
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a kid with a German father. When they clobbered me, they yelled 'Kill 
the Kaiser! ’ ”9

Geisel indeed shares with the brothers and the Grinch the experience of being an 
outcast or outsider. In circumstances reminiscent of GrendePs, he is denounced and 
driven away because of his kinship with the ENEMY, who in his case is the Kaiser 
rather than Cain. Geisel, though, would certainly be able to appreciate the intensity 
of GrendePs feelings and reaction to his inherited state of perpetual exile. Not only 
was GeisePs family the wrong nationality during the First World War, but at the 
beginning of this century, when the move toward Prohibition was gaining speed 
and acceptance, theirs was the wrong occupation as well — even in the German 
American community: Ted’s Grandfather Geisel was a brewer, and his family became 
unpopular, as did others who associated with them. Ultimately, his grandfather died 
on December 5, 1919, just before Prohibition became law, and Ted’s father rose 
from general manager to president of the by-then-doomed family brewery10.

But perhaps the most traumatic event of Ted’s boyhood related to the idea 
of alienation and exclusion was the time when he was publicly humiliated by Teddy 
Roosevelt:

On May 2, 1918, at the age of fourteen, Ted stood with nine other 
Scouts on the stage of Springfield’s [MA] Municipal Auditorium to 
receive an award from Colonel Theodore Roosevelt himself. Geisels 
and Seusses joined the thousands in the huge hall, and there was 
repeated applause as Roosevelt went down the line presenting medals.
One by one each Scout saluted smartly and marched offstage. Finally 
Ted was left alone onstage facing the former president who was clearly 
out of medals.

“What’s this little boy doing here?” Roosevelt bellowed at the 
scoutmaster, who frowned and scuttled Ted offstage11.

As GeisePs biographers indicate, “In that pulverizing moment, Ted’s wounded 
pride, his chagrin and, above all, his sense of injustice overwhelmed him.” The 
experience had a lasting effect, haunting him throughout his life. He developed 
severe stage fright, with a fear of public platforms that “bordered on the neurotic.” 
Later, television “became a nightmare for him. He always blamed this dread on a 
bungling scoutmaster who couldn’t count and an embarrassed former president of 
the United States.”12

At Dartmouth College, Geisel majored in English and writing — which 
he thought to be “a mistake for anybody. That’s teaching you the mechanics of 
getting water out of a well that may not exist”13 — yet he continued on this 
undesirable road when, in 1925, at the age of 21, he travelled to England to attend
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Oxford University, where, in contrast to most of the other Americans on campus, 
he still bore his social stigma:

The Americans who came to Oxford as Rhodes scholars were welcomed 
socially and many made lifelong friends on the playing fields or in the 
crews. But in England, so soon after the war, Ted was sensitive about 
his German background, and since he was neither a serious intellectual 
nor an extrovert, and certainly not an athlete, he spent most of his free 
hours with “other outsiders.”14

At Oxford, he almost certainly would have studied Beowulf; and given his personal 
circumstances, it seems natural — indeed, quite likely — that he would have 
identified to a degree with the exile figures in that poem — most notably, of course, 
the figure of Grendel. That he no doubt took the poem lightly and might have been 
inclined to parody it someday is evident in the way he responded to his studies in 
literature by making cartoon sketches in his loose-leaf Oxford notebook, “illustrated 
evidence of his wandering mind during lectures on Geoffrey Chaucer (whom he 
called Jeff), Shakespeare and Milton.” As for Old English:

Beside his notes in Anglo-Saxon for Beginners stands a drooling milk 
cow burdened with a sagging udder, rams’ horns and angel wings. A 
pair of baroque daggers decorates the margin, along with a coat of 
arms from which a trapped bird struggles to free itself5.

And he would illustrate with a comic touch that other great work centered around 
an exile figure: Paradise Lost. For example, “he drew the angel Uriel sliding down 
a sunbeam, oiling the beam as he went from a can that resembled a tuba”!16

Like Grendel and the Grinch, young Ted Geisel had been left out of the 
distribution. Kin to the enemy — the Kaiser and the brewer — he was compelled 
to distance himself from the crowd. Understandably, then, he has a degree of 
sympathy for his later creation, the Grinch, who embodies an aspect of himself. 
Unlike the Beowulf-poet, who presents his outcast character, Grendel, as a demon 
— a monstrous enemy of God and mankind, someone to be driven away, never to 
be welcomed into the community — Geisel humanizes and brings home his exile. 
He shows his audience that the Grinch has a heart after all, that he can change for 
the better, and that his acceptance into the community makes for a richer, more 
joyful and secure, integrated whole.

Arkansas State University Robert L. Schichler
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West Side Story, Kennedy’s Camelot & 
Postwar to Early 1960’s America

Everyone told us...it was suicidal. I don’t know how many people 
begged me not to waste my time on something that could not possibly 
succeed. After all, how could we do a musical where there are two 
bodies lying on the stage at the end of the first act and everybody 
eventually dies...a show that’s so filled with hatefulness and ugliness?1

Leonard Bernstein on the musical West Side Story

Post-World War II America seemed to offer all the promise and economic 
opportunity of the American dream. Yet, cultural tensions were rife by the end of 
the 1950s. Increasingly, “hatefulness and ugliness” threatened to rupture the social 
fabric of this expansive era. From its inception in 1949 to the early 1960s, the 
production of West Side Story tapped into these social tensions. On the stage (1957- 
1959) and the screen (Mirisch/United Artists, 1961) Leonard Bernstein’s musical 
captured the fleeting romance and heroism of a “Camelot” era. West Side Story 
illuminated postwar cultural dissension by combining the classical musical with 
juvenile delinquent gangsters, ethnic strife and dark urban crime to undermine the 
mythic idealism of “Camelot.” I will examine this Camelot period and West Side 
Story as a cultural, industrial and generic product of late 1940’s to early 1960’s 
American society. Studies on the early 1960s and its relation to the postwar era are 
notably scarce, tending to neglect this initial period (instead limiting consideration 
to radical avant-garde and subsequent film trends later in the decade). This study 
will focus on the postwar cultural shift through the early 1960s which precipitated 
pivotal changes in American society and the Hollywood film industry to investigate 
the relationship between American cultural history and the generic development 
of Hollywood films.

Heroism & Dissension: A Postwar Era in Flux
The early 1960s were an extension of this postwar era spanning the late 1940s 

and ‘50s. In fact, the social tumult of the late 1960s emerged out of 1950’s cultural 
tensions that culminated in the early 1960s and exploded later in the decade. Fredric 
Jameson suggests the 1963 assassination of President Kennedy played a “significant 
role in delegitimizing the state itself...seeming to mark the decisive end of the 
well-known passing of the torch to a younger generation of leadership, as well as 
the dramatic defeat of some new spirit of public or civic idealism.”2 John F. Kennedy
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assumed an almost mythic presidency in early 1961. His assassination in 1963 
precipitated a decade of violence and unrest which rocked American culture by the 
end of the 1960s.

By 1957, Kennedy was a rising young star: a war hero and author of the Pulitzer 
Prize-winning best-seller Profiles in Courage? In September of that year, the 
Broadway musical West Side Story' opened on the New York stage with songs from 
Bernstein’s score becoming popular hits. Meanwhile, Hollywood faced tremendous 
industrial restructuring. The studio system on which classical musical films were 
so economically and creatively dependent was collapsing in the wake of federal 
antitrust regulation. The 1948 Paramount decision prompted divorcement and 
divestiture of studio-owned theater chains and exhibition arms by 1959. (The studio 
most noted for its musicals during this period, MGM, was the last to comply with 
this ruling.) Even industry censorship by the Production Code Administration (PCA) 
regulating Hollywood film content was collapsing by the 1960s. The PCA was 
severely weakened after the departure of Joseph Breen in 1954. The Production 
Code was liberalized in 1956 and replaced entirely by a ratings system in November 
1968. Vestiges of Hollywood’s studio system captured romantic utopian idealism 
in classical musical films—especially MGM’s postwar musicals through the 1950s. 
This trend continued in hefty-budgeted 1960’s musical blockbusters (often with 
an ample dose of escapist thematics) which nostalgically sought to recapture a 
hopeful, youthful (yet topical) innocence critically and commercially embraced 
by the recurring postwar success of Richard Rogers and Oscar Hammerstein II on 
stage, film and television.

The ideal couple found in Hollywood musicals was also prominent on the 
New York and national stage. The emergence of Alan Jay Lemer and Frederick 
Loewe’s musical Camelot on Broadway in 1960 paralleled the national entry of a 
refreshingly promising figure: a symbol of youth and a glamorous icon bringing 
vitality and the “Royal Couple” to the Oval Office. “There he was on January 20, 
1961, hatless and coatless...the youngest man ever elected President of the United 
States.” As David Farber notes in The Age o f Great Dreams, “‘Charisma’ entered 
the vocabulary of the nation’s pundits. His wife, Jacqueline stood beside him; her 
clothes, her hair, her makeup, her very posture and poise were all movie magazine 
perfect...a dream image....Tens of millions of Americans would fall in love with 
this doomed First Family” (30-31). In 1960, Norman Mailer referred to Kennedy 
as an heroic “neo-renaissance man”: cultivating the American Dream, staking out 
the New Frontier. Jack and Jackie inspired a romantic ideal in this early 1960’s 
“Camelot” America.

“Camelot” and the Early 1960s
Emerging from the recent decade of “Cold War” and House Un-American 

Activities Committee (HUAC)-inspired cultural xenophobia, many cast “Un-
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American” aspersions on Kennedy’s character based on his Irish Catholic ethnic 
and religious affiliations. Three weeks before the November 1960 U.S. Presidential 
election, as West Side Story was being adapted to the screen, Norman Mailer’s 
writing efforts successfully glamorized Kennedy as a hero to get him elected. Mailer 
reflected on the previous July 1960 National Democratic Convention in Los Angeles 
to “re-imagine” the political event as a musical: “the band kept playing the campaign 
tunes, sashaying circus music, and one had a moment of clarity, intense as a deja 
vw, for the scene which had taken place had been glimpsed before in a dozen musical 
comedies; it was the scene where the hero, the matinee idol, the movie star comes 
to the palace to claim the princess, or...the football hero, the campus king, arrives 
at the dean’s home surrounded by a court of open-singing students to plead with 
the dean for his daughter’s kiss and permission to put on the big musical that 
night” (Mailer, 1960, 27).

In July 1960, as Kennedy was heralded as Presidential nominee at the 
convention in Los Angeles, Jerome Robbins rehearsed dance sequences for the 
filming of West Side Story in New York: “Look,” the music ceased. “I want the 
movements sharp— like a pistol shot” (Robbins in Becker). The film was in 
production in October, as Mailer wrote t h e  t h ir d  pr e s id e n t ia l  pape r —The Existential 
Hero, “Superman Comes to the Supermarket” where he reconstructs Kennedy’s 
heroic procession into the convention preceding his nomination: “The television 
cameras were out...One saw him immediately. He had the deep orange-brown suntan 
of a ski instructor, and when he smiled at the crowd his teeth were amazingly white 
and clearly visible at a distance of fifty yards...the prince and the beggars of glamour 
staring at one another across a city street...surrounded by a mob...one expected at 
any moment to see him lifted to its shoulders like a matador being carried back to 
the city after a triumph in the plaza.”4

Mailer’s THIRD PRESIDENTIAL PAPER was tremendously successful in 
using screen images of Hollywood stars and fairy tale royalty to present Kennedy 
as an ideal all-American hero. Once elected, Kennedy’s nationally televised January 
20,1961 Inaugural Address embodied a hopeful “New Frontier.” A young glamorous 
president emerged—a hero who set fashion, broke with the conservative Eisenhower 
tradition, and lent utopian romance to the nation in 1961. In Washington, as on 
Broadway and in Hollywood musicals, a young chic ideal couple set the stage for 
“Camelot.” In this spirit of heroism and romantic individualism, Kennedy’s 
Inaugural Address set the motto for a new era: “And so, my fellow Americans: ask 
not what your country can do for you—ask what you can do for your country” 
(Kennedy, vii). Camelot’s cultural moment of hope was a refreshing deviation 
from the past ten years which had witnessed many failures of the American dream. 
The establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1949 
signaled the loss of the notion of an isolationist America. Robert Ray notes the
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Korean conflict from 1950-1953 became the first twentieth-century war America 
did not win, thereby shattering a national sense of invincibility following World 
War II (134-137). HUAC, Senator Joseph McCarthy’s “Red Scare” and Hollywood’s 
infamous “blacklist” spanned postwar decades from the late 1940s-1950s to promote 
a kind of national conformity and anti-Communist xenophobia—reinforced by the 
Cold War Space/Arms race in the late 1950s-early 1960s, and the Iron Curtain and 
Berlin Wall in 1961. The resurgence in immigration to the U.S. in the late 1950s- 
early 1960s made the white ethnic and Puerto Rican racial issues in West Side 
Story more topical. Increasing 1950’s civil rights protests led to “Brown vs. Board 
of Education” racial desegregation strife in 1954, bus boycotts in 1955, sit-ins in 
1960 and the “Freedom Riders” in 1961.

The postwar “years of transition”—extending from the end of World War II to 
Kennedy’s assassination in 1963—ushered in the emergence of a growing youth 
counterculture and increasing aesthetic experimentation in Hollywood films 
beginning in 1963 through 1976. West Side Story tapped into these cultural tensions 
and anticipated experimental film trends. Its production lifetime spanned the postwar 
period from its inception in 1949 to its release in 1961, the year of Kennedy’s 
Presidential Inauguration which resonated in this inspiring, ill-fated Camelot era. 
Cold War xenophobia and civil rights racial dissension were articulated in West 
Side Story's innovative aesthetics incorporating Latin jazz into its musical score 
and violent murder into choreographed dance.

Origins of West Side Story—from Stage to Screen
West Side Story was initially conceived by director-choreographer Jerome 

Robbins who approached Leonard Bernstein on January 6, 1949 to collaborate 
with Arthur Laurents on a modem, tragic musical which does not fall into opera. A 
protege of Agnes DeMille, Robbins was struggling to elevate and expand the 
potential of dance in the musical beyond the depiction of subconscious states to 
highlight sensation and convey dark thematics—i.e., why not show a murder through 
dance? Robbins and Laurents’ contemporary urban-American adaptation of 
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet centered on the religious dispute between Jewish 
and Italian Catholic communities during Easter/Passover. In August 1955, as 
Laurents and Bernstein considered the project in Los Angeles, Bernstein noticed a 
topical Los Angeles Times headline, “Gang Riots on Oliveira St.,” about violence 
between Caucasian- and Mexican-Americans in Los Angeles. They shifted the 
religious conflict of their story to an ethnic-racial struggle, moved the setting from 
Los Angeles to New York, and changed the Mexican-American premise to a Puerto 
Rican-American dispute— an ethnic gang conflict of “Jets” vs. “Sharks”. As 
Manhattan’s infamous East Side tenements were tom down and New York’s gang 
activity moved west, the project’s title was changed from East Side Story to West 
Side Story.
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Bernstein was especially inspired by the potential to infuse jazz and Latin 
American rhythms into his symphonic score. New York was the center of a 
burgeoning Latin jazz scene from the 1940s through the 1960s. Bernstein 
ingeniously adapted the classical Shubert house band at New York’s Winter Garden 
Theatre by doing away with the violas to create an elaborate Latin American 
percussion section (Burton, 270). Stephen Sondheim, friend and protege of Oscar 
Hammerstein II, was hired as West Side Story's lyricist in October 1955. Bernstein 
was initially West Side's lyricist and composer, but was busy juggling other projects 
such as Candide. Sondheim was hired after auditioning for Bernstein and Laurents’ 
musical version of James M. Cain’s Serenade. Sondheim was young, hip ‘a la Park 
Avenue, and wrote clever lyrics with a darker edge that would become more 
prominent in his own later works. Librettist Laurents actually made up street slang 
for the dialogue in West Side Story fearing contemporary phrases would become 
outdated. Bernstein, harassed by HUAC while composing the score, collaborated 
with Sondheim through winter 1956. Bernstein sought friend and senator Jack 
Kennedy’s assistance to get HUAC off his back while scoring West Side Story; the 
musical’s premiere was attended by Jackie Kennedy. Bernstein’s stunning music 
and Robbins’ innovative dance made the show come alive on stage in 1957. Much 
of the story and action were told through dance and music—rather than dialogue. 
Its unhappy musical ending set a precedent on Broadway, and there was more 
dancing than in any previous musical—accomplished by Robbins’ eight-week rather 
than four-week rehearsal schedule. Yet, stage producer Hal Prince argued that West 
Side Story's “monumental success” was due to its film adaptation and record profits, 
rather than its original Broadway production (initially receiving only lukewarm 
reviews). When they sold the screen rights, he explains, “nobody wanted it” (Prince 
in Zadan, 28-29). As a testament to the stage version’s influence, however, according 
to a September 12, 1960 production budget Mirisch paid $350,000 for the story 
rights to film West Side Story—which Ernest Lehman adapted into a screenplay 
produced by Robert Wise and co-directed by Wise and Robbins (Mirisch).

West Side Story's film adaptation showcased lavish aesthetics and technology: 
filmed in 70mm large frame format using three-strip Technicolor (which had 
increasingly been replaced by less expensive Eastman-Kodak “monopack” color 
systems by this time), West Side Story's big-budget prestige adaptation was marketed 
as a pre-sold commodity based on the play’s previous success, then released in 
roadshow exhibition to emulate a theatrical stage event and reinforce musical 
spectacle. Yet, the film also emulates conventional low-budget “B” film cycles 
such as social-conscious juvenile delinquency films of contemporary urban youth, 
using violence as in gangster crime films. Like gangster and B noir crime films, 
this dark musical has an ensemble cast deviating from more “classical” musicals 
in lacking a single major musical star—all key characters are youths, the majority
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are violent, self-destructive male antiheroes. Musically the film incorporates darker 
thematic elements denoting the influence of lyricist Stephen Sondheim,5 the infusion 
of Latin jazz rhythms into Leonard Bernstein’s classical score in a popular re 
articulation of opera as dark musical, and the dynamic experimentation of Jerome 
Robbins’ dance as choreographed musical site of physical/coded violence.

Several concurrent filmmaking trends industrially informed West Side Story's 
screen adaptation. This big-budget Mirisch film was an independent production— 
with a $4,029,600 budget and an estimated $7.5 million final cost, in line with 
escalating production costs in the post-antitrust, divorcement-of-exhibition era 
following the collapse of the studio system (Mirisch). Partially shot on location in 
New York, it was indicative of “runaway” production and the surge toward location 
filming and Broadway adaptations by Hollywood in the “age of television” (Balio). 
Facing declining revenues, the film industry “made ‘em big or made ‘em 
provocative” to compete with television.6 This prestige adaptation trend, influenced 
by television and the New York stage, combined theatrical realist style with topical 
racy subject matter to capitalize on more lenient Production Code censorship after 
1954. West Side Story integrated teen exploitation pictures in a reformulated cycle 
of “B” films which capitalized on a youth audience with music—especially rock 
& roll after 1955—to appeal to an emerging teenage baby boom market, e.g., Elvis 
Presley’s Jailhouse Rock (1957). As Thomas Doherty explains, by 1955, Hollywood 
“initiated its courtship of the teenage audience with great reluctance; by 1960, it 
had become a devoted suitor. Delinquent dramas, dean-agers, Rock Around the 
Clock, adolescent werewolves, and the sanitized spawn of Presley-Boone had in 
turn and cumulatively asserted the singular value of teenage moviegoers. Within a 
few short years the teenpic, a motion picture targeted at teens even to the exclusion 
of their elders, had become the most marketable of movie commodities” (Doherty, 
231). Even gangster films, filtered by way of 1940s-1950s noir B films, e.g., They 
Live By Night (1949), were reformulated into juvenile delinquency films to capitalize 
on the emerging youth market, e.g., The Wild One (1954), Rebel Without a Cause 
(1955), and Blackboard Jungle (1955).7 This teenage gangster/juvenile delinquent 
cycle was later influenced by film noir, social conscious realism (wartime 
documentary, imported Italian neorealism, TV anthology dramas, the NY stage) 
and “method” acting prevalent during the postwar era.

Though not the first dark musical, in 1961 West Side Story was heralded as 
innovative in combining divergent styles: stark realism, dark film noir style, topical 
serious thematics and violence with musical fantasy and romance—effectively 
integrating location shooting of uncharacteristically menacing dance numbers on 
the streets of New York with enclosed noir studio photography on a Hollywood 
sound stage. Wise insisted “the picture had to open in New York City...in its milieu.” 
The remaining nocturnal settings “could be done in the studio. Because at night
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you see what you want to see. You see what you light.”8 The result was a musical 
noir crime film. In “Musical Advance: The ‘West Side Story’ Expands on Screen,” 
Bosley Crowther of The New York Times noted, “Always there is the palpable frame 
of a concrete and crushing reality enclosing the action on the screen...kids kill one 
another in a violent ‘rumble’” which foregrounds “mutual hatreds and distrusts of 
their respective ethnic groups.” As in Romeo and Juliet, the end is “ironic and 
tragic,” a “piercing and haunting demonstration of social folly and human waste.” 
Crowther argues that West Side Story “does something more than entertain and 
provide an emotional catharsis.” It makes a “conspicuous advancement of 
sophistication through the musical film and opens the door to wider expression of 
more serious and mature themes in this genre.” This “drama” of a New York “juvenile 
gang feud could not be classed as a musical comedy.” It was much too violent and 
poignant,” employing “stinging humor” that was “essentially tragic in mood.” He 
calls it “drama, dance and music” whose “buildings” and “street sounds” are as 
“harsh” as On the Waterfront. A gang of tough kids lounge in a playground like 
young panthers in a wire-fenced cage. The effect is...a starkly realistic crime film.”9 

West Side Story achieves this by activating dark cinematic conventions and 
cynical thematics of film noir into a moody formal style of low-key, high contrast, 
chiaroscuro lighting and visual design (versus bright, thematically upbeat “flat” 
high-key musicals). This noir style conveys an oppressive, claustrophobic 
environment—dark, cavernous interiors, urban exteriors at night, alleys, concrete 
freeway underpasses, shadowy bedrooms, basements, and the long cramped 
confines of the after-hours candy store. This bleak setting is a subjective realm in 
film noir, visually manifested in the definitive milieu of the American city at night: 
obscured by darkness, shrouded in fog and smoke, rendered strikingly oppressive 
through splintering, oblique patterns of menacing shadows and stark, piercing light 
which glistens in the reflection of rain slicked streets, pools of water, shattered 
windows and mirrored surfaces. Robert Wise was a veteran noir thriller director 
and proponent of “hard-hitting realism” style at RKO who had never worked on a 
musical before (Archer, 15 October 1961). Wise edited Citizen Kane (1941) and 
The Magnificent Ambersons (1942) for Orson Welles before directing Curse o f the 
Cat People (1944) in Val Lewton’s psychological “B” horror unit, then noir films 
Born to Kill (1947), The Set-Up (1949) and Odds Against Tomorrow (1959) when 
the PCA allowed interracial couples after Giant (1955). Wise’s experience with 
grim realistic backgrounds influenced West Side Story's noir stylization from actual 
city streets to later studio scenes. Manifesting a postwar-early 1960s culture in 
shift, the urban terrain of the film’s location was changing. According to production 
records in the Robert Wise Collection, the film’s crew had to beg and bribe a 
wrecking company to delay demolition of the older buildings where the opening 
location (dance) sequence was shot so they could utilize its grittily “realistic”
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setting—which is now the site of Lincoln Center.
The film that emerged was clearly a social, cultural, industrial and generic 

product of its time. West Side Story's Technicolor musical aesthetic creates a highly 
stylized version of stark realism: the film’s color uses its lavish three-strip visual 
design to highlight an extreme light/dark, gritty contrast of muted tones, deep 
shadows, and dark mise-en-scene—where the exception is a dominant use of the 
color red (e.g., the conscious stylistic design of the bright red walls of the dance 
hall is a site of racial conflict as well as of love). A wo/r-inflected approach to color 
is consistent with earlier color serious musicals such as The Red Shoes (1948), A 
Star is Born (1954) and Love Me or Leave Me (1955). Such dark musicals were 
forerunners in developing a “color noir” aesthetic which would become prominent 
in later contemporary “neo-noirs” (i.e., Chinatown, Blade Runner.) Wise describes 
West Side Story's approach to color as “a musical set in a real background not a 
never-never land; a tough side of New York City requiring a good, strong color 
scheme to accommodate darker areas of the film realistically, but not too flamboyant 
except in the gym with the red walls. We tended to use low-key colors.” The result 
evokes a black-and-white film with moments of bright color for thematic 
punctuation. Wise explains how he sought out Linwood Dunn, an “old associate” 
from RKO who “did all the optical work for Kane and Ambersons” to achieve a 
stylized three-strip Technicolor dissolve between the dress shop and the dance at 
the gym using color-separated figures (Wise in Kutner, 33)— evocative of 
Hollywood’s use of avant-garde style in later 1960s films.

West Side Story also uses extreme camera angles, especially in the opening 
shot—a straight down (avant-garde-inspired) aerial view of an oppressive gray 
New York skyline to visually constrict rather than sweepingly expand space, while 
the soundtrack uses silence and ambient sounds of traffic in lieu of a symphonic 
score—more like film noir, gangster and urban crime films than the musical.10 
Instead of sweeping conventional angles with “lyrically” moving camera in classic 
musical style, it uses extreme, Dutch or low angles evocative of the horror genre 
and German expressionist films, even to film dance sequences—in a visual style 
accentuating progressively noir conventions.11 The milieu is increasingly dark and 
stylized, descending into a world of blackness, flashing neon and reflective surfaces 
such as water, glass, windows, and mirrors in a nocturnal setting. The framing is 
decidedly noir with compositional emphasis on ominous shadow, darkness and 
bars of entrapment which are privileged over light to foreground restrictive black 
obstructions between camera and subject—repeatedly chain link fences slice the 
foreground to fragment, splinter and destabilize compositional space. Such a formal 
style undermines the musical’s utopian happy ending to emphasize themes found 
in film noir and gangster formulas and imply that a corrupt world is out to get the 
individual.
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The film required a method of avoiding censorship problems regarding 
uncompromising depictions of violent youth gangs since the Production Code 
Administration initiated a campaign against juvenile delinquency films, getting 
the studios to “avoid making movies on the subject...except in a serious and mature 
vein.” In fact, by July 1961, The New York Times stated: “Films about juvenile 
delinquency have almost vanished. The disappearance of the inexpensively made 
pictures filled with youthful crime and sex has been the result of a campaign by the 
movie industry that began in 1958” by the PCA.12 West Side Story's lavish 70mm 
Technicolor roadshow aesthetics, not to mention its prestige Broadway musical 
adaptation, effectively functioned as a savvy production strategy successfully 
employed to comply yet circumvent such censorial restrictions and enable the 
depiction of taboo subject matter. The film presents another bedrock of institutional 
stability, the American family, as fragmented, dysfunctional or nonexistent—like 
gangster films, the youth gang as surrogate family appealed to an emerging postwar 
teenage baby boom market. In 1955-56 a young Sondheim, in his first Broadway 
collaboration after writing for TV, destroys conventional notions of the nuclear 
family, childhood innocence, even sanity in West Side's musical lyrics to instead 
focus on social issues indicative of hard-hitting realism and postwar crime dramas: 
drug abuse, alcoholism, juvenile delinquency, psychological instability, child abuse, 
collapse of the American family. Even comic relief is scathing, angry. In the Jets’ 
musical number “Officer Krupke,” Sondheim writes:

Our mothers all are junkies, our fathers all are drunks. Golly Moses— 
natcherly we’re punks...We’re very upset; we never had the love that 
every child oughta get. We a in ’t no delinquents, w e’re 
misunderstood....My parents treat me rough. With all their marijuana, 
they won’t give me a puff. They didn’t wanna have me, but somehow 
I was had. Leapin’ lizards—that’s why I’m so bad!...This boy doesn’t 
need a judge, he needs an analyst’s care! It’s just his neurosis that 
oughta be curbed—He’s psychologically disturbed!...this child is de 
praved on account he ain’t had a normal home....My father is a bas 
tard, my ma’s an S.O.B. My grandpa’s always plastered, my grandma 
pushes tea. My sister wears a mustache, my brother wears a 
dress....that’s why I’m a mess!13

Crime is at the forefront of this musical: murder is choreographed, coded, and 
gang rape is implied; the candy store is an ominous, claustrophobic setting of 
racial prejudice and fatal misinformation—where Anita is victimized by Tony’s 
gang. Ernest Lehman’s step outline of the script reads, “they mistreat her, attack 
her, in TAUNTING number. She blurts out lie that Maria is dead and runs out.”14
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Yet, these racially-motivated, violent actions are suggested, stylized, choreographed 
and done to music—indeed undermining the utopian mythology of both the musical 
and the American dream. Taboo sex, violence, profanity, juvenile delinquency was 
permitted because of the prestige gained from the Broadway stage adapting 
“realism” as a pre-sold commodity to navigate around censorship constraints. In 
the banner period that was “Camelot,” West Side Story swept ten Academy Awards 
and grossed $19.5 million in North American rentals—it was the biggest film of 
1961 (Finler, 277).

Epilogue: The Legacy of West Side Story & “Camelot”
In retrospect, West Side Story's film production surprisingly captures the spirit 

of both the rise and the fall of “Camelot” in early 1960’s America. As West Side 
Story was adapted to the screen in October 1960, Mailer and others campaigned to 
glamorize Kennedy prior to his national Presidential election in November; the 
film was released just months after Kennedy’s inauguration in early 1961. While 
the stark thematics and unhappy ending of West Side Story became a model for 
future dark/serious musicals on the Broadway stage, the film version’s critical 
accolades and profitable reception did not generate a dark musical film cycle later 
in the 1960s. Why? Bob Fosse (a protege of West Side's Robbins) would resume 
this trend of dark musicals in the 1970s. But what happened in the 1960s? West 
Side Story was a dark blockbuster musical in 1961. Hollywood seemed to pick up 
the “blockbuster” and drop the “dark” in later musicals of the decade. Did the 
serious social climate following Kennedy’s assassination and violence later in the 
1960s (deaths, protests, Vietnam war) encourage a nostalgic trend to more escapist 
fantasy musicals and discourage consideration of darker subjects more suited to 
this early Camelot period? Did the musical films take a while to catch up with 
social and culture events? Was it because Sondheim, Laurents, Robbins and 
Bernstein stayed on Broadway, while Wise made other Hollywood projects? Or, 
had darker topics on the New York stage been whitewashed onscreen by postwar 
HU AC blacklisting of hard-hitting creative talent in a sanitized film industry? (Brian 
Neve provides an insightful discussion offilm noir in relation to Leftist writers in 
Hollywood and FIUAC’s purging of radical—often noir—talent in Film and Politics 
in America.)

Perhaps industrial considerations intervened. Hollywood’s big-budget 
blockbuster phenomenon may have significantly deterred consideration of dark 
musicals because of their questionable potential to guarantee hefty profits in line 
with the industry’s push toward inflated musical budgets during this 1960’s period. 
Notably, Fosse’s 1970’s dark musicals Cabaret (1972) and All That Jazz (1979)
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did not suffer from what David Cook calls the “elephantiasis” which characterized 
the more upbeat musical blockbusters of the 1960s.15 Moreover, the next musical 
for noir veteran producer-director Robert Wise after West Side Story was the 
decidedly upbeat, non-noir, extravagantly-budgeted The Sound o f Music (shot on 
location in Salzburg, Austria instead of the claustrophobic noir confines of a studio) 
which made $72 million dollars in North American rentals in 1965 (Finler, 277). 
This is significant. Was it a precedent for the direction of Hollywood musicals? 
Considering its immense success, probably. The industry nickname for the film 
was “The Sound of Money.” Wise’s escapist 1965 musical was so profitable it 
made more money than any film until Francis Ford Coppola’s The Godfather in 
1972.16 This tremendous success clearly marked an influential industry precedent 
spurring the future trend of comparatively upbeat musical films. West Side Story, 
though heralded as a breakthrough in ushering in a new trend towards the treatment 
of serious topics in musicals, was neither the first, nor the only noir ’musical. It 
was, however, a blockbuster, the most successful dark musical film ever—all the 
more reason to potentially influence dark thematics and set a big-budget precedent 
impacting future film musicals. Yet, earlier serious musical films had not been as 
successful as musical comedies; neither was the original Broadway play a blockbuster 
on the New York stage in 1957. But the film West Side Story enjoyed phenomenal 
popularity by the early 1960s in the cultural glow of the “Camelot” era.

West Side Story's 1961 critical and box-office success was achieved in part by 
invoking teen exploitation and juvenile delinquency films—which were censored— 
to target an expanding youth market. Its lavish, big-budget 70mm roadshow 
exhibition and adaptation from the Broadway stage lent a pre-sold air of theatrical 
prestige gaining critical pedigree, and drawing older audiences. While its narrative 
racial tensions and youth-oriented rival street gang violence tapped a young, 
ethnically diverse audience, the film also appealed to adults due to its efforts at 
grandeur—capturing the romance, spectacle, music and dynamic dance of classical 
musicals. As adapted from Robbins’ 1957-1959 Broadway stage production, the 
Wise-Robbins 1960-1961 Hollywood musical film collaboration capitalizes on 
teen/social problem films, gangster films and film noir style to target a lucrative 
postwar baby boom demographic. West Side Story successfully tackled serious 
issues—in a postwar era embracing “realism”—to critically elevate recognition of 
musical films, and in doing so captured the spirit of American culture during the 
early 1960s. The film’s narrative social corruption and ethnic strife culminating in 
tragedy undermines the mythic utopian optimism of classical musicals—in a dark 
prelude to 1960s cultural tensions which would explode later in the decade.17

University of California Sheri Chinen Biesen
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Notes
1. Leonard Bernstein quoted in Craig Zadan, Sondheim and Co. (New York: Da Capo, 

1994), 17.
2. Fredric Jameson in Sohnya Sayles, The 60s Without Apology, (Minneapolis: Univer 

sity of Minnesota Press, 1984), pp. 180-186.
3. Kennedy was nearly the vice-presidential nominee in 1956. Like Bernstein, Kennedy’s 

1950’s popularity soared and by 1957 along with his bestselling book he gained na 
tional recognition on the hit television show Omnibus.

4. Norman Mailer, THE THIRD PRESIDENTIAL PAPER - The Existential Hero, “Super 
man Comes to the Supermarket.” October 1960 in The Presidential Papers. New York: 
Bantam, 1960, 1964, pp. 37-38.

5. Sondheim was previously a television writer influenced by the postwar 1950’s trend 
toward “realism,” his first Broadway play was West Side Story.

6. “There were two ways movies could outflank television: (1) do what television could 
not do in the matter of spectacle (form) or (2) do what television could not do in the 
matter of controversial images or narrative (content). In short, “make ‘em big or make 
‘em provocative.” During a decade notorious for conservatism and conformity, the 
motion picture industry, with a vigor bom of desperation, became more technically 
innovative, economically adventuresome, and aesthetically daring than at any time in 
its history.” (Gene Ameel, “Pix’ Big and Bold Bid for Gold,” Variety (8 August 1956): 
3 cited in Doherty, 25-26.)

7. An early juvenile delinquency prototype was RKO’s Are these Our Children? in 1931. 
Gangster and juvenile delinquency films—discouraged by the PCA—were banned 
during the war as potential “anti-American” Nazi propaganda. Juvenile delinquency 
resurfaced as a controversial social topic in 1943—Monogram starred Jackie Cooper 
in Where are your Children ?, RKO responded with Youth Runs Wild in Val Lewton’s 
noir B unit (when Wise was there); both projects faced scrutiny by the Office of War 
Information (OWI) and Office of Censorship. Monogram’s Where are my Children? 
and RKO’s Youth Runs Wild listed as Are These Our Children? in Fred Stanley’s “All 
is Confusion: Hollywood Views Juvenile Delinquency Films Through Haze of Cen 
sorship,” New York Times 17 October 1943.

8. Wise quoted in Kutner, 33. According to production records titled, “West Side Story: 
The Problems of Style,” in the Robert Wise Collection and Ernest Lehman Collection 
dated January 21,1960, producer-codirector Wise (collaborating with Lehman) writes, 
“In looking at and analyzing previous musical pictures we find that dances and song 
numbers done in completely realistic settings and given straight realistic treatment 
have a very unreal feeling and are often embarrassing. This poses an even 
bigger...problem in the case of West Side Story. First, it is a musical drama, not a musi 
cal comedy, so many of the accepted musical conventions will not work for us. Sec 
ond, its story is based on a most contemporary and serious problem which has to be 
treated with as much honesty as possible within the frame of the musical picture. Third, 
the biggest impact made by the stage version was the highly stylized dance numbers 
and lyrical quality of the love story with its highly theatrical treatment.” Thus, to “make 
West Side Story even more distinctive than it was on the stage,” Wise utilized the
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following narrative strategy in designing the production and shooting the film: “All 
exteriors to be real locations or completely realistic sets. In this approach the picture 
will be given a distinctly styled photographic and cinematic treatment throughout. 
Within this overall style the dance numbers and songs will be given an additionally 
strong theatrical treatment but they will be smoothly worked in and out of the basic 
style so there is no jar. The approach here would be to have a quality that is based on 
reality but which achieves a sense of being larger than life, of a not-quite-real world.” 
(Robert Wise, "West Side Story: The Problems of Style,” Robert Wise Collection, Uni 
versity of Southern California Cinema-Television Library, Los Angeles, California; 
Ernest Lehman Collection, Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of 
Texas, Austin, 21 January 1960, pp.1-2.)

9. The film’s keen effort to capitalize on topical youth-oriented ‘social problem’ juvenile 
delinquent crime and gangster film cycles resonated within this postwar-early 1960s 
period. Bosley Crowther of The New York Times called it “sparkling and moving.” 
Bosley Crowther, “Musical Advance: The West Side Story Expands on Screen,” New 
York Times, October 22, 1961, Section 2, p.l. Daily Variety's September 27, 1961 
review refers to the film as “a beautifully-mounted, impressive, emotion-ridden and 
violent musical which, in its stark approach to a raging social problem and realism of 
unfoldment, may set the pattern for future musical presentations... propounded against 
the seething background of rival and bitterly-hating youthful Puerto Rican and Ameri 
can gangs...makes for both a savage and tender admixture of romance and war-to-the- 
death.” Referring to Robbins’ “breathtaking” choreography, “dancing numbers prob 
ably are the most spectacular ever devised and lensed, blending into story and carrying 
on action that is electrifying to the spectator...the brutality of the juv gangs which vent 
upon each other the hatred they feel against the world. Here is juvenile delinquency in 
its worst and most dangerous sense, and Wise...catches the spirit in devastating fash 
ion.” Pertaining to its privileging of spectacle, “Technically, it is superb; use of color is 
dazzling, camera work often is thrilling, editing fast with dramatic punch, production 
design catches mood as well as action itself...Boris Leven scores as production de 
signer....” (Whit., “Film Review: West Side Story,” Daily Variety, September 27,1961, 
p.3.) Comparatively, James Powers’ September 22, 1961 Hollywood Reporter review 
reads like a public relations piece: “a magnificent show, a milestone in movie musi 
cals, a boxoffice smash. It is so good that superlatives are superfluous. Let it be noted 
that the film musical, the one dramatic form that is purely American and purely Holly 
wood, has never done better.” Powers applauds the “daring design of the production” 
and refers to the film as “a musical tragedy” with “seeping hopes and hates” as well as 
“joy and humor profusely illuminating the stark story...kinetic excitement that seizes 
the spectator...does not let go until near the very end...almost a traumatic experience.” 
He notes that Wise “makes evident everywhere his special gifts for poetic realism, the 
natural excitement and poignance it contains” and adds, “dance is used as part of the 
story, as imbedded in the action as all its turbulent events.” (James Powers, “West Side 
Story Hailed as B.O. Smash, Great Film Work: Joint Direction By Wise and Robbins 
Fine Achievement,” Hollywood Reporter, September 22, 1961, p.3.)

10. According to production records in the Boris Leven Collection, “West Side Story: A
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visual interpretation of the rough shooting continuity,” Wise and Leven articulate the 
film’s production design: “We open on a series of highly stylized “abstract-real” shots 
beginning, perhaps, with a direct overhead aerial view of the lower two-thirds of Man 
hattan... laying horizontally across the screen and covering it...spilling out of the frame 
showing the small pattern that the streets and buildings form at that distance. On the 
left of the screen is the top of the island. We pan in and down (helicopter shot?...or 
series of cross-fades or cuts of stills, since there is no movement) until the entire screen 
is filled with the building and street pattern.... There are several moments of complete 
silence.” (“West Side Story: A visual interpretation of the rough shooting continuity,” 
from the Boris Leven Collection, University of Southern California Cinema-Televi 
sion Library, Los Angeles, California, undated, pp. 1-8.) It does not specify whether 
this outlining of visuals for the film was written by director Wise or production de 
signer Leven. Material from the Robert Wise Collection on the Criterion laserdisk of 
the film shows black and white still photos taken on location in New York before 
production to prepare for simulating a gritty noir realism; it also includes beautifully 
stylized artwork, sketches and story boards by Leven to expressively articulate the 
film’s dark visuals. Wise’s use of ambient sound effects deviates from classical sym 
phonic musical scores such as the lyrical opening of Stanley Donen’s On the Town 
(1949) shot on location in New York.

11. As Wise explains, “I was the one who insisted the picture had to open in New York 
City; we had to put it in its milieu. Because if you think of the story, once you got 
through the rumble at the beginning, the whole antagonism of the two gangs ending up 
in a fight, the rest of the story onstage and in the film is told at sunset and at night. 
There was no more daytime stuff in it. The studio wanted me to shoot the entire thing 
on a soundstage, and you couldn’t do it. And I finally convinced them that if I could do 
the whole daytime opening in New York, all the rest could be done in the studio.” 
(Wise quoted in Kutner, “Interview, Robert Wise: Life at the Top, Part Two,” p.33.)

12. Production Code Administration records for West Side Story in the MPAA/PCA File, 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences Library, Beverly Hills, California, 1961. 
Murray Schumach, “Violence in Films Seen On Decrease: Juvenile Delinquency Scripts 
Drop as a Result of Drive,” The New York Times, July 17, 1961; notably, West Side 
Story's ‘serious’ prestige spectacle as ‘theatrical event’ maneuvered around this re 
striction.

13. Stephen Sondheim, “Officer Krupke” lyrics in Ernest Lehman, West Side Story screen 
play (second draft), Ernest Lehman Film Collection, Harry Ransom Humanities Re 
search Center, University of Texas at Austin, undated, 54-55.

14. Ernest Lehman, step outline for screenplay West Side Story in the Ernest Lehman Film 
Collection, Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center, University of Texas-Austin, 
undated, 3.

15. What David Cook calls “elephantiasis” relates to a series of big-budget blockbuster 
musical flops later in the 1960s spelling big losses and almost ending the genre— 
certainly for financial reasons. (A History o f Narrative Film. New York: W.W. Norton
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and Co, 1996, 487) Fosse’s later 1970s musicals were smaller budgeted, and much 
darker, but successful. Musicals had historically done better in the U.S.; by the late 
1960s-1970s, box-office receipts were increasingly based on a growing international 
market. Yet, West Side Story did well overseas—running a full year (1.5 million view 
ers) in Tokyo.

16. Coppola’s comparatively somber film made $86.3 million (according to Finler, 277).
By 1972, Fosse’s significantly darker Cabaret incorporated music and Nazis, but was 
not The Sound o f Music.

17. ‘Opting Out’—the activity of non-working juvenile delinquents in West Side Story 
(what Jameson calls “the legacy of the Kennedy regime”)—would become a promi 
nent theme of the 1960s counter culture, calling into question these tenets of the Ameri 
can dream and fracturing the identity of the nation. As Jameson argues, “the legacy of 
the Kennedy regime to the development of a sixties politics may well have been the 
rhetoric of youth and of the ‘generation gap’ which he exploited, but which outlived 
him and dialectically offered itself as an expressive form through which the political 
discontent of American students and young people could articulate itself.” (Jameson, 
182-183) The youth-oriented, ethnic topicality of West Side Story also captures the 
spirit of the political legacy of John (and Robert) Kennedy in laying the groundwork 
for civil rights legislation—which Presidential successor Lyndon B. Johnson would 
enact later in the 1960s.
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TheX -M en’s Storm: 
Challenging Cultural Norms?

As Richard Reynolds notes in Superheroes: A Modern Mythology, “[F]or the 
cultural student, superhero comics present a number of immediate paradoxes” (7). 
Female superheroes present even more paradoxes than Reynolds outlines. If we 
assume that we live in a culture which predominantly endorses white, middle- 
class male, values how do we, as a culture and as critics, read the creation of a 
black, classless female superhero like Storm? Is she merely an embodiment of the 
ultimate “Other” for the titillation of the largely male readership? Or is she an 
indicator that comic books have grown up enough to tackle real cultural issues? 
Neither of these views above is correct, although individual readers could create 
either one of these readings, because both are too simple. Storm’s overt otherness 
is inextricably entwined with more subtle American cultural norms, as demonstrated 
by the dominance of figures like Captain America and Superman in the superhero 
genre. In other words, her African, classless female essence is firmly embedded in 
the midst of white, middle-class male, values. Matthew McAllister characterizes 
the comic book genre as having “the potential to both legitimate dominant social 
values and provide an avenue for cultural criticism” (emphasis mine, 55). Storm is 
the kind of elaborate character who requires a complicated, paradoxical reading. 
Reynolds describes Storm as “a focus for the opposing themes and mythologies 
which the X-Men embody; her character reconciles a whole gamut of conflicting 
myths and ideologies” (94).

Furthermore, the genre’s ability to perform both functions at the same time 
seems to have been rewarded by economic success. As McAllister points out:

Marvel innovations include the liberalized portrayal o f women 
characters, the occasional merging of protagonist and antagonist, and 
even the discovery, by a horrified Captain America, of corruption in 
the presidency....and from the early seventies to the present Marvel 
has held from 40 to 60 percent of the superhero comic book market. 
(63-64)

Marvel’s economic dominance of the superhero subgenre has been led by the 
dominance of one title: the X-Men, the bestselling title in the superhero subgenre. 
Economic motivations were present from the beginning: the president of Marvel 
suggested that “if we could come up with a group book that had characters from 
several different countries and of course we would target particular countries we
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could sell the book abroad” (Daniels, 168). In this case, the economic motivations 
of the Marvel bureaucracy instigated the creation of an international super group 
which was, and is, immensely popular in America. The pluralistic cultural messages 
contained in the X-Men were created by economic considerations. I bring this issue 
up because finally Storm, and the rest of the X-Men, are commodities. As soon as 
the book does not produce a profit, it will be gone. However, it seems deliciously 
ironic that the forces of capitalism can produce a commodity that potentially 
undermines that very system’s validity.

Female Superheroes
Female superheroes began with Wonder Woman in 1941, shortly after 

Superman’s debut in 1938. However, as Parsons notes, the “comic audience, since 
its inception, has been heavily skewed by age,” with young readers making the up 
the bulk of the audience until the late 1970s (78). Thus the sexual nature of female 
superheroes was likely to be moderated by fear of political repercussions like the 
Wertham Inquiry of 1954, when parental concerns about children acting out violent 
scenes in comics resulted in the self-regulation of its content by the comic book 
industry. But by the late 1970s, depictions of female superheroes tended to be 
more overtly sexual because the audience had become mostly male (90-94%) and 
ranged “in age from sixteen to twenty-four with a mean age of around eighteen” 
(Parsons, 78). Reynolds characterizes Storm as: “Asexual (even for a superheroine) 
she sports perhaps the most revealing and fetishistic costume of any 1970s Marvel 
or DC character.”

I quite agree that her dress is “revealing and fetishistic.” Storm portrays the 
typical signifiers of female passivity/availability -  i.e., high heels, ripped looking 
bodice, thigh high black leather boots, hair ornaments, and bracelets, which, tied 
to her cape, indicate sexual submissiveness. Herbody language within the comic 
suggests Storm’s construction as an object to be sexually dominated. On one cover, 
her hands are opened in a panicky position, not a fighting one, despite the fact that 
she is being attacked by demons. One demon is pulling her hair while another one 
pulls on her boots; all the visual indicators construct an abnormally attractive female 
being sexually dominated. Reynolds asks the obvious question: “[H]ow can women 
who dress up in the styles of 1940s pornography be anything other than the pawns 
or tools of male fantasy?” (79). Furthermore, Storm’s erotic appeal is further 
exaggerated by her “exotic” appearance. She has black skin and white hair, coupled 
with an extravagantly unrealistic youthful figure. Both her looks and and the 
fetishistic costume that she wears combine to make Storm an extremely “exotic” 
object of desire for male viewers.

However, Storm is a more complex figure despite the character’s obvious 
appeal to young heterosexual males. In the same issue in which Storm is presented
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as a reified object of desire, her cultural otherness provokes a discussion of American 
norms. Storm is swimming in the pool outside the Xavier mansion, but unlike the 
other members of the team she prefers to swim in the nude. She sees absolutely 
nothing wrong with this decision, but the male members of the team react with 
shock, embarrassment, and appreciation. Xavier, the paternalistic leader of the X- 
Men, tells Storm, “What may be customary in your own land, Ororo, is not in this 
one” {Classic X-Men 4, 10). Storm dons a shirt to restore decency, but only 
understands it as some strange custom of this new land. The really important part 
of this passage lies in the fact that Storm is clearly marked as different. In a 
discussion of what distinguishes pornography from other forms of female 
representation, Kathy Myers suggests that the typical “mode of address” for 
pornography is “invitational” (266). Storm’s indifference to her own nudity is the 
polar opposite of a sexual invitation, either within the text or towards the audience. 
Another female character muses: “A shame such innocence is considered 
‘indiscreet’. [W]ho comes off the worse for it, I wonder her or us?” {Cl. X-Men 4, 
10). From my point of view, the typically white, male reader has just been suckered; 
the visual presentation of a commodified sex object on the cover of the book has 
just drawn him into a discussion on cultural relativism.

Reynolds argues that “Storm’s chief function... was to reconcile contradictions, 
a traditionally female role” (94). However, it seems more accurate to suggest that 
Storm exemplifies contradictions as opposed to reconciling them., Like many a 
superhero before her, and harking back to Superman’s mortal transformation when 
exposed to Kryptonite, Storm has one extraordinary weakness. As every fan of the 
X-Men knows, Storm suffers from severe claustrophobia. The critical difference 
in Storm’s case is that her weakness is not merely part and parcel of her super 
powers, nor is it in the realm of the fantastic. Rather, her extraordinary weakness is 
psychological and very common in the real world. Therefore, any battle scene 
where Storm has to face her weakness becomes less a battle against outside forces 
and more a battle for self control. This “realistic” element does seem, to me at 
least, to carry some feminist message as opposed to simply reinforcing traditional 
female roles. Storm’s phobia is two-sided: she can be overwhelmed by it or use it 
to further her fighting prowess. The dual potential of a permanent psychological 
problem is accurately presented in various issues of the X-Men. In fact, almost all 
the members of the new X-Men seem to have a psychological problem/advantage: 
Wolverine’s berserk rages, Cyclops’ insecurity, and Nightcrawler’s fear of society. 
Storm’s particular phobia speaks to the reader of real world problems and 
emphasizes the struggle for self-control and definition.

Furthermore, Storm’s infrequent domesticity directly challenges American 
cultural norms. She is both an avid environmentalist and a vegetarian. In the March 
1996 issue ofthe X-Men, Storm’s contradictory presentation is apparent. One scene
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of the issue shows the X-men relaxing from their arduous daily tasks through a 
game of poker. On the one hand, Storm is here depicted as the idealized (in masculine 
terms) sexy, exotic woman, but on the other, she portrays a poker playing leader/ 
authority figure and teacher. Poker is one of our culture’s male signifiers. It usually 
involves money, competition, and some level of exclusively homosocial debauchery. 
The focus on the “sexual” should be apparent; her lips, hair, eyes, breasts, and 
buttocks are all exaggerated to conform to masculine ideals of femininity. However, 
as the story begins we understand that she is playing poker with her teammates in 
a rare issue with no battle scenes. In this issue Storm is clearly the dominant figure 
on the team: one male member asks for her permission (albeit jokingly), one male 
member asks for her opinion, and another asks her to tutor him. Some critics might 
suggest that the division between pictorial male fantasy and feminist text will be 
resolved by male readers in favor of the pictorial message that women are/should 
be objects of male sexual desire. However, in his article “Deconstructive Comics”, 
Ronald Schmitt argues that “.. .comic reading actively deconstructs traditional ways 
of reading, creating a different literacy in which pictorial and word texts continually 
exchange emphasis, effectively eradicating the primacy of either” (157).

If we accept Schmitt’s argument, then the very format of comic books seems 
to create a predisposition toward a conflicted reading since very few readers can 
ascribe identical meanings to even closely related texts and pictures. If we took 
Storm’s voice in this example in isolation, I would argue that without any other 
reference point most readers would identify this voice as a masculine one; it is 
crisp, authoritative, and calm. Storm’s role as leader of the X-Men is emphasized 
in this issue, which is completely free of the traditional battle scenes. This particular 
character defies Reynolds’ assertion that female superheroes merely reinforce male 
ways of viewing and valuing the world. The radical difference between textual and 
pictorial depiction would almost force readers to some kind of in-between resolution 
or provisional understanding of the character.

Reynolds describes this kind of contradiction as “an unearned state of post 
feminism.... [that is a] comforting myth which can be found expressed rather 
differently in any issue of Cosmopolitan” (81). In other words, female readers can 
revel in the representation of a woman who is both powerful and sexy, while male 
readers can fantasize about a sexy woman without being sexist pigs. I have my 
doubts as to how “comforting” this “myth” is to the mostly male readers of superhero 
comics. The myth of the superwoman, combining career success with glossy 
sexuality, smacks of economic/marketing considerations in Cosmopolitan. Cosmo 
has a primarily female readership, so the myth serves an economic function in 
selling products to affluent women. However, I can see no economic motivation in 
presenting the superwoman to a male readership — certainly not for the purpose 
of selling cosmetics. Perhaps the key difference is that the myth of the ‘90s
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superwoman is “expressed rather differently” in the two mediums. Cosmo is an 
advocate of the “superwoman” myth, whereas superhero comic books merely 
present the “superwoman” along with other types of women and a variety of males. 
Women in Cosmo are given concrete advice, sold cosmetics, and told how to dress 
to achieve this particular kind of success. Storm, on the other hand, is always 
constructing her persona from her experiences and the narrative of the X-Men 
focuses on the difficulty of that process. Therefore, reading Storm as identical to 
the figures in Cosmopolitan in her combination of culturally constructed opposite 
attributes is a mistake. The predominantly male readership of comics and the 
unrestrained opportunities for contradiction of the medium make comics very 
different from Cosmo's attempts at a pseudo- realistic presentation of ‘90s 
superwomen for a primarily female readership.

Superheroes and Race
Reynolds’ take on black superheroes is that “they are present in effect to fill 

up a quota without offering anything different or unique which challenges the 
superhero status quo” (79). Or they may be present to attract a whole new reading 
audience, or they may be present to challenge America’s assumption that heroism 
is white. Once again I think Reynolds is reading comics too one dimensionally. 
Yes, black superheroes fulfill the functions of white superheroes, but just the fact 
that black “others” are cast in a heroic role challenges the cultural assumptions of 
America and the comic book industry. Storm is not only black, but an immigrant 
from Africa, where she was worshipped in a matriarchal society as a goddess because 
her mutant power allowed her to control the weather. These facts, contained in her 
“origin myth” and explored throughout the life of the X-Men, seem to directly 
challenge white American culture. However, lest Reynolds accuse me of “efforts 
to wrench the subtext of the comic into a desired oppositional reading,” let me 
state that visually Storm is the least “black” person I have ever seen outside of 
Michael and Latoya Jackson. The text may talk about her origins and culturally 
“other” belief structure, but the visual depiction is of an idealized white woman 
with light black skin to add exotic sex appeal.

Once again we have the radical dichotomy between textual and pictorial 
representation. Perhaps the one aspect of Storm’s racial otherness that Reynolds 
overlooks is that it provides a rationale for the inclusion of many more secondary 
AfricanAmericans. The best example I can think of is Stevie, a fitness trainer for 
the New Mutants and a special friend of Storm’s. We also get a variety of one- time 
characters — doctors, waiters, stewardesses — who are presented subtly through 
an interaction with Storm.

This simple fact of an increasing number of black characters in what was once 
an almost completely white preserve has political implications. Readers cannot be
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unaware of the increasing number of black superheroes and subsequently their 
culturally “other” personal communities. The current lineup of the X-Men seems 
to support my hypothesis that a conscious move is afoot to bring more cultural 
diversity to this particular comic. Gambit is a Cajun superhero, Wolverine is a 
Canadian who lived in Japan for a long time and married a Japanese woman, 
Psylocke is British, Nightcrawler is German and looks like a demon, and finally 
the founder of the X-Men, Charles Xavier, has lost the use of his legs. Reynolds is 
right in assuming that one black superhero probably just fills some quota or notion 
of being politically correct. But when you have this many deviations from the 
American norms, there appears to be a conscious intention to shift those norms.

Black superheroes work in tandem with other groups marginalized in comic 
book and mainstream American culture, like the handicapped, immigrants, and the 
poor, to create a forum in which the assumptions of the American mainstream are 
overtly questioned. For example, Storm has an extended love affair with another 
mutant called Forge, who is also a North American Indian. Crippled by the loss of 
one hand and one leg in Vietnam, he provides a new lens for viewing contemporary 
American society. It is this kind of idiosyncratic behavior that Cornel West believes 
should infuse the “politics of representation” (212). The representation of blacks 
according to West should not aim at simply presenting positive images of blacks, 
or just contesting negative stereotypes, but should: “construct more multivalent 
and multidimensional responses that articulate the complexity and diversity of 
Black practices in the modern and postmodern world” (212). The sexual 
involvement of Forge and Storm seems to at least partially represent the “complexity 
and diversity of Black practices” in that it is neither expected nor a simple inversion 
of readers’ expectations.

Superheroes and Class
If Superman is the archetypal superhero, as Reynolds claims, then the model 

for superheroes is very middle-class. Clark Kent, Superman’s alter ego, works as a 
reporter for The Daily Planet. Fie reinforces cultural norms throughout his career. 
Kent subscribes implicitly to the Protestant work ethic, has an irrational, irritable 
boss, and always wears a jacket and tie. He grew up on a small, midwest, Mom and 
Pop farm. In all ways, Kent is the very model of middle-class virtue. Storm, on the 
other hand, is an orphan whom Xavier first meets as a wily street thief in Cairo. 
The only “jobs” Storm has held are as thief, goddess, and superhero. I am not 
arguing that Storm can or should be read as advocating a “classless” society, but 
her lack of readily identifiable or acceptable means of support raises some questions. 
In one particular issue of the X-Men, Storm goes on a shopping spree with her 
female teammates. I wonder how she can afford to buy the exotic and presumably 
expensive clothing. One possibility (although never fully articulated) is that Xavier 
is independently wealthy and supplies his heroes with salaries.
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However, the absence of a job does not mean the absence of consumption. 
Storm’s exotic taste in clothes and food, plus the technical marvels of the team as 
a group, all imply a tremendous amount of available cash. This contradiction 
between conspicuous consumption and no obvious source of income is probably 
the most subtle contradiction in Storm’s presentation. If her past denies the 
functionalism of capitalist, middleclass, urban values, her present asserts the 
middleclass fantasy of not having to worry about money. In some ways, the entire 
X-Men team’s material reality is analogous to college life. They all live in a mansion 
with their own separate bedrooms and communal kitchens and bathrooms. They 
have to undergo rigorous academic and physical training and testing, punctuated 
by the “tests” of battle. However, there are very few overt worries about their 
financial future. In Storm’s material circumstances the writers both reinforce and 
challenge cultural norms.

The January 1986 issue of thq X-Men crystallizes Storm’s radical, provisional, 
conflicted presentation. Subtitled “Who Will Lead Them,” this issue presents Storm 
defeating Cyclops to assume the team leadership. Storm has undergone changes 
since the X-Men began in 1975. She is no longer in the glamorous fetishized costume 
and she has lost her powers. The cover of this issue presents readers with a tougher, 
more current, “punk” Storm. This “new” Storm both challenges and defeats Cyclops, 
who still has his mutant powers. Despite this inversion of standard power positions, 
Storm still maintains pieces of the feminized role. The actual fight sequence between 
Storm and Cyclops could almost be read as a paradigm for fighting someone whom 
one does not really want to hurt. Storm uses Cyclops’ own raw power and lack of 
control against him. Although she may look more masculine, her combat technique 
illustrates typical feminine strategy. My enjoyment and appreciation of this character 
stems from her contradictions — contradictions that refuse to resolve themselves 
into a one dimensional societal reading along the axes of race, class, or gender.

The separation of Storm’s persona into the three categories above is an artificial 
one. Factors of gender, race and class work in combination to contribute to the 
marginalization or valorization of individuals in comic books and in our society at 
large. I have only separated the categories to demonstrate how in Storm’s case 
each one provides conflicting signifiers of meaning. Is she a “bimbo” or a leader? 
Does her racial depiction denigrate/misrepresent African Americans or increase 
their visibility/participation in a significant cultural artifact? Is her lack of concern 
with money a sop to middle-class fantasies or a challenge to capitalist systems? I 
would suggest, contrary to Reynolds’ assertion that superhero comic books are 
merely formulaic re-inscriptions of traditional values and Schmitt’s notion that 
comic books create a radically new, postmodern way of reading, that this particular 
comic book superhero serves a potentially persuasive task. Persuasion seems more 
effective when it is less overt and linked to cultural norms. The case is not so
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obvious in the comic book industry, which is finally driven by market forces. But 
I still think it is possible to argue that to persuade any audience to change its values 
you must include some appeal to its values. As Thomas Vaughn has argued:

One of the central ways we strive to assert mass identity is through the 
creation and reproduction of a cultural mythos. By contesting or 
deconstructing this mythos, a form of critical dialogue is enacted 
through the discursive formations of production. Values are thus either 
placed on trial or standardized in rituals of consumption. (423)

Vaughn is examining a different cultural product, but his point seems similar to 
mine in that the values that constitute mass identity or culture can be either replicated 
or challenged. The contradictory nature of the values contained in the X-Men’s 
Storm would seem to engender a “critical dialogue” about our normative cultural 
values. Furthermore, the critical and economic success of the X-Men indicates that 
polysemous readings are popular. Changes in the superhero comic book industry, 
especially the older readership, seem to dictate changes in the genre’s content which 
in turn might create a yet different readership. The intersection of a traditional 
literary genre, a new cultural diversity, and new economic considerations have 
produced Storm. She is a shifting signifier that both challenges and reinscribes 
cultural norms. This process foregrounds the complex issue of cultural values.

Louisiana State University David J. Lambkin
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P.C. on the Frontier:
Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman

Although television is by far the most pervasive and influential purveyor of 
our popular culture, and therefore plays a unique role in shaping and maintaining 
that culture, television programming’s creators can never stray far from concerns 
about the entertainment value of their product to the commodity audience ( Meehan 
564). In order to survive in the increasingly brutal ratings wars, each program 
series must draw a large audience whose parameters are defined by the advertising 
industry, (and whose loyalty can be documented through respectable Neilsen ratings) 
and provide that audience with elements capable of sustaining interest over time, 
ideally for a sufficient number of seasons to make the series attractive in aftermarket 
sales. Recent audience trends further complicate this task. “Formats with discrete 
themes for teenagers, small children and adults, as well as for the family as a 
whole, suggest a new “demographic” in which several markets are laced together 
to create new kinds of mass audiences and a renewed need to avoid offending 
views” ( Taylor 52). Television dramas in particular, since they cannot rely on the 
ready appeal of humor, and since violence in the age of the V-chip is no longer a 
simple crowd-pleasing solution, are hard pressed to find compelling narrative to 
hook and hold this cobbled-together audience.

One way that television drama has found to create compelling narratives which 
resonate with diverse audiences is to co-opt our culture’s powerful myths. 
“Television has assumed the mythical role of story teller and is carving out for 
itself something of a monopoly in the creation and propagation of myth” (Breen 
and Corcoran 136).

Myths, which are stories “about ourselves about who we are, how we got that 
way, and what we hold to be trustworthy ( O’Boyle 77), become, in the hands of 
mass media, ideological and marketing tools cloaked in narrative realism. With a 
combination of intuition and cynical calculation, myths are adapted to be maximally 
appealing to the network television commodity audience.

A case in point is “Doctor Quinn, Medicine Woman” (DQMW), a program 
with surprising ratings success which aired on CBS from January of 1993 until its 
cancellation in May ,1998 and has since become a mainstay of Paxnet cable. A 
weekly hour-long drama, it features the eponymous Dr. Michaela Quinn, a woman 
physician in post-civil War Colorado Springs. She has left her upper-crust Boston 
family to escape the male-dominated medical establish, and is almost immediately 
thrust into the role of adoptive mother to three orphans. DQMW refurbishes one of
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American’s primary historical myths, the story of the conquest of the western 
frontier, in ways that depart tellingly from the historical record as well as from the 
Wild West of film and television in the 1950s and 60s. It delivers a more diverse 
audience to its advertisers than tradional male-dominated Westerns (Himmelstein, 
Television Myth 59 ), by re-working archetypal mythic figures and themes from 
the American frontier story in ways that render them satisfying to the sensibilities 
of a predominately female and increasingly multicultural audience of baby-boomers 
who were raised on television, and for whom the “anti-authoritarian, anti-racist, 
egalitarian, antiwar and ecologically -minded messages” (O’Boyle 79) of Disney’s 
westerns (e.g.”Westward Ho, the Wagons”, 1956, “Texas John Slaughter” (tv) 1958), 
and nature films (e.g “The Vanishing Prairie” ), are most likely to be their formative 
exposure to the westward expansion. When Disney’s Davy Crockett (1954) matter- 
of-factly informed three land-grabbing racists that “Indians have rights. They’re 
just like anybody else...” he and his companion George E. Russel are merely 
respecting the American concept of fair play” (O’Boyle 77).

The Frontier Myth Revisited
In an 1893 address to the American Historical Association on “The Significance 

of Frontier in American History” Frederick Jackson Turner “maintained that...the 
novel attitudes and institutions produced by the frontier, especially through its 
encouragement of democracy, had been more significant than the imported European 
heritage in shaping American society “ (Smith 292). Nevertheless, in the late 20th 
century, this myth has become increasingly troublesome, because along with 
“individuality, self-reliance, resiliency, steadfastness” ( Carpenter 123) the frontier 
story encompasses violence, sexism (Himmelstein, Television Myth 59), cowardice 
(James 39), an adversarial relationship with nature,and unbridled expansion.

Rushing (1985) has noted that by the later 1960’s the myth began to lose wide 
appeal. “Mythically the Western story does not mix well with the newer, primarily 
urban, values of sexual and racial equality” (266). She persuasively tracks the 
frontier to outer space in films such as the “Star Wars” trilogy and “The Right 
Stuff’, where it met with surprising success, maintaining the original configuration 
of strong white males pitted against a harsh environment and alien beings and 
avoiding the awkward realities of the original setting. DQMW, however, has found 
ways to transform the frontier myth in order to reflect prevalent values and popular 
causes o f the 1990s and to embrace the muticultural, cross-generational 
predominately female audience which has become increasingly essential to the 
survival of network television (Taylor 54). It does so while at the same time returning 
to a setting which viewers can see as an “authentic” frontier where an individual’s 
actions could plausibly make a significant difference in the course of events. Its 
central narratives are responsive to our current tendency “to judge the American
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past harshly, and with a really noteable lack of understanding as if people who 
lived then were exactly like us” (Foote 43, ital. added).

A troublesome facet of this approach is that television’s strong preference for 
realism causes myth and history to seamlessly merge, creating an ambiguous 
category of knowledge where fantasy is closely interwoven with documented 
history. Schwoch, et.al. suggest that “Here, television as a medium— the exemplary 
mass medium — is understood as having the capacity to produce modes of 
knowledge that are culturally significant and thereby to function as a mode of 
pedagogy” (1). DQMW accomplishes this by weaving its very contemporary 
narratives around kernels of historical fact. To term the knowledge that is generated 
“revisionist history” is probably a stupendous understatement.

The Frontier of Inclusion
Though painfully didactic, DQMW does not encourage the viewer to wallow 

in guilt. Rather, the program’s predominate approach to the more unpleasant aspects 
of the story of our Western expansion, is positive intervention, or what Himmelstein 
(“Kodak’s” 244) terms “the restorative impulse”. Often taking as its starting point 
recognizable, historical events (i.e., the coming of the railroad, the deployment of 
black “Buffalo soldiers” to subdue the plains tribes (Gates 14, or the massacre of 
the Cheyenne at the Washita [Josephy, “They Died” 146]); noteable persons (General 
Custer, President Grant and Walt Whitman, among others, put in appearances); or 
pertinent issues (such as miner safety, water pollution, women’s suffrage), characters 
intervene in the course of events, rewriting history for the better, at least in the 
eyes most of contemporary viewers. Since this is television, the intimate medium, 
these problems are framed as personal adversity, and solved through the actions of 
right-thinking individuals. The viewer is reassured that the wrongs perpetuated in 
the name of Western Expansion must surely have been mitigated by acts like these, 
undertaken by people whose thinking is remarkably in tune with ours.

Our frontier heroes have changed remarkably in this 1990’s version of our 
past. They are significantly more often women, children, Native Americans, and 
former slaves than adult white males (who here are usually dragged kicking and 
screaming into doing the right thing). Grounding the series in a recognized genre, 
familiar archetypes persist in stock Western characters but most often with a twist: 
There are whores with hearts of gold , one of whom soon walks away from her 
profession, marries, becomes a working mom and eventually leaves her husband 
altogether, while another chooses to remain a prostitute in order to save for a business 
she plans to open. There is a black couple, former slaves, who, instead of sweeping 
the floor, as they most likley would have done in earlier Westerns, are now both 
successful business owners. Finally, there are the Cheyenne people who, in sharp 
contrast to past television and film counterparts, are rational, open-minded,
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articulate, family-oriented, and witty. Dr. Quinn’s children and their friends play 
an active role in each episode. There seems to be a particular effort to make the 
program attractive to teens through Michaela’s “hunk” son Matthew and her fetching 
and feisty daughter Colleen, whose romance and marriage form the centerpiece of 
the final season.

Dr. Quinn and Sully epitomize the 90’s version of the frontier myth. Michaela 
Quinn is the central character in a genre where traditionally “Women, where they 
exist at all, are relegated to the status of object: the prostitute with the heart of gold, 
or the ‘nice lady’ who wants the free male to settle down, marry, raise a family, and 
give up on killing” (Himmelstein, Television Myth 59). Dr. Quinn, on the other 
hand, is in no hurry to get married, and finally settles on the unconventional Sully. 
She is an active essential part of the community who has the grudging respect of its 
males, as well as the warm acceptance and admiration of its women. The character 
suggests a successful integration of an aristocratic upbringing with the democratic 
style of the frontier, such that whenMichaela visits her family in Boston, the stuffy 
Bostonians pale before her simple style of dress, free-flowing hair, and straighforward 
manner. She uses her newly-acquired frontier directness to effectively negotiate the 
male-dominated medical circles which had previously intimidated her.

Proud of her education, Dr. Quinn prizes modem scientific thinking and the 
latest medical research. Life and death scenes in her rough clinic often show her 
trying a new technique she has gleaned from her medical journals. Yet Dr. Quinn, 
as the show’s title suggests, is equally open to the value of the Cheyenne’s herbal 
medicines. She is often seen consulting with Cheyenne medicine man, Cloud 
Dancing. Thus in Dr. Quinn, we find Turner’s acute inventive and practical 
frontiersman reborn as a woman who is also characterized by tolerance, a distaste 
for violence and vulgarity, and other “feminine” traits.

Michaela Quinn consistently fills the role of the negotiator who will balance 
progress and development with the preservation of the frontier community’s more 
admirable attributes and values. In doing so, she makes reparations, witnessed by 
network television’s increasingly multicultural audience, to the victims of white 
male dominance in our country’s past.

Dr. Quinn’s suitor and eventual husband, Sully, stirs memories of Disney’s 
versions of Daniel Boone and Davey Crockett. Sully’s character draws upon the 
“mountain man” figure of American mythology. “He represents what Americans 
have given up — innocence, freedom and spontaneity — to become civilized” 
(McCarthy, “Westers” 125). Yet, his dress and tracking skills aside, Sully is as 
different from these storied frontier figures as is Michaela herself. Sully is literate 
(reading poetry to Michaela on more than one occassion), and is exceptionally 
sensitive to the moods of others. He chooses to embrace nature rather than conquer 
it, and frets a great deal about the damage encroaching civilization is bringing to
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the world he has shared with the Cheyenne. Sully thus combines features of the 
thoroughly domesticated, caring, sensitive male ideal of the 90s (Stein 43) with 
the most appealing features of the larger-than-life figures of American folklore. 
Sully is the frontiersman refashioned as a suitable consort for an educated feminist. 
In true mythic fashion, their attenuated romance is a gradual, but inevitable coming 
together of opposites: civilization and wilderness, education and intuition, control 
and freedom (Breen and Corcoran, 130).

The third important archetypal figure in DQMW’s re-refurbished frontier myth 
is the Cheyenne medicine man, Cloud Dancing, who is a projection of 1990’s 
politically correct attitudes toward Native Americans, attitudes which hark back to 
colonial-era idealizations of the Noble Savage (LaFarge 23). This image was quickly 
abandoned with the expansionists’ need to demonize Native Americans (Josephy 
“Indian Heritage” 6; Reynolds 12). But in a recent spate of popular entertainments 
this icon has returned in works such as “Dances with Wolves” and even Disney’s 
“Pocahontas”, though it is still the case that “The list of prime-time tv series featuring 
positive accurate representations of Native Americans is extremely brief’ (Wilson 
and Guittierrez 95). These may be attempts to present less ethnocentric views of 
the role of Native Americans in the westward expansion, but we must also see 
Cloud Dancing and his cohorts as the efforts of the predominately white male 
television establishment to snare new ethnically diverse audiences. To support this 
view, it must be noted that DQMW draws frequent and explicit parallels between 
contemporary treatments of poltitical issues and its fictional representations of 
these issues, i.e., the Cheyenne attacks on encroaching white settlers are explicitly 
equated with the slaves’ struggle for freedom. The aged Cheyenne leader, Black 
Kettle, tells a black Army officer that the Cheyenne are fighting for freedom, just 
as the slaves did. The black officer appears stunned by this realization and later 
refuses to fight against the Cheyenne. Similarly, in an episode focused on women’s 
demand to vote in a town mayoral election, Grace, a black woman, indignantly 
tells her husband (who, as a property owner, can vote despite his race), that “The 
Civil War was about rights.”

Cloud Dancing is indeed the noble savage. Intelligent, magnetic and tolerant, 
he is dignified, but not wooden. A fleeting exchange between Cloud Dancing and 
Michaela’s female medical school pal (visiting from San Francisco and clearly 
patronizing in her attitude toward the denizens of Colorado Springs) speaks volumes. 
Michaela introduces the medicine man to her friend, who fist recoils in fear, and 
then speaks to the Indian as though he were a retarded child. Cloud Dancing, his 
eyes telegraphing both exasperation and amusement, answers her in appropriately 
primitive English. He then turns to chat fluently with Dr. Quinn about medical 
matters, bringing deserved chagrin to the city slicker. The audience sees a warm 
and mutually respectful cross-cultural collaboration which is clearly more valuable
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to Michaela than old school ties. Cloud Dancing and Dr. Quinn are part of a new 
and superior society: the inclusive frontier. Though Native American critic Michael 
Dorris’ criticism of contemporary television depictions of American Indians as 
overly reverent characterizations and Geiogamah and Pavel’s (both members of 
North American Indian tribes) complaints that Native Americans are still depicted 
in “sidekick” roles are certainly applicable to Cloud Dancing, the character is at 
least a multi-dimensional and attractive figure.

Watching all these tolerant and culturally aware characters, audience members 
may indulge their wishes that there were people like these in frontier towns standing 
up for the values which we prize today. Awkward complexities, such as the fact 
that the Cheyenne “had done terrible things to the settlers that were not forgiven or 
forgotten “(Foote 44) are deftly avoided. In DQMW the frontier is remade as the 
land of opportunity not only for white males, but for women, children, Native 
Americans, immigrants and the physically challenged. In short, DQMW gives us 
American history as it might have been if women had had more authority and 
Native Americans had been afforded more respect. Even if this depiction is 
sometimes bizarrely anachronistic, the very fact that television’s powerful 
storytellers acknowledge inclusion and tolerance as a “better” way is clearly an 
audience pleaser in the late 1990’s.

A closer look at one episode of DQMW will show how this program uses 
popular narrative to systematically reconstruct the myth of the frontier for its 
audience. This episode, “Hearts and Minds” recounts events which take place after 
Sully has become an agent of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and his Cheyenne 
“brothers” have been relocated to a reservation where they must coexist with other 
tribes. The U.S. Government has just authorized a school for the reservation children 
with a government-prescribed curriculum, clearly geared to assimilation and manual 
training. The good-hearted but ethnocentric Reverend Johnson is appointed teacher. 
He understands his task to be to help the children function in “ our world.” He 
enlists the community to help, and descends on the reservation with trousers, 
pinafores, shoes, stiff white shirts, and a barber. In a series of poignant vignettes, 
Cheyenne boys and girls, who appear to be initially delighted with the gifts, are 
shown with their stoic parents, who patiently help their sons and daughters into the 
strange garb. (One boy pulls scratchy wool trousers over his soft leggings, while 
his father looks on.) Jake the barber is shown snipping off the boys’ long braids. 
The camera slowly searches the sober Cheyenne faces, young and old, as this 
scene unfolds. Cloud Dancing and Sully, who serve as the Greek chorus, underline 
the camera’s message of cultural genocide, voicing their fears about the implications 
of a “white man’s school” for the Cheyenne way of life.

When we next see the children, they are assembling on rows of wooden benches 
as the school bell rings. The Reverend gamely launches into the alphabet song,
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pointing to letters on a slate. The children sit with politely blank faces. Dr. Quinn 
arrives on the scene and explains that the Cheyenne have an oral tradition and no 
written language, and that patience will be required. She does not, however, go so 
far as to question the value of literacy for the children; literacy as a path to equality 
is still too sacred a tenet of our popular culture.

This being prime-time television, the Reverend need not wait long to see his 
patience rewarded: As the scene ends, one of the youngest boys lingers over his 
primer, his face lighting up as he discovers the connection between the letters on 
the Reverend’s slate, the words in his book and the sounds of English. Teacher and 
pupil are huddled together over the book as the camera pulls back, a familiar and 
indelible Norman Rockwell-like tableau given a cross-cultural spin.

Though Cloud Dancing soon voices his concerns about literacy instruction 
for a people who are “storytellers”, Dr. Quinn, ever the negotiator, argues that the 
children should have both oral and literacy skills, and thus access to both cultures. 
Cloud Dancing, however, sees literacy as a sure way of losing the oral tradition. 
Can Michaela Quinn find a workable compromise? While Cloud Dancing becomes 
the voice of minority and immigrant parents who see their children losing touch 
with their roots, Dr. Quinn is the figure who arranges things so that the children 
can acquire the keys to mainstream success without losing their cultural identity.

In a pivotal scene, Cloud Dancing comes to blows with the Reverend when he 
comes upon the churchman baptizing the children whose imaginations have been 
captivated by his Bible tales. The Reverend is genuinely dismayed at the uproar, 
and explains to Dr. Quinn that he is saving the childrens’ souls, just as she saves 
bodies. (Cloud Dancing says it is more like seeing them die.) Dr. Quinn, a model 
of rationalism, explains that minds, not souls, are at issue, thus shifting the discourse 
from the essentially irreconciliable realm of beliefs to the plane of cool logic. A 
potentially devestating roadblock to intercultural harmony is deftly set aside in 
favor of a very modem ecumenical humanism.
The final scene of this episode deliberately extols the value of cultural relativism 
as an alternative to the vicious conflicts which in fact plagued frontier life, and 
complicate our cultural landscape today. In this scene, we see Sully and Michaela 
inviting the children, now restored to their native dress, to join the Reverend in a 
circle on the ground. Each child is invited to recount the creation myth of his or her 
own people. Cloud Dancing shows his approval by quietly joining the circle. When 
all the children have spoken, he graciously turns to the Reverend for his version of 
the story. Taken aback, Reverend Johnson somewhat pompously begins “We 
believe...” but stops abruptly, shifts to a softer, more tentative tone, and begins 
again with the decidedly more relativistic “My people believe....” The camera 
begins to draw back, showing the faces of Cloud Dancing and Sully, finally serene. 
Dr. Quinn has apparently found a way for the schooling to continue without 
destroying the children’s cultural identity.
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This episode of DQMWis a paean to multiculturalism, tolerance and negotiated 
compromise. Thus, even the government — as represented here by the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs and in other episodes by various other institutions — is shown to be 
not so hopeless after all. Rules can be modified, so they need not be defied. Thus, 
DQMW  both acknowledges the desire o f diverse audience segments for 
legitimization, and at the same time depicts established institutions as amenable to 
compromise and change, thus supporting the ideological system which sustains 
mass media. Clearly this meassage is as much wishful thinking today as it surely 
must have been in late 19th century Colorado, and while historians might well 
bemoan its accuracy, it has powerful appeal to growing audience segments with 
memories of disenfranchisement of one kind or another.

DQMW combines the narrative power and emotional resonance of America’s 
dominant myth with the contemporary themes required to capture a broad swath 
of viewers. It draws upon archetypes of frontier mythology, transforming them 
into 90’s style heroes (woman, Native Americans, environmentalists) in response 
to the changing demographics of network audiences. This is not to suggest that 
overhauling the frontier myth, a linchpin of American popular culture, is a deliberate 
tactic of our dominant cultural industry. “Just as the myth-teller may be be unaware 
of the basic elements out of which his [or her] particular version of the myth is 
generated, so broadcasters may not be explicitly aware of the fact that frameworks 
and classifications they were drawing on reproduced ideological inventions of their 
society” (Hall 72). Rather, broadcasters have a much more pragmatic view: The 
“wild west” is a compelling story, which had fallen out of favor with the popular 
media in the 1960s. By re-casting that story through the eyes of a woman, the 
television industry is responding to social trends and market research, not to an 
awareness of the ideological functions of mass media. In so doing, the creators of 
DQMW join a process of commodification of the Frontier which includes early 
western films, Disneyland, various politicians, and NASA ( Reynolds 13). The 
cancellation of the series in 1998 was a continuation of the same process- a response 
to market forces which were now pressing CBS to compete more directly for the 
young white urban audience. It should be noted though, that a coalition fo well- 
organized fans was apparently effective enough in its efforts to make a two-hour 
movie sequel of DQMW, bringing together most of the original cast and several of 
the show’s most consistent themes, as an attractive option for CBS during the May 
1999 ratings sweeps (www.dqmw.com).

If “A myth is a story that members of a particular culture use to explain 
themselves.... it is neither true nor false, but a useful explanation” (Sillars 123) and 
if myths serve as “the method through which society creates and maintains its 
prevailing values” (Scodari and Thorpe 18), then these systematic transformations 
worked upon the mythic narratives by television are entirely in keeping with these

http://www.dqmw.com
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functions. While fans and some admiring critics persist in seeing DQMW as a 
significant piece of moral fiction, created to deliver a message that “the individual 
has an obligation to try to recreate the world in the image of his or her conscience” 
(Sanes n.p.), this message is, in fact, no more than the fall-out of a successful 
marketing strategy.

At the same time, critics who attack DQMW for ignoring history and “playing 
fast, loose and dumb, with the intangibles of myth” (Stein 43) fail to recognize that 
one of the functions of television narrative is to rework the culture’s myths as the 
culture evolves. DQMW is noteworthy because it has so explicitly accepted several 
key parameters of the classic frontier story while turning others inside out. In so 
doing, it draws the attention of the critical viewer to cultural changes which 
necessitate radical transformations in the way we retell our history. However, we 
must be concerned that programs like this one, which depart significantly from the 
historical record — itself deeply flawed — are “likely to have far more penetrating 
and long-lasting effect on the nation’s historical consciousness than any number of 
carefully researched articles or books” (O’Connor xxxiv).

A decade after Rushing made the comment that “The choice to return physically 
to the old west no longer exists, though many cling to its values, desperately 
attempting to make them stick to a scene that eludes their adhesion” (292), DQMW 
has returned to the Old West, but has transmogrified its movers and shakers as well 
as the value system upon which the frontier narrative is based. Arthur Schlesinger, 
Jr, the historian, writing in The New York Times to bemoan what he calls history- 
as-therapy, concludes with a quote which he attributes to Oscar Wilde; “ The one 
duty we owe history is to rewrite it “ ( A 13).

Long Island University Barbara Fowles Mates
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Synthesizing Eastern and Western 
Religious Traditions

In a period of heightened religiously-oriented “culture wars” within and 
between countries and regions, the study of how words, arguments, and narratives 
function to synthesize, ameliorate, and reconcile religious differences seems 
particularly relevant. In this article, we first describe the cultural/intellectual 
environment that encourages the synthetic impulse in Eastern and Western traditions. 
Then, using two case studies, we examine the ways contemporary East/West 
syntheses are crafted and communicated, with special emphasis on the concepts of 
rhetorical synthesis, rhetorical bridge, and syllogistic progression.

Chapel (1996) described rhetorical synthesis as “The process of unifying into 
a coherent whole ideas (arguments, policies, themes, narratives and visions) that 
first appear disparate or contradictory. Further, he says, “rhetorical synthesis tends 
to be situated in public controversy and functions to resolve or ameliorate 
divisiveness, often providing a third alternative to conflicting points of view” (p. 
354). Our rationale for studying rhetorical synthesis is that in an “increasingly 
interdependent world fraught by divisiveness and dialectical tensions, the study of 
synthesizing rhetoric seems a particularly relevant endeavor.” A critical examination 
of the synthetic impulse in public discourse should provide insights into how words, 
arguments and narratives work to divide and unite individuals, groups, and cultures 
in our present age. Chapel stresses the importance of a rhetorical bridge as “an 
encompassing conception that serves as an organizing principle pulling the synthesis 
together and making it a coherent whole.” Without this organizing principle, there 
is no synthesis, merely a commingling of disparate ideas, or the assertion of 
synthesis. Put another way, the rhetorical bridge is the central rationale making the 
synthesis viable, justifiable, and understandable.

Chapel (1996) suggests four reasons why rhetorical synthesis is intrinsically 
appealing: First, in a general sense, synthesis is persuasive because it offers a 
positive, consistent, and coherent vision that fosters conciliation and reduces 
psychological and sociological stress in individuals and groups. By seeking to 
resolve dissonance and polarization it works toward a “healing” of the controversy.

A second reason rhetorical synthesis is appealing is because the content and 
form of the synthesis (and the style of the speaker or writer) do not alienate many 
on either side of the original controversy. By not alienating its listeners, rhetorical 
synthesis prepares the way for persuasion and makes persuasion less difficult by 
rendering the audience less hostile.
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Third, synthesis enhances persuasion because the style and substance of the 
synthesis are attractive to many people on both sides of the controversy, people 
often caught between the appeal of opposing sides, many in the middle, or the 
undecided.

Finally, synthesis is attractive because it offers an alternative to debate. The 
rhetor does not ask the audience to accept a compromise that satisfies neither side. 
Rather, the rhetor provides an option not previously apparent in the controversy. 
Neither side sees its original position subservient to an opponent’s position. In a 
sense, synthesis dwarfs the original issues in the dispute in light of a larger concept.

F. S. C. Northrop (1946), professor of philosophy at Yale, argued that “the 
most important ideological conflict confronting our world is the one rendered 
inescapable by the major event of our time — the meeting of East and West. Within 
the all-embracing and deep-going issues raised by this momentous occurrence, the 
other ideological conflicts of our world are partial components (p. x). Hanh (1995) 
says tersely: “until there is peace between religions, there can be no peace in the 
world” (1995, p. 2). Robert Elwood (1974), focusing on Japan and the United 
States, observed: “One of the great facts of the twentieth century has been the 
discovery by Japan and the United States that, as remote from each other as they 
may seem in the past, they are now neighbors across the Pacific. From now on, the 
destiny of each is inseparably linked to the other. In tragic conflict, as major trading 
partners, as increasingly equal world powers, the two lands have been bound 
together like twins, each of whom — despite of or even because of occasional 
bitterness — can never forget, nor even live without the other (p. 1).

Even as we see deep divisions between and among religious groups, the 
synthetic impulse continues to express itself. A recent Chronicle o f Higher Education 
article by Diane Winston noted that the synthetic impulse is growing on campuses 
and may be a bell weather sign of things to come. (Winston, p. A-60) She noted 
that while conducting research on work and spirituality, she asked recent college 
graduates what their religious preference was. The students reply: “Methodist, 
Taoist, Native American, Quaker, Russian Orthodox, and Jew. A less eclectic 
combination are the self described “Jewboos” (Jews who practice Buddhist 
meditation).

A study of religious choices on the University of Houston campus indicated a 
growing interest in such exotic faiths as Baha’i, Tibetan Buddhism, Hinduism, and 
Zoroastrianism. Yet, the pull of Eastern religions on the Western mind has a rich 
and varied history as has the Eastern attraction to the Western mind.

The Eastern Cultural Setting
As American and European audiences have been attracted to Eastern traditions, 
Eastern audiences have been attracted to the Western branches of Christianity.
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Japan’s Shinko Shukyo, its “new religions,” have integrated key elements of 
Christianity into their teachings, focusing on the life and works of Jesus and New 
Testament chronicles. Although there are over 100 new religions.

Thomsen suggests eight characteristics of these religions: “(1) They center 
around a religious Mecca ... a central point where all the believers go on special 
occasions (2) They are easy to enter, understand, and follow (3) They are based on 
optimism ... Life is beautiful and there is always a sun above the clouds ... healing 
by faith, and prevention of sickness (4) They want to establish the kingdom of God 
on earth here and now, (5) They emphasize that religion and life are one ... In most 
of the new religions believers are taught that religion in itself has no value if it is 
not intimately connected with daily life, (6)They rely on a strong leader, (7) They 
give a person a sense of importance and dignity, (8) They teach the relativity of all 
religions ... and the doctrine of inclusiveness (Thomsen, p. 28).

Thomsen notes that: “It is amazing to see various versions and parts of 
Christianity embedded in the heart of the new religions.” Christ is mentioned with 
the greatest respect and reverence in the majority of the new religion, and it can be 
said that most of the phases of the life of Christ are to be found in one form or 
another. Christian terminology is used extensively, and words from the bible are 
quoted freely.” For example, Jesus is treated with great respect among the new 
religions, as are the narratives of the stilling of the sea, the Sermon on the Mount, 
and the Lord’s Prayer. Further, Christian terminology is often employed and words, 
phrases, and images from the Bible are quoted often, (p. 29) This is not unusual, as 
McFarland (1967) explains, because two central narratives running though Japan’s 
(and other Eastern religions) is the reconciling of opposites and an encompassing 
syncretism (p. 92-93), exemplified by the often quoted verse as “There are many 
paths to the mountain top,” and “Obscured by the mist and shadows, many are the 
paths winding up the mountainside, but when the summit is attained, the pure 
beams of the full moon pour their radiance upon every wanderer alike.”

This case study concerns the synthetic rhetorics of the Vietnamese monk, Tich 
Nhat Hanh (known affectionately as Thay or teacher by his students. Thay is a 
self-proclaimed Existentialist, an activist concerned with authenticity and “Lived 
Experience.” Bede is a Romantic that is captivated by with the Indian aesthetic 
and participates in that aesthetic by not only living in India but in living as the poor 
in India lived. Our primary text for this analysis is Thay’s Living Buddha Living 
Christ.

Thay’s Synthesis
Thay’s existential philosophy bears resemblance to Kierkegaard. His attacks 

on doctrinalism and the attempts by religious people to confine their religious 
experience within an abstract system are similar to Kierkegaard’s repudiation of
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Hegelianism. Hegel’s objective science of the human spirit and his systematization 
and fusion of logic with existence was repudiated by Kierkegaard as narrow and 
dogmatic to understand the complex nature of the spirit or faith. Kierkegaard 
suggests that “Faith does not result from straightforward scholarly deliberation, 
nor does it come directly; on the contrary, in this objectivity one loses that infinite, 
personal, impassioned interconnectedness, which is the condition of faith” 
(Concluding Unscientific Postscript, 1846). Thay’s religious philosophy attempts 
to transcend the pulls of doctrine and places ultimate value on the Holy Spirit who 
is the all-encompassing author or source of humanity. Thay focuses on communion 
with the Holy Spirit instead of falling prey to doctrinalism, not unlike Kierkegaard 
who focused on human existence in its relationship with faith in the Maker.

This case study is informed, in part, by two notions: Burkes “syllogistic 
progression” and our notion of “rhetorical bridge.” Burke says: “Like a syllogism, 
syllogistic progression starts from certain given premises and buijds, step by step 
to a final conclusion. But Burke’s syllogistic progression is more than a logical 
syllogism. It has rhetorical properties, employing logical, emotional and aesthetic 
proofs. Indicative of the extra-logical elements of syllogistic progression are Burke’s 
statement that rhetorical form is “an arousing and fulfilling of desires, or the creation 
of an appetite in the mind of the auditor, and the adequate satisfying of that appetite.” 
Additionally, Burke indicates that there is power and satisfaction in the progression 
of the form itself in so far as one part of it leads a reader to anticipate another part, 
to be gratified by the sequence (Burke, p. 124).

Our notion of rhetorical bridge is related to syllogistic progression in that, at 
least in these two case studies, syllogistic progression orders the arguments in 
such a way as to lead the auditor step by step to a rhetorical bridge that connects 
the different elements of the synthesis. For a genuine synthesis to result there must 
be a rhetorical bridge that provides a rationale or encompassing conception that 
pulls the synthesis together and makes it coherent.

Thay utilizes syllogistic progression to move his auditors toward his rhetorical 
bridges, his ultimate unifying devices. First Thay sets the stage for his synthesis by 
drawing parallels between Christianity and Buddhism, thus building common 
ground between followers of Jesus and Buddha. He believes Jesus was one of the 
great spiritual teachers, and cites such Christian Scripture as “Greater love no one 
has but to lay down one’s life for another, “Be still and know that I am God,” and 
by drawing parallels between the theology of the Trinity and the Buddhist concept 
of inner being (Hanh, p. xx).

In the second step of his syllogistic progression, Thay seeks to dissolve doctrinal 
rigidity in his auditors by reminding them that “Christianity was not always this 
narrow and that “by discovering ... long-hidden sources, we learn that the early 
Christian Movement contained enormously more diversity of viewpoint and practice
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than most Christians later acknowledged or even imagined (p. xxiii).
But Thay does not want to gloss over doctrinal differences because he believes 

that would not be an authentic act, and authenticity is one of his core values. He is 
particularly concerned with Papal dicta and rigidity declaring Christianity the only 
true religion.

In a third step, Thay seeks to further break down prejudices and narrow 
mindedness by invoking the Buddhist tradition of “letting go of views.” He 
admonishes people “not to think the knowledge you presently possess is changeless, 
absolute truth. Avoid being narrow-minded and bound to present views ... be open 
to receive other’s views.” Then he brings his theme closer to home by suggesting 
that a good place to begin this tolerance is to “become aware of both the positives 
and negatives of their own religion”(p. 2).

Fourth, having established this tone of tolerance and pluralism, Thay leads his 
auditors to two rhetorical bridges each focusing on non-verbal action — social 
action whose end is social justice, and the action of “spirit.” The action can be 
symbolic or literal, and these two dimensions of action intersect and reinforce 
each other, further strengthening the rhetorical bridge.

Spirit
Spirit is the first bridge that unites differing doctrines. As a self-proclaimed 

existentialist, Thay is concerned with “lived experience,” action, and authenticity. 
He defines “spirit” in a number of ways, but always simply and without theological 
accouterments: “The word spirit means breath, and to breathe means to live. The 
Holy Spirit is the breath of divine life (Hanh, p. xiii) the “Holy Spirit [is] simply 
the energy sent by God” and “there is no other way of witnessing God but by 
aliveness” (p. 13).

In an important rhetorical adaptation, Thay says: “Discussing God is not the 
best use of our energy, ... If we touch the Holy Spirit, we touch God not as a 
concept but as a living reality.” Here again we see evidence of an existential 
epistemology preferring action and direct experience over theory and canonical 
privilege (p. 21). Thay is quick to point out that Christians “have no monopoly on 
the Holy Spirit because: “All those who are led by the spirit of God are [daughters 
and] sons of God” (Romans 8:14), and we should recognize the Holy Spirit as the 
ultimate source of all aliveness. We recognize our [sisters and] brothers in the 
Holy Spirit anywhere we go (p. xiv).

By staying focused on spiritual experience and the here-and-now, Thay avoids 
“costly” debates about theology and denominational purity. The synthetic impulse 
informs this rhetorician to stay on the safer, “neutral” ground of “spirit.” He is 
quick to shift the conversation away from theology and back to the amorphous, 
purposely ambiguous, yet rhetorically powerful “spirit.” Spirit functions as a form
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of common ground that many Christians and many Buddhists can be comfortable 
with. Spirit is a non-verbal, non-discursive bridge uniting Christians and Buddhists. 
In a very revealing sentence, Thay says: “It is safer to approach God through the 
Holy Spirit than through theology.” This is another important rhetorical adaptation 
to keep the interfaith dialogue focused away from doctrine and toward something 
even more “substantial,” the living, animating spirit of God. This allows for a 
certain pragmatic flexibility in a dialogue in which spirit and spirituality animate 
the conversation, and there is less room for arguing over fine points of doctrine 
and practice.

This is not to say that all Christians or religious peoples will embrace the 
terms spirit/spirituality as rhetorical bridges between East and West. In an imperfect 
world of divisiveness and religious suspicion, the synthetic impulse needs to be 
supported and nurtured because rapprochement and agreements are better than 
divisiveness and violence.

As with “spirit,” direct action is a “tangible” bridge that avoids debates about 
doctrine and definitional terminology. Some forms of non-verbal action are 
themselves powerful forms of symbolic action, often expressed in the language of 
rite, ritual, and ceremony. Action is often seen as effective because as a 
communication form, it at least appears to express the commonplace values of 
simplicity, directness, and openness, and may be perceived as less susceptible to 
rhetorical subterfuge and distortion. For example, there is a directness and credibility 
when Thay recalls his actions for peace: “I have been engaged in peace work for 
more than thirty years.going to sea to help rescue boat people, evacuating the 
wounded from combat zones, resettling refugees; helping hungry children and 
orphans; opposing wars; producing and disseminating peace literature; training 
peace and social workers; and rebuilding villages destroyed by bombs” (p. 80).

In addition to direct action there is symbolic action in which the symbolic act 
substitutes for the direct action that it symbolizes. For example, there is the symbolic 
action of the Vietnamese monk Thich Quang Due, who burned himself alive in 
1963. Thay emphasizes that the monk “meditated for several weeks and then wrote 
very loving letters to his government, his church, and his fellow monks and nuns, 
explaining why he had reached that decision.” Thay says: When you are motivated 
by love and the willingness to help others attain understanding, even self-immolation 
can be a compassionate act. When Jesus allowed himself to be crucified, He was 
acting in the same way, motivated by the desire to wake people up, to restore 
understanding and compassion and to save people (p. 81). The symbolic act of 
self-immolation “spoke” of the virtues of self-sacrifice and love. Because it was a 
dramatic and violent act, it drew attention to itself and the futility of war and hatred. 
Another simple yet powerful symbolic act is found on the altar of Thay’s hermitage
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in France where images of both Buddha and Jesus reside. The altar functions as a 
symbol of unity, rapprochement, and synthesis.

An additional symbolic act is evidenced when Thay “shocked” Buddhists and 
“horrified” Christians by participating in a Catholic Eucharist. Thay was 
symbolically acting out a ritual drama of religious rapprochement and drove his 
symbolic message home by the almost flippant statement: “I do not see any reason 
to spend one’s whole life tasting just one kind of fruit. We human beings can be 
nourished by the best values of many traditions” (p. 2).

Non-verbal action can also function as group and personal liberation, and can 
often transcend cultural and language barriers having universality. Importantly, 
non-verbal symbolic action can be enabling and, empowering, giving voice to 
marginalized individuals and groups, can equalize power relationships with the 
dominant culture, and help raise the consciousness of the poor and powerless. As 
Thay says: When you are caught in a war in which the great powers have huge 
weapons and complete power over the media, you have to do something 
extraordinary to make yourself heard. Without access to radio, television, or the 
press, you have to create new ways to help the world understand the situation you 
are in. Self-immolation can be such a means. If you do it out of love, you act very 
much as Jesus did on the cross and Gandhi did in India (p. 82).

Direct non-violent action is a powerful channel of communication that has 
gained popular acceptance and respect, as seen in the persuasive non-verbal/ 
nonviolent actions of the iconic Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther King. The 
power and credibility of action as opposed to words is evidenced in the popular 
cliches: “actions speaks louder than words” “your actions speak volumes,” “show 
me, don’t tell me,” as does Emerson’s popular dictum: “your actions speak so 
loudly that I cannot hear a thing you say.” And, some forms of non-verbal action 
are themselves a powerful form of symbolic action such as the language of rite, 
ritual, and ceremony that speak with simplicity, directness, and force.

Conclusion
We described the cultural/intellectual environment that encourages the synthetic 

impulse in Eastern and Western religious traditions. Then we examined the ways 
East/West syntheses are crafted and communicated. In a period of heightened 
religiously-oriented “culture wars” within and between countries, the study of how 
rhetorical synthesis functions to synthesize, ameliorate, and reconcile religious 
differences is particularly relevant.

University of Nevada, Las Vegas Gage Chapel 
Roy Joseph
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